Role-Playing Games
iOS Starter Kit: Setup Guide

For Build 1.13

Chapter 1

Getting
Started

What’s New
Welcome to the What’s New section of the guide! For those of you

The kit now has support for iOS Game Controllers, iCade and

that aren’t reading the guide for the first time, you’ll probably want

OUYA controllers. Integration is very easy. Just add a few extra

to skip around to the new sections using the links below.

class files and a handful of properties, and your game can be
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proudly included among relatively few others that can be played
with a handheld controller or retro iCade box.

What’s new in 1.13

We’ve also added double jumping!

This picture about says it all....

As always the Version Notes section has been updated with
the latest properties available.

What’s new in 1.12
The first big feature this build is Scoring! You can now track the
current score and high score for anything. The kit has always had
the option to track XP, In-Game Currency, and an unlimited number
of inventory items. The inventory system could have been used to
track something as simple as a score, but it also would have
involved displaying an item in inventory to do so, which just
doesn’t make much sense for some games. So we’ve now got a
very simple Score system in the kit.
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You can score anything too. Typical score keys (variables) might

particular object goes above or below a value on either the x or

be something like AllEnemiesHit or a specific thing like

y axis, this will end the level. Think Space Invaders, if they get

EnemyMissilesHit. Or you can score items as they are collected,

low enough, the game is over.

which again, lets you bypass the inventory system. So your score
key might be DiamondsCollected. Whenever you set an object
to add an amount to a particular score key, the kit will also check
to see if the current amount of the score is higher than the highest
score ever for that key. So optionally, you can display a text label
for both the current score and high score.
Each level can also clear the current score or clear the high score.
• The second major feature this build is Automatic Advancing

• In lesser “What’s New” news, we’ve got a new level array to
automatically add inventory to the level, appropriately titled
AddInventoryFor. This is really useful for adding either
weapons or entire characters to the inventory at the beginning
of the level. So for example, you might start with Mario, but be
able to switch to Luigi or Princess right away.
• The CarryMultiplier property has moved it’s way from obscurity
to essentially being required for objects that carry the leader.

of Levels, without having to walk into a portal to do so.
Previously you might have to collect 8 diamonds to open a
portal and leave the level. Now you can simply collect the 8
diamonds. You can also advance levels with a certain amount of
Score. And if you want to send the player to a menu instead of
the next level, you can do that as well. This could be a shared
menu that always occurs between levels (to display the score or
whatever), in which case be sure to see the NextLevel and

What’s new in 1.11...
The big news this Build is: Multiple Weapons for Objects. This
should make for some awesome “boss” enemies, and generally
more diﬃcult enemies/objects in your levels.

NextPortal properties (in the previous link), as they allow a

Read more in the Versions notes section, or here in Multiple

button to go to the next level achieved.

Weapons part of the the Objects chapter, or watch this movie!

• The third major feature this build is Automatic Game Over
properties for Objects. Right now we have 4 location based
properties to automatically kill oﬀ the leader player. So if a

What’s new in 1.10...
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• Major new feature: Special Weapons! Yes, the long-awaited
for addition of secondary weapons is finally here. The sidescrolling demo character in the kit has these already setup (he

What’s new in 1.0.9....

slings grenades now) and you can read more about them here.
As always the Version Notes section has been updated with the
• Lots of animation properties to do with the inclusion of Special
Weapons. Read about them here.
• New button options for Special Weapons.
• New Collectibles property for Special Weapons.
• New CollectiblesForThisLevel property for Special Weapons.
• New Objects property for (can you guess) Special Weapons.
• Properties to let an object finishing moving (back and forth or
up and down) before coming to an idle position.

latest properties available. For every new property, check there
first, the highlights are:
• Objects can generate other objects or collectible items. For
example you might create a pipe that turns out random Turtles
every 5 seconds.
• Objects can now be revived from the dead.
• You can add an AnimationFire sequence to your object
dictionaries, which can be used specifically for animations
which fire weapons.
• Objects can approach / stalk the character when they are not
idle. You can set the speed of approach.
• You can set a whole slew of idle properties now.
• You can now add the character’s health meter as part of the
main GUI (instead of only appearing above the character in the
scene itself).
• You can disable specific movements (up, down, left or right).
Swipes or joystick movements in a disabled direction would be
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completely ignored (this has some advantages vs setting the
vectors to {0,0} in those directions).

What’s new in 1.0.8....
• Ladders - We’ve finally got ladders in the kit. Climb up, climb
down, jump and hang on, shimmy to the bottom and hang on
for dear life. They can be as wide or thin as you want, so
instead of a ladder, these could also be vines or chain link
fences. You can also set the climbing speed on a per ladder
basis.

• Climbing animation sequences - We couldn’t add ladders
without the option to add a set of climbing frames for the
character.
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• Cloaking Boosters - Characters can now equip, pick up or
begin with a cloaking booster. What’s that? Well, when the
character is “cloaked”, objects that (optionally) respond to
cloaking will allow the character to walk right through them.
They also won’t fire weapons at the character. They can even
play dumb, by switching to an animation “idle” state.

• Objects can have an AnimationIdle sequence. This gets
shown when the object is out of attack range of the character.
• Attack animation sequences for character’s that begin the
attack from resting in either the up, down left or right
direction - To go along with your resting sequences you can
now include attack sequences from the resting state. If

• Oﬀset for a Character-Centered World - In previous builds,

excluded, your character will use the previous attack sequences

when the world was centered on the character, it was dead-

which occurred whether the character was moving or not.

centered. Now you can oﬀset that value for each device. You

These new sequences only occur when the character has

can also disable centering on either the x or y axis. This can

stopped, then attacks.

replicate more of a Super Mario Bros type level, where the
scene moves left or right but doesn’t move vertically when the

What else? The kit is a lean, mean, memory-saving machine now.

character does.

No leaks between scenes now.

• Incremental Movements for objects. Think Space Invaders!
• Custom frame rates for every character animation - These

What’s new in 1.0.7....

are all optional, if excluded your base keyframe rate is used.
• Animation sequences for character’s “at rest” facing either
the up, down, left, or right direction - These animations are all
optional and intended mostly for top-down viewed characters.
You can also delay when these resting animation sequences
occur.
• Damage animation sequences for the character.

• Boosters! A brand-spanking new dictionary for the root.
Today this will house the properties for an Immunity Booster
(which prevents the character from receiving damage).
Eventually this will contain properties for other in-game
boosters / pickups. Boosters can be equipped via inventory,
when collected in the scene, or after destroying an object.
Boosters can also look awesome, by giving the character a
temporary particle eﬀect and icon / image (see the fire-backed
halo-sporting character in the screen shot).
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gone for good. Unless the game is restarted fresh again (which
removes all save points and most NSUserDefaults).
• Check the Version Notes section for even more new properties.

• Characters can be immune from attack for a limited time at
the start of the level (actually this is when the character
dictionary is first loaded). If your level dumps the character into
deep-action early on, you might want to give the character a
brief chance to find cover without being damaged.
• iAds can be disabled via In-App Purchases.
• Even more fine-tuned controls for the Control Pad.
Releasing the control pad can optionally stop the character
from jumping. And jumping can be disabled when pushing up
on the control pad.
• iAds can be disabled on a per device basis. If you don’t think
the iPhone 3.5 inch can handle the game and ads at once,
squash those ads in favor of awesome playback.
• Added an AwardedAlreadyKey to limit the quantity of a specific
collectible. This will prevent collectibles from ever appearing
twice on the same level, so once it has been collected, it is
7

What’s New from 1.0.6
• You can now include death frames for the character(s).
• You can now pan between portals, so for example, instead of
an instant jump from one door to the next, you can pan using
the PanTimeBetweenPortals property in the Levels dictionary.
• New friction settings! If you used the kit prior to 1.0.6 you might

• Labels can now include a RandomLinesOfText array to

have noticed walking up ramps was diﬃcult because the

randomize the text shown. Labels can also stay up indefinitely

character would slide back if their speed wasn’t high enough to

while the character is in contact with whatever object or portal

make the climb. No more of that. You can now set the friction

triggered the label being shown.

(slipperiness) of objects or poly-lines. This makes it so you can
stop on an incline and not slide back at all.
• Objects that fire weapons can now set the UseRadiusForFiring

• Objects can be paused when out of view by setting (on a perlevel basis) the PauseOutOfViewObjects property to YES. This
means their animation, actions, movements, etc, aren’t running.

property to check a circular area around them to see if the

This only seems to be necessary are rather large levels. Even

character is within a specific range before firing. Previously,

with this setting on, to keep an object running even when it is

objects would simply fire if they were on screen.

out of view, you can set the DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView

• The CollisionBodyType property can now be set to
wide_square or tall_square which will give an object or portal
a thin horizontal or vertical square as the collision body. This
lets characters seemingly walk through objects, yet still collide
with them. For example, see the screen shot below.

property to YES in the Object’s dictionary.
• Characters can now include a FootStepsSound property and
JumpSound property.
• You can now use collectibles (items in inventory) to break
objects with the WillBreakWithCollectibleKeyName property. For
example a key can now open a chest.
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• Items in inventory can include the AlreadyEquippedImage
property which will show an image if the leader is already using
a particular weapon or character dictionary.
• The Characters section of the guide has been divided up better.
• Check the Version Notes section for even more new properties.

What’s New from Past Builds.
• A new example section on creating a Virtual Control Pad / Joy
Stick.
• The previous Examples Chapter has now been split into
Control Examples (dedicated to playback elements like the
control pad) and Level Examples (dedicated to elements on the
level, such as enemies, moving platforms etc).
• A new example section on Spring Platforms.
• A new example section on Time-Based Breakable Objects or
essentially objects that “unlock” by standing near or on them.
This could be for objects like a treasure chest that take 10
seconds to unlock, or it could be for objects like a trick platform
that just evaporates after 2 seconds.
• A new example section on Switches, which enable the player to
“toggle” a specific number of objects before a portal opens.
• A new example section on Ghostly Bad Guys, which can fade in
or out and be immune to attack when transparent.
• A new example section on Laser Units, or really anything that
fires a weapon at the player.
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• Weapons can now fire in exactly the vector (direction) of the
player or if a weapon is fired from an enemy, it will target directly
toward the player. Check out this new property here. Or in the
example section called Generally Bad Guys.
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No coding needed, just great ideas
Can you imagine building an entire app without ever writing a lick of
code? It would be tough for me to imagine, except I’ve written about
20,000 lines of code into the The Fantastic Worlds Starter Kit
(available here), so you don’t have to! I’m also the author of this
guide book, so my second job in creating this kit is tell YOU how to
work with it. But hopefully, that’s the easy part. This documentation
details every property, has dozens of screenshots of those
properties in action, has lots of images, and links to online videos.
Plus every buyer gets two demo projects full of working examples.
See that image to the right. That’s a Property List. It controls nearly
every thing in the kit. Unfolding those key names would reveal more
properties, and possibly even more. And all those things are what
defines how the app runs and ultimately creates an iOS app (to
maybe make you zillions of dollars). Optionally, a great free program
named Tiled can help out a lot too when it comes to designing your
levels.
That’s getting ahead of ourselves. You need an idea first. And that
idea needs to be rooted in what your capabilities are, what the
capabilities of the kit are, and most importantly what you think will
capture the imagination or humor of your audience.

The GameData.plist (property list).
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So what’s possible without writing any code? As briefly as I can,
I’ll try to cover the essentials things to know. You can...
• Create side, top-down or isometric viewed worlds controlled
by swipes, buttons or a virtual control pad / joy stick.
• Graphically Lay Out Levels using Tiled - Almost any graphics
program can give you x and y locations for the Property List,
but you can save yourself a lot of time by using the free Tiled
app to layout your levels, and feed that info directly into Xcode.
By simply arranging images and giving them types / names, you
can position your entire level. The property list in Xcode will
then provide all the other data. In some cases, like boundaries

• Build up a team of followers. You can have up to three
characters follow the leader at a time, and plenty more
characters (or styles) waiting to be swapped out for the leader
in your inventory.
• Create equip-able weapons or suits that characters can
collect and store in inventory. For example, you could toggle
back and forth between the leader using a Mech Suit or regular
army gear. Or you could equip ninja stars one moment, then use
a shot gun the next. Weapons can also be completely diﬀerent
from one another, setting their own physics, vectors,
animations, sounds and much more.

Tiled is used for both the position and rectangular area. Also
Tiled can be used to draw invisible poly-line borders (linear
shaped borders for things like ramps). Feel free to skip to this
section of the documentation to read more about Tiled.
• Create physics based levels (or physics-less levels) and
populate them with players, collectible items and weapons,
enemies, boundaries, objects, portals, tiles, particle systems
and more, all with or without gravity.

• Define portals to jump around within one level, or to another
level. They can be locked (requiring an inventory item to enter)
or send the player to a menu to purchase the full version of your

• Create playable characters that have animated front views,

game. They can also pop-up images or labels, giving players

back views, sides views, and animated attack views for each

hints to figure out how to proceed. Portals can be animated,

direction. You can also setup animations for when players are

and change appearance or play sounds when they become

resting, dying or collecting items. You can define exactly how

unlocked.

players move.
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•Create objects or enemies

the character’s loot room. This is a great way to remind a user

which roam around, damage

they are progressing through the adventure.

the character, use weapons
to fire at the character,
provide pop up clues about
the world, and react (or don’t
react) to the physics world
around them. Objects can

• Classic video game elements - Moving platforms, ladders,
ramps, breakable bricks, etc. We’re all fans of the classics, and
the kit is constantly looking back to those older games for
inspiration.
• Create unlimited menus and buttons (outside of the

be destroyed by the player

gameplay) to do whatever you like with. Suggested menus to

by a certain amount of

include are: start menus, game over screens, parental gates, in-

contact or attacking, and

app purchasing menus, and menus to spend in-game currency.

give the player XP or a collectible item when they “break”.
Objects or enemies can be placed randomly in the world (within

• Over 30 Button Actions to: Start the game from the first level,

a specific range) or placed at specific intervals, for example,

continue from the most recently played save point, add images,

every 200 points on the x axis. They can be set to be aﬀected

add labels, open inventory, open loot rooms, control the

by physics or gravity, and they can be collide-able with the main

character, attack, jump, use weapons, switch leaders, buy in-

character or not at all. For example, you might want an object

app purchases, spend in-game currency on collectibles or level

simply be the background of a room. Or you might want an

access, open the map, toggle sound fx on or oﬀ, toggle

object to be a randomly roaming, animated torch which burns

background music on or oﬀ, open URL’s, run custom code and

the main character on contact.

more.

• Keep a running inventory of collectible items or defeated

• Virtual Control Pad / Joy Stick Controls - Characters can be

enemies, and create a “loot room” where the player can go

controlled via a control pad with optional joy stick. This control

back to periodically to restore health and see items they have

pad can move around the screen, so wherever the user touches

collected in the game. So if your knight character finds a

down on the screen, the control pad moves to that location (this

magical sword somewhere, you can mount that sword that in

is an optional feature, but adds a lot of flexibility and ease of
use). Attack and Jump buttons can also move in relation to
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where the control pad is positioned. For side-scrolling
characters, you can choose whether the control pad makes
them jump or not.
• Use Gestures to control the character (great for Kids apps).
You can enable (or disable) using gestures to control the
character. Gestures move the character with swipes (up, down,
left, or right) and tapping makes the character attack / use
weapons. A two finger rotation gesture, will stop the lead
character (and make any followers of the leader quickly catch
up) and tapping with 2, 3 or 4 fingers will swap the leader with a
follower in the second, third or fourth position. All these actions
can be done through buttons too.
• Create endless swipe-able maps to jump back to save points

• Saving game progress happens automatically. The app will

in the game. Your map can look like one continuous piece of art

restart players from the most recent level (that is designated as

that spans across many screens to reveal diﬀerent locations in

a Save Point) with their team of players in place and previous

the game. These locations can be locked (and appear so) if the

weapons. XP and anything in inventory is also saved.

player hasn’t gotten to that save point in the game yet. Access
to sections of the map can also be purchased through the App

• Experience points (XP) can be awarded for breaking objects,

Store or In-Game Currency. Save points are stored in the app’s

defeating enemies, collecting objects or traveling through

user defaults, so progress is never lost in the game (unless the

portals. XP can float up from objects after it has been awarded,

user were to delete the app entirely).

and XP can be tracked with labels noting the current amount of
XP and XP needed to advance to the next level. So to go from
Level 1 to 2 might require 100 XP, whereas going from Level 5 to
6 requires 10,000 XP. To add some flare to the player’s current
level in the game, an icon can be set for each level noting their
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rank. Characters can optionally increase their damage points

(with a required Parental Gate). We’ve even included an

against objects or enemies based on their XP level.

example privacy policy within the kit that you can upload to

• Add Labels and Dynamic Text in any style and font you
choose. You can pop up text at the beginning of a level to help
tell a story, or bump into an object in the game and have a label
describe something about the object. The kit also includes

your website. The kit has 3 potential In-App Products to use,
but is expandable to more. In-App purchases can also disable
iAds.
• In Game Currency system - Players can buy items to upgrade

plenty of dynamic text, or text that has a value based on

their characters or buy access to certain levels. Instead of

something in the game. Examples include: XP level, current XP

relying only on “found collectibles” to boast a character’s

acquired, XP needed to advance, the amount of an item in

abilities, you can sell those same collectible items via your own

inventory, the amount of in game currency, and player health.

store within the game. Store menus are completely separate

• Various boundary types. You can create circular, square, or
linear boundaries which objects and characters can move
around within. You can also create invisible objects which
function as boundaries that cause damage. For example, if the
player falls oﬀ a platform they could die immediately by hitting
one of these invisible barriers.
• iAds integration - The kit is already setup for iAds. You simply
have to specify a banner type or square type (and whether they
show on the top or bottom of the app). iAds can run on a perdevice basis. So you could run iAds only on iPad devices and
exclude ads from the iPhone.

from the App Store, you can sell an unlimited number of game
items. You can also choose to sell In Game Currency for real
money, by using In-App Purchasing. Product 1 might sell
10,000 coins for $1.99, Product 2 might sell 30,000 coins for
$2.99 and Product 3 might sell 100,000 coins for $5.99. If you
enable selling currency, your products in the App Store should
be set to Consumable instead of Non-Consumable.
• Oﬀer System - Characters can buy Collectibles from in-game
objects (for example, the town blacksmith). These oﬀers can
even be special discounts compared to the default prices and
quantities of the collectible item. So you could hide a merchant
“oﬀ the beaten path” that has good deals.

• In-App Purchase and Parental Gate Ready - The kit has
everything in place to easily get your app in the store with
purchasable upgrades and included in the Kid’s Only section
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Those bullet points are just some of the highlights of the kit.

You can take the kit in a completely diﬀerent direction and build a

There’s a lot I haven’t mentioned yet but I want you to start

more ethereal, moodier app. The Silent Age is great example of

thinking about the possibilities. Get the broad strokes down in

an RPG app with a totally diﬀerent vibe.

your mind, and mull over just how much can be down with a
simple property list and Tiled. It’s a lot!
Let’s talk about what not to expect. This kit won’t build you
your own World of Warcraft. This isn’t going to build a game
where your friends can jump in on their devices and play with
you. There aren’t chat windows to talk strategy with your guild.
When compared to a console or PC role playing game, this is far
simpler.
At its most basic, it builds a side-scroller like Mario Bros or
Contra. Bop through levels, shoot stuﬀ, collect coins for no real
reason, etc. Or it can build an old-school Zelda style RPG or my
favorite, Phantasy Star. Players can try to survive lengthy mazes,

I think for most independent developers, you’ll find this kit opens
up a world of possibilities to make a fantastic niche market
game. And like all CartoonSmart kits, the code is open to modify
if you want to.

explore realms, find out what the villagers have to say about
where to find hidden treasure, all while upgrading a team of allies
over time.
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Where to begin
License holders of the Fantastic Worlds Role Playing Games
Starter Kit, receive three versions of the kit.
• The first is the Meta Platformer demo. Great for reference but
keep in mind this is an app already in the App Store (please
don’t re-submit any portion of this app to the store). This
version will probably give you the most thorough understanding
of how a property list sets up everything, because this demo
quite simply has the most examples. This project has A LOT of
artwork already imported, so this is probably not the version
you want to begin with.
• The second version of the kit has a moderate amount of

Your Role Now...
If you’ve purchased the kit (thanks) you are now the Almighty
Creator of your own fantastic world: a game designer. Believe
me, it’s quite fun. After spending months developing the kit
myself, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed my last few weeks testing the kit
with diﬀerent levels and views. As a game designer now, you
have three major duties. Provide the artwork (or have someone
create it for you), design levels, and edit the GameData.plist
(property list). This guide can’t help you too much with the first

artwork and sound files already imported. This version has two

two parts, but I will detail every possible property you can set in

important demo levels: a side-scroller and top-down view.

the property list. And when in doubt, you can always cut and

And each of these levels has 3 playable versions: one with the

paste properties from any of the demo projects. We’ve even

virtual joystick, swipes, and directional arrows.

included a property list called Common_Properties.plist that is
only intended for copying and pasting from. You’ll find

• The third version is probably the best one to begin creating

dictionaries like Moving_PlatformX or Animated_Object.

your app with. This one has a bare-bones amount of artwork
already imported. Just enough to play a single character in a

I don’t expect you to remember all the possible properties for

level with nothing but a few platforms.

everything you want to do, because heck, as the author of this
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guide and creator of the

This guide can be searched, so any time you’re wondering what a

kit itself, I can’t even

property does, simply search for it. Or if you want to see where a

remember all of them.

property was used in the GameData.plist file, you can search

When I was creating new

that as well...

levels for the demo
version, I was constantly
copying and pasting what
I had done previously.
So before you set out on
your own tireless journey
customizing this kit, get to
know the demo versions first so you have a base understanding
of what’s already been created, and more importantly where to
dig out those properties from the demo. If you’re planning to
create a side scroller level in your version, then look at the
existing side scroller levels, weapons, and character properties. If
you want to do a top down view, look to that data.
For some of you, poking through an existing property list is easypickings. With very understandable key names you’ll have no

See how easy that is?! Command-F is the hot key to search, and

problems diving right in. For those that like a less hands-on, more

don’t forget that Command-G will jump to the next occurrence of

studied approach, then start by simply reading this guide you’ll

that term.

learn everything there is to learn about making an app with it.
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The Xcode Project
You’ll spend most of your time modifying this kit in three places within Xcode (which is free in
the Mac App Store). Highlighted in the image to the right, you’ll see the Images.xcassets
folder, the GameData.plist (which I’ll usually just refer to as the Property List) and the
GamesSounds.plist. Anyone want to venture a guess as to what each of these files is for?
You got it, images, data, and sounds.
The Images.xcassets folder, or Assets Catalog, is a simple drag and drop interface to store
your images in Xcode. This is one of the newer, nicer features of Xcode, and relieves you from
strict file name extensions for you images. Unless you are using a Texture Atlas (more on that
later), you can name your images anything you like and drop them into the appropriate slots
to save them for each device. The screenshot below has drop slots for the iPhone, iPad and Universal Apps. Thats a bit of overkill, but
you can get an idea of how convenient the Assets Catalog is. Everything can be defined in one simple interface. For for the most part we
will use Universal images (which show up on both iPhone and iPad devices). You can right click anywhere inside the area around those
slots in Xcode and see a menu to choose which devices this image is for. By default, adding a new image sets it to Universal and lucky for
us, this kit really likes Universal images (you can read why here). To wrap up this short talk on images, just understand that the 1x slots
are for the non-Retina enabled iPhones or iPads (not too many of which support this kit because devices need to be iOS7 or higher). 2x
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are for the Retina enabled devices. And the R4 slot is specifically
for the iPhone 4 inch (often referred to in this guide and the
Property List as the iPhone Wide). Keep in mind, there isn’t a nonRetina iPhone 4 inch, so this slot would want a Retina image.
So what’s the diﬀerence between a Retina and non-Retina image.
When exporting your images, you will choose 72 dpi for nonRetina images and 144 dpi for Retina images. And if that term
“dpi” has no meaning to you, here’s another way of putting it. If
your image is normally 100 pixels by 100 pixels, then for the
Retina enabled devices, you want that image to be exported at
200 by 200 instead. On the device it will be viewed at 100 by
100, but it has double the pixel data making it much crisper.

Property Lists

GameSounds.plist. I’ve unfolded the BackgroundSounds
dictionary, and it is showing me more keys (Wind, Jazz1, Jazz2,

The GameData.plist and GameSounds.plist are primarily what

etc), and each has a type of String and a value which

this entire guide is about, so I won’t talk much about them here.

corresponds to the actual filename to play (these are all .mp3

But you should know what a property list is. If you were to view it

files, but I can exclude that part of the filename).

in a text document (for example, using Text Edit) it would look
much diﬀerent than it does in Xcode. The nice Key-Type-and-

So whats the advantage of using a property list? Well, you’re

Value columned formatting (circled in green above right) would all

looking at it. Instead of keeping tracking of file names in the same

be gone and you would see an XML file. Lots of tags, and it

place that I write code, it is kept separate and organized quite

would hardly be understandable. That’s why using a Property List

nicely here in rows that can be copied and pasted, and changed

in Xcode is so nice. The screenshot above is from the

a lot more safely than editing the more important class files. I can
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also make major changes to the game with a simple change of the property list. For example, notice the keys named BackgroundVolume
and OtherSoundsVolume (circled in orange on the previous page). Right now the volume of any background sound is at 0.2 or 20
percent. All other sounds are at 1 or 100 percent. So again, if I wanted to make a simple, but widespread change to the volume of the
app, I don’t need to go looking any further than this one file to do that.

Changing the Name of the Project
Xcode does NOT have a File > Save As option for projects. Xcode used to, but no more. The project name for the kit is “Quest”, and
hopefully you like that because you’ll be seeing it for a while. But the
project name has NOTHING to do with the name of your game in the App
Store or the Icon name on the device.
The name of your app is set in iTunes Connect. Nowhere in Xcode do you
need to write the name of your app as it
appears in the store.

What you’ll probably want to change
though is the Bundle Display Name,
which is the short name underneath the
icon of the app. You can do that from the
Info tab, after selecting the Target named Quest. See the screen shot above if you can’t find your way
there. Hint, its two tabs over from the General tab where you set your Bundle ID, Deployment Target, and
supported devices.
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Bundle ID, Deployment Target, Supported Devices and
Orientation
Last but not least, we have the General Tab of project settings. Your
Bundle Identifier (outlined in blue in the screenshot to the right) should
NOT say “com.cartoonsmart.abcquest” in it. This should be your own
unique Bundle Identifier. Typically developers use the reverse of their
domain name, which is why the “com.cartoonsmart” is in there, followed
by their app name or something close to it.
This identifier is initially set in Developer Center in the Certificates,
Identifiers and Profiles section, and specifically in the App IDs tab. Here
you will find an option to set the Explicit App ID, also known as the
Bundle ID. Once this is set in stone, that ID will need to match exactly
what you set in Xcode. As with all things, it is case sensitive and once
again, please do not use “com.cartoonsmart”.
Below the Bundle Identifier in Xcode you will find the Deployment Info. As
you can see in the screenshot above, the Deployment Target is set to 7.1,
but you can set this as low as... drumroll... 7.0. Yup, its a pretty cutting
edge kit, huh. Because this is a Sprite Kit based starter kit, you do need the
latest and greatest OS.
The Devices pulldown is set to Universal because, in my opinion, if you’re
going to do all the work to support one device, its a marginal amount more
to support both iPhone and iPad. Trust me, this kit makes it incredibly easy.
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And finally, you can set the Device Orientation for both the
iPhone and iPad. This kit requires you choose one or the other,
but not both. So you can pick Portrait and Upside Down or
Landscape Left and Landscape Right, but you can’t pick all
four.
And this should be common sense, but whatever orientation you
set for the iPhone should match that of the iPad.

Testing the App
I suppose there is one last thing to mention when discussing the

The arrow (or triangle) in the top left builds the app with the
current scheme. Those schemes are below.

basics of Xcode: how to test the app! In the top left of Xcode,
you’ll find a triangle, punch that guy and it will build the app for
either the Simulator or your own device. To test on your own
device, you’ll need to be a registered Apple Developer. And that is
a whole lot more fun than testing in the Simulator, which as hard
as it tries just doesn’t have the willpower to run the Sprite Kit
physics as well as the actual device. So dive-in all the way and
pay the $99 fee to become an Apple Developer. It’s a fun club to
be in. To sell or distribute your app in the store, you need to pay
up sooner than later.
Pulldown to see the build schemes you can test your app on.
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Terminology and Colors in this Guide
Since we’ve got a boat load of possible properties to discuss and many of which are tucked within other properties, I think it’s best if we
set up some coloring rules in this guide. If I refer to the Root of the property list, most likely I’m referring to the GameData.plist, and by
Root, I mean right here.
Notice how I styled that...

Dark Blue and Bold for the Root.
And circled the Root in blue in the screenshot to the right. If you
see blue and bold, I must be talking about something in the top
level of the playlist. “Top level” sounds overly technical. You
could think of it like the main folder of everything. To get
technically correct, the Root is a Dictionary object. I use a lot of
Dictionary objects in this property list because they group
together like-minded properties. For example, each character we
create will be its own Dictionary object since all those properties
are specific to one character.
I also name things very appropriately (I think), so in reading the
Dictionaries in the screenshot to the left, I think you can get an
idea what each of them does (Levels, has every level, Maps has
every map, etc.) I wouldn’t recommend renaming any of these.
The Root with A LOT of Dictionaries (well mostly all Dictionaries)
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The code in the kit will be looking in specific dictionaries most of the time. The only exception to this is if you create your own menu item
and that can be a name of your choosing (some menus are hard-coded into the kit like the StartMenu and ParentalGateMenu).
Hey what’s happening now? We’ve got orange text? Yes, from here on out if
something is a Dictionary object (except for the almighty Root) let’s write that
in orange and circle it in orange whenever there’s an accompanying
screenshot.

Dictionaries (think groups) are Orange
So I might say something like “Go to the Characters dictionary in the Root”. And wha-lah, you know where to go a little quicker without
much thought.
What next? Well we don’t see too many arrays in this kit, but the ones we do are worth a color. Let’s go Red.

Arrays are in Red
What’s an array look like. Well, there’s one in the Root named SavePoints.
These are essentially just lists. Sometimes the order matters, sometimes it
doesn’t. In this example screenshot, the order does not matter, we are just
listing level names which will be save points in the game. In the Maps
array, the object named Item 0 is the first map, Item 1 is the second map, and so on. So if the order matters, it is pretty easy to figure out
why. Items in an array can be cut and pasted to change the order, or simply moved up or down by dragging them. You can’t change the
name of the key though. These will always be Item 0, Item 1 and so on. On the plus side, you can create as many more as you need
using the + icon. See where the arrow is pointing above for that + icon.
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Property Keys are Green

Locations and size values in the property list are usually set using

The key name of a property will always be in green. For example,

included in the value, so this is a string property, but I’ll color the

I might write something like...

brackets bold and black, with blue numbers in between. You can

this format { x, y } or { width, height }. The brackets must be

see two examples of this format in the screenshot to the left.
Depth - this is a positive or negative integer value... (etc)
Below you can see a few property names, like ImageName,
Location, and the types of values they are (more on that next).

Navigating the Property List like a Pro...
Something you’ll discover sooner than later is that unfolding

Other Color Coding
The values for properties will be a Number value, a Boolean
value, or a String value.
Numbers I will color light blue, like so: 0, -5, 10.

and refolding property after property can get a bit tiresome.
Here’s a quick tip:
To fold up every property at once, click on the Root, then
press Option and the Left arrow on the keyboard, then with
the mouse press the unfold arrow next to the Root. You’ll
see that every previously unfolded property is now folded
back up.

Boolean values I will color pink, like so: YES or NO. Booleans can

This is especially useful if you do a text search within the

only ever be a YES or NO value.

property list, because every property found will get
unfolded.

Strings, will stay this black color, but be styled bold. So I might
say, “In the demo project,the ImageName property was
A_portal_in.”
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Common Terms

Key or Key Name could also refer to the name of a property or
dictionary in the plist.

The property list - Unless otherwise noted, “the property list” will
refer to the GameData.plist. There is a second property list

{x,y} format - When I refer to entering a value in this format the

dedicated only to sounds called GameSounds.plist, but I won’t

opening and closing brackets must be written with the value. For

write about that much until the chapter on sounds.

example, notice the value in the selected row...

Assets Catalog - The kit has only one assets catalog, and this is
the Images.xcassets folder.
{width, height} format - Same thing as above. The brackets
must be there.
Integer value - a whole number like -4 or 4. This can’t include a
decimal.
Key name vs file name - The key name (in regards to the assets
catalog) refers to what is selected in the screenshot below,

Decimal value - a number that can contain a decimal, like 0.9. If I

fast_bubbles_icon. This not the actual image file name, which

mention a property can be a decimal value, that doesn’t mean it

could be something totally diﬀerent.

necessarily must have a decimal. The value could a whole
number.
Currency - If I mention “currency”, I’m talking about the In Game
Currency system (not actual money).
Optional / safe to delete - Most properties are actually safe to
delete. I’ve added a lot of defaults “under the hood” of the kit, so
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if something is excluded, but important, most likely it has a
default value. And 95% of the time, any YES or NO value will
revert to NO (I think I’ve noted in the kit when the default is YES).
A word of caution though: you don’t want to leave a property
key in, but exclude the value. For example, see how the selected
property on the next page has a blank value...

This is much worse than deleting the property if you don’t know
what to do with it. In some cases, the kit is prepared for worst
case scenarios like this, but in others it could cause an issue
(perhaps lead to a crash).

Links
Links to other places within the book will look like this (tap that
and it goes to the next section). I’ll try to reference as much as
possible so you can navigate this guide faster.
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Universal made easier
Any smart developer knows that it’s crazy nowadays not to make

the property list). And even better, you don’t need to set alternate

a Universal app. You get twice the marketplace exposure,

phone locations for anything in the “playable world” of the game.

probably twice the users / sales, without doing twice the work.

If you absolutely wanted to, you could set alternate locations for

Even so, that doesn’t take the sting oﬀ exporting the same image

either the iPhone 3.5 inch and 4.0 inch, but it really isn’t

over and over again to support multiple device types as well as

recommended, because it simply isn’t necessary.

the Retina and non-Retina enabled versions within that device
family. My patience wears
thin after about two
exports.

What about images outside of the playable space, and by that I
mean, places in the game like the Start menu, Map menu,
Parental Gate, In-App purchase menu, etc. These parts of the
game can also get away with only using Universal Images, and

So with that in mind,

you make use of a property for Buttons or Images called

you will find using this

ResizePhone and set this to a decimal like 0.5, and it will shrink

kit very image-export

the image by 50%. A good amount since the iPhones are about

friendly. In most cases,

half the size of the iPad. Or you can decide not to use the

all you need is a Universal image with a non-Retina (1x) version

ResizePhone property and simply add in a single 2x iPhone

and Retina (2x) version in the Images.xcassets folder of Xcode.
Any image (or animation) that occurs within a level (within the
playable parts of the game), really should NOT have anything
other than a 1x and 2x image. The “playable world” is already
scaled down for the iPhone (you can tweak this scale too with

The image in the Images.xcasssets folder
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image (see the example image below). Since this is a Sprite Kit
based project, 1x iPhone images are a thing of the past. That 2x
image will show on both 3.5 inch and 4.0 inch Retina phones (so the
iPhone 4, 4s, 5, 5s, and so on).
It is possible to add a diﬀerent image for the 3.5 inch and 4.0 inch
but those cases are rare. Most likely you’ll only need to do that for

A rare case in the kit where this many images suits our needs.

images that take up an entire length (or height) of the screen. For
example, the demo project is in landscape mode, so the width varies from 480 points wide to 568 points wide between the two
iPhones. That means to show a seamlessly swipe-able map that extends from one screen to the next (see below), I would need an
image that fits the width slightly diﬀerent between the two phones. So for cases like this, I would create an image that has an iPhone
2x image, iPhone R4 image, then my usual 1x and 2x images for the iPad (see the screenshot above for an example).
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Determining Locations
For any visible object in the app you have options in the property

value. Theoretically, any graphics program can give you x and y

list for it’s location. Usually defined in keys named Location,

locations based on the 0, 0 point in the software, but I highly

LocationPhone and LocationPhoneWide. This section I’ll tell

recommend using Tiled to automatically set positions in Xcode

you how and when to use those properties. Just remember, level

for your entire level.

content can be positioned for you using Tiled.

Locations In-Level (within the Playable World)
As I just mentioned in the previous section, anything that exists
inside the “playable world” really does not need an alternate 3.5
or 4.0 inch phone location because the world itself is scaled
down and everything within it. So portals, objects, tiles,
characters, anything inside of the level itself really shouldn’t need
anything but a Location property. These same things live inside
of center-based world. This means that the location of 0 on the x
axis and 0 on the y axis is in the middle of the screen (see the
image to the right). Notice how the cloud is in the top right of the
screen, and the location is x: 380 and y: 330. You might have
expected those numbers to be closer to the dimensions of the
screen, but with 0,0 in the middle, that’s not the case. So for
example, if the cloud was in the bottom right, the numbers might
be x: 380 and y: -330. Notice thats a negative number for the y

Easy hint: In the property list, if the thing you are placing is an
Object, Portal, Collectible, Tile, Character, Boundary it’s
coordinate system uses 0,0 in the center.
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Locations Outside the Playable World

defines where the center of that icon with the question mark will
be.

Anything that appears within a menu in the game or pops up over
top of the playable world (for example an image or label that hints
at how to play the game), uses a coordinate system with x: 0,y: 0
in the bottom left of the screen. So notice how the image in the top
right of the iPad screen is at x: 919 and y: 656.
These images outside of the “world”, are usually going to need
diﬀerent properties for Location, LocationPhone and
LocationPhoneWide. Since the iPad family, iPhone 3.5 inch and
iPhone 4.0 inch all have diﬀerent sized screens this is where you’ll
need to do some tweaking for locations. As I mentioned last
section you don’t necessarily need to create multiple images for
each device (since you can use the ResizePhone property to
shrink Universal images), but one thing that you can’t really get
away with is not specifying device specific locations. While x:0, y:0
represents the bottom left of the screen no matter what the device,
the further you go away from that, the more of a diﬀerence it
makes. For example an image at x:480 and y:320 would be in the
top right of the iPhone 3.5 inch, but on an iPad that would be near
the center of the screen.
Easy hint: In the property list, if the thing you are placing is an

Once you have the location for something, that defines where the
center of it is. This goes for objects inside or out of the playable

Image, Label, or Button it’s coordinate system uses 0,0 in the
bottom right.

world. So in the example image on this page, x: 919 and y: 656
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Fallback Locations
If you don’t add a LocationPhone or LocationPhoneWide
property for the iPhone 3.5 inch or 4 inch, the object or imagery
will use the Location setting.
On the iPhone 4 inch, if you don’t add a LocationPhoneWide
property the object or imagery will use the LocationPhone
setting if one exists.
If you don’t add any Location property, the object should get
placed at x:0, y:0.
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Animations and Texture Atlases
We’ll talk later on about where exactly in the Property List you

sequentially from 1-4”, but in the property list we can order them

can define animations, but while we are on the topic of images in

however we want and repeat certain frames. So we might make

general, lets discuss animations real fast. Usually your images

the actual animation order be....

get stored in the Images.xcassets folder of the project, and you
simply drag and drop images into their 1x and 2x slots.
For animations, we will
create a Texture Atlas
folder, which contains
the entire image
sequence of frames
saved for Retina and
non-Retina devices. For
example, take a look at
the E_monster.atlas
folder in the screenshot (or demo project). Once unfolded, you’ll

Notice how we start at 1, go to 4, hold on 4, then descend back

see the first two files are E_monster0001.png and

down to 1 and hold on 1 for a few frames. So essentially we’ve

E_monster0001@2x.png. Notice the only diﬀerence in the file

taken 4 unique frames, but made them into a 12 frame sequence.

name for this frame is the suﬃx @2x. Each frame is saved in this

Elsewhere in the property list we can define the frames per

same fashion. In the property list, we will define the order of

second, so if we wanted, this sequence could run very slowly.

those frames we will use. You might think “duh, the order will be
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Exporting Frames for a Texture Atlas

toggle on Smooth. Other programs might not have those exact
options, and if not, don’t sweat it.

I use Adobe Flash to animate, so I’ll describe the steps I take to
export a PNG sequence from that program. Most animation

Once the sequence exports, find the images in the .atlas folder

software will be somewhat similar.

and add @2x between the base name and .png on all the files.
Yup, it can be tedious on long sequences. So now you should

You can go to either File > Export > Export Movie and choose

have names like E_monster0001@2x.png,

PNG Sequence, or you can right click on a MovieClip in Flash

E_monster0002@2x.png, and so on.

and find the Export PNG Sequence option.
Now repeat those same steps for the 72dpi images. Save them to
Next you’ll get to the usual Save As menu, where you will set a

the same atlas folder with the same name, but this time around

base name for the sequence. So if you set E_monster, then the

you don’t need to add anything to the file name.

first frame will be E_monster0001.png. While still in the Save As
menu, you can also create a folder to save the images to. This is

Once finished, you can drag the .atlas folder into Xcode (drag it

a great time to name your Texture Atlas. For example, I might

into the selected group in the screen shot below). Or use the less

name this one E_monster.atlas. Most of us have never added a

glamorous option of going to Xcode’s File > Add Files menu, and

dot-extension to folder names, but there’s a first time for

find the .atlas folder from there. No matter which option you take,

everything. Don’t forget this important step. The folder must

be sure to toggle on Copy Item’s Into Destinations Group

end in .atlas!

Folder (If Needed).
Yes, you always need

Continuing on, you’ll see a

to copy the files into

prompt to choose the

the project.

Resolution. I usually choose
144 dpi first. This sequence
will be the 2x (Retina) images.
For colors choose 32 bit and
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Sprite Kit Particle Files
You can add particle FX in some appropriate places to your

Next choose a template for the file. You’ll most likely want to do

levels, for example, when a character attacks or when an object

some experimentation with these diﬀerent templates. Choose

like a fireplace is burning. Particle files are built into Xcode and

any one of them for now and give it a name.

incredibly easy to setup. From the File menu go to New > File...

Find the SpriteKit Particle File under the Resource section (see
the image above if you get lost).
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Next you will see a particle editor (like the screenshot below). Here you can play with 20 or so diﬀerent parameters to make your particle
perfect. Not to be overlooked, I’ve circled in green the Particle Texture field where you can select your own image to use for the base
particle. Like cats? Use a kitty head instead.
Later on when you specify the particle file to use, it will be whatever name you gave your creation minus the “.sks” extension. Notice in
the orange circle, the file name is DeathFire.sks. The property list will only need DeathFire as a value.
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Vectors
In a few places, the property list will ask for a vector value in { x,y } format. For example, a gravity setting might be written as { 0, -3 }
which means there is 0 pull on the x axis and a pull of -3 on the y axis. A negative value would pull objects down to the bottom of the
screen. The higher the number (or lower if negative) the quicker the pull in a particular direction. So even though vector sounds like a
fancy physics term, its a very easy concept to understand (at least here in the kit). The diagram below shows arrows pointing in the
general direction an object would travel with some positive, negative or zero values.

{0,y}
Zero x value
and any positive y value.

{ -x , y }

{x,y}

Any negative x value
and positive y value.

Any positive x value
and positive y value.

{x,0}

{ -x , 0 }
Any negative x value
and zero y value.

Any positive x value
and zero y value.

{-x , -y }

{ x , -y }

Any negative x value
and any negative y value.

Any positive x value
and any negative y value.

{ 0 , -y }
Zero x value
and any negative y value.
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Chapter 2

Initial
Settings

Debug Settings
Let’s look at the easiest settings to edit first, those in the
DebugSettings dictionary in the Root of the GameData.plist.
These are all Boolean properties, so they only have YES and NO
values.
• DebugAllBodies - Thanks to Xcode 5.1 you can set this to YES
and see the outline of any physics bodies in the game. For
example, see the green and pink outlines in the middle image to
the right.
• ShowRuntimeStats - Flip this to YES and you’ll see the node
count (objects in the scene) and current fps (frames per second). If
you run these stats in the Simulator expect to see the fps hovering
in the 30 range, whereas the device should have this running
around 60 fps. If not, your scene is probably too full.
• RunMinimalLogStatements - Set to YES and in the Output
Window of Xcode you can read some of what I consider important
log messages.
• RunDetailedLogStatements - Set to YES and in the Output
Window of Xcode you can read everything in the kit I thought to
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log. When troubleshooting, read the Output Window. Xcode usually has
something to say about what you’re doing.
• ShowCoordinates - Set to YES and you can see the coordinates of
the playable world of the game.

The level with ShowCoordinates set to YES
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Game Settings
In the GameSettings Dictionary, we will house important properties for, you guessed
it, the game’s general settings. Let’s dive right in.
• AlwaysPositionLevelsUsingTMX - A YES or NO value to always position the
various object types making up your level using a Tiled file. This value does not turn
on or oﬀ using Tiled (if set to NO, you can still use Tiled). If YES what this does is
make every object default to using Tiled for it’s positioning. So if the object is not
setup in the Tiled file, it won’t be added to your level. Each object can override this
value though with a property named TMXLocation (a YES or NO value to use the Tiled location or not).
• GlobalResizePhone - This is decimal number, which shrinks down the entire playable world for the iPhone devices. By default
this is set to 0.5, which resizes the world to 50% for the iPhone.
• GlobalResizePad - This is decimal number, which shrinks down the entire playable world for the iPad devices. By default this is
set to 1, which does absolutely nothing (the size stays at 100%). Although you can change this setting, I would recommend
leaving it at 1.
• StartGameAtLevel -The value of this key, should match one of the key names in the Levels dictionary. This is where the game
will start from if you use some of the other properties later that send the player back to the first level.
• StartGameAtPortal - The value of this key should match one of the Portals key names in the level you set for the property
above. Or you can set this to none and the character will enter the world at x:0 and y:0. We will talk more about Portals and
Levels later.
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• InventoryRoom - The inventory room or “loot room” as I

amount to damage the character by. For example, for an instant

sometimes might refer to it, can be defined here. The value of

death on contact with an object you can set that value to

this key should match one of the key names in the Levels

exceed whatever the character’s max health is.

dictionary that you want to use as an inventory room. This is an
optional property.
• InventoryPortal - The value of this key should match one of the
Portals key names in the inventory room you specified in the
property above. Or you can set this to none and the character
will enter the world at x:0 and y:0.

Gestures
• DisableSwitchingLeadersWithFingerTaps - A YES or NO
value. Set to NO and tapping with two fingers will make the first
follower of the leader become the leader. Tapping with three
fingers will bring the second follower to command, and likewise

Death and Health
• LeaderDiesGroupIsDead - A YES or NO value which

for four fingers. A button can be used instead to cycle through
the characters to lead.
• DisableRotateToStop - Setting this to YES disables the

determines whether or not any followers of the leader take over

rotation gesture which will make the player (and any followers)

for the leader if they die.

stop in place. A button can be used instead to stop the team.

• GameOverRestartsWith - You have four ways to respond to
the leader or group all dying oﬀ: GameOverMenu, StartMenu,
CurrentLevel, SavePoint. These are pretty self explanatory, but
the user will either see the Game Over menu, the Start Menu,
go back to the most recent played level, or the most recent
played save point (SavePoints are defined later).

• DisableSwipesToMove - If set to YES all four swipe-to-move
gestures are disabled. Instead you can create buttons that
move up, down, left or right
• DisableTapToAttack - If set to YES tapping the screen will not
cause the player (or any followers) to attack. Instead you can
add a button to attack.

• MaxHealthForAllCharacters - A number value. 100 seems
appropriate. When creating Objects later you can set an
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• UseTwoFingerTapForSpecialAttack - Either the
GameSettings dictionary or an individual Levels dictionary can
set this value to YES or NO, and make tapping with two fingers
trigger a special attack. Keep in mind, levels without any
gestures work best when using the virtual joystick or button

exclude this property, control pads will default to YES, so you
have to explicitly disable that with this property.
• GamePadHideButtons default to YES to hide buttons when a
Game Controller is detected. This has no aﬀect on the iCade.

controls. So it is recommended you only set this value to YES
on levels that are already using gestures as the primary means
of control. Also if this value is YES it will override the same

Following the Leader

gesture controls for switching leaders with two fingers.
• UseDelayedFollow - A YES or NO value. If YES any followers
of the leader, gradually fall into position following the leader. If

Buttons and Control Pad Prefs
• ButtonLiftUpStopsCharacterMoving - If set to YES this
stops the character from moving after on screen touches have
ended (if a button was used to move the character). If excluded,
the kit will default to this value as YES.
• LiftUpOnControlPadCausesJumpStop - A YES value is the

NO, any followers of the leader immediately change direction to
match the leader. Setting this to NO can cause issues with the
followers not responding to boundaries in tight quarters. Be
warned. If this property was delete, the default is YES.
• FollowDelay - If the property is YES above, this decimal value
aﬀects how soon after followers respond to the main character
turning.

default (if excluded), which will make the player stop jumping if
the user lifts up the control pad.
• TreatControlPadUpAsJump - A YES value sets the control
pad (joystick) to treat an upward movement as a jump (for any
characters that jump when going up). If you prefer to use a
virtual button instead for jumping, set this value to NO. If you

Special Cases
• AllowChangingToCharacterInUse - By default this is NO. Set
this to YES to allow the same character dictionary to get
equipped twice. So for example if the leader picks up a follower,
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the leader or follower could then potentially use the same
dictionary as each other, (by equipping the character like an

• DisableAdsPhoneWide - If YES, the app will not show iAds on
the iPhone 4 inch. Other devices might show ads.

inventory item) thus making two of the same character in the
scene. When this is NO, the code will just switch out the
characters if the player tries to equip the same character
dictionary twice. This property can be set in the GameSettings
dictionary or on a per-level basis in any of the Levels
dictionaries. Most likely, you’ll want this left at NO.

Showing iAds
• ShowAds - This value can be any of the following to show iAds
in your app: BannerBottom, BannerTop, SquareTop,
SquareBottom. The first two values will create a thin iAds
banner at either the top or bottom of the screen. The latter two
values will create a larger square banner instead. The iPhone
only supports the thinner banner, so will use that even if you
enter SquareBottom or SquareTop. To show iAds, be sure to
add these frameworks if your version of the kit is 1.0.2 or earlier.
• DisableAdsPad - If YES, the app will not show iAds on the
iPad. Other devices might show ads.
• DisableAdsPhone - If YES, the app will not show iAds on the
iPhone 3.5 inch. Other devices might show ads.
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Save Points
The SavePoints array is one of the simplest properties you’ll
set in this kit. An array is an ordered list (although in this case,
the order doesn’t matter) with key names listed as Item 0,
Item 1, and so on. You can’t change these names, so don’t
even try. What does matter are the values you enter for each
item. These values should match the key names in the Levels dictionary of those you want to mark as save points in the game.

Why are save points useful?
• If the player dies, you can set the game to restart at the last save point.
• Any buttons used to continue the game will begin at the most recent save point. This is not necessarily the highest item in the
SavePoints array that the player has been through. It is the most recent save point the player has encountered. So for example
in the demo project, even if ELand has been passed, but CLand was the most recent save point played, CLand would be the
level to continue again from.
• Buttons on your Map (or any menu) can be locked if they go to a level that hasn’t been marked as a passed save point. All map
buttons except ALand in the demo project use this feature.
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XP
As the protagonist of your game travels through the world you’ve

LEVEL

9

create, experience points (or XP for short) can be awarded for
traveling through portals, acquiring collectibles, breaking objects, or
enemies.
The XP_Data dictionary defines an icon which can change with each
level of XP (not to be confused with the actual playable levels), a
meter tracking the percentage of how much XP you currently have
compared to how much is needed to level up, and a backing for that
meter (see the images below for examples). The
RequirementsPerLevel array (within the XP_Data dictionary) defines
the amount of XP needed to advance to the next XP level, and the
artwork for the icon that level.
• BackingLocation, BackingLocationPhone,
BackingLocationPhoneWide defines the location of the backing
art. For these locations (and all others in this dictionary) x:0, y:0 are
in the bottom left of the screen (not the center of the screen).

Meter
Backing

Icon
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• MeterLocation, MeterLocationPhone, MeterLocationPhoneWide defines the location of the meter art.
• IconLocation, IconLocationPhone, IconLocationPhoneWide defines the location of the icon art.
• Depth - this number is the visual depth of the meter, icon and backing. So if you enter 3000 here, the backing is at 3000, the meter is at
3001 and the icon is at 3002. Thats a VERY high number, so this ensures these elements will be visually above anything else.
• Backing - this is the key name in the assets catalog for the backing artwork.
• Meter - this is the key name in the assets catalog for the meter
artwork.
• ResetAfterMaxXPLevel - A YES or NO value to reset the XP level
back to 0 if the max amount of XP for all level tiers has been acquired.
If NO the game simply stays at the final XP level, and uses the
XP_needed requirements for that level again.
• RequirementsPerLevel - this is an array where each item defines
values for an XP_needed key and Icon key. The value defined for the
Icon key in Item 0 is the key name in the assets catalog for the icon
on first run of the app. Once the player exceeds the XP_needed for
Item 0, the data for Item 1 is used, and so on for as many array items
are defined.
Note: you don’t need to change the icon each level, but you can.
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Labels can be used to show the current XP level, the current
amount of XP the player has, and the XP needed to advance to
the next level. You can read more about that here.
Specific levels can hide any XP related imagery (or labels). See
the HideXP property under the Levels section later.
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In App Purchasing
In the InAppPurchasing Dictionary, you can set up to 3 in-app purchasable
products, allowing you to oﬀer your app for free (or at a reduced price), then sell
access to more of the game later. So for example, if Product 1 wasn’t purchased
yet, a portal could divert the player to a purchase page (or first to a parental gate
page if it is a kid’s app), before they can proceed. Or a button on the game map (or
any screen) could show an alternate image prompting users to purchase access to
blocks of levels. In iTunes Connect, these products would be Non-Consumable,
meaning if the user deletes the app, they can restore purchases and gain access to
the same functionality they had before for buying these products. We will talk
about Consumable products with the In-Game Currency system in a moment.

• UseParentalGate - If your app is meant for younger kids, you will need to add a
parental gate before connecting to the App Store. The gate is a menu page with
a question that a parent would easily get correct, but a kid probably would not. In
the demo version of the kit, the question asks the parent to pick out a 2dimensional shape, and has 6 buttons with one correct shape, and 5 (more
enticing) buttons of 3-dimensional shapes. Touching the wrong shape, sends the

Example ParentalGateMenu

user back to the game. Other common parental gates ask parents to solve a
math problem, or touch in a specific corner of the screen. If you set this property
to YES, any button you create later that prompts the user to BuyProduct1,
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BuyProduct2 or BuyProduct3 will first go to the menu you have in
the property list named ParentalGateMenu, unless the button is
being touched in the “Parents Only” menu page after the parental
gate. That menu will have a key named IsParentsOnlyPage set to
YES. Both the demo version of the kit and other one already have an
example ParentalGateMenu and InAppMenu (for parents only) with
these properties in place.

Next I will list the properties for just Product1 (Product2 and
Product3 have nearly the exact same key names with the same
functionality).
• ProductID1 - This is the exact same Product ID you created in

Example InAppMenu (if using a parental gate,
this would be the “for parents only”)

iTunes Connect. Assuming of course, you’ve already been to the
Manage In-App Purchases section, and created a New In-App
Purchase. In the image below, you can see the screen in iTunes
Connect where I created a Product ID.
• MakeProduct1Free - This can be set to YES to give players a free
In-App Purchase essentially, since it will make Product1 free for as
long as the user has the app installed. Note that if the user deletes
the app, then reinstalls it, they will lose their free-play abilities for that
product (if when reinstalling the app, this property were set to NO). If
they never delete the app, they will always be able to play that
product for free.
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This is a useful key if you play around with going back and forth between Freemium
models and Pay-to-Install. So if you decided to stop oﬀering In-App purchases and
make the full app $1, you could easily just set MakeProduct1Free to YES. Plus,
your App Store description could boast about a limited time period where that part
of the game that Product1 unlocks is totally free to play. This would be an incentive
obviously for people considering downloading it.
• LevelToContinueAfterProduct1 - After a successful purchase, you can set a new
level to continue from. To make the best use of this, add a Continue button on
whatever menu is used to sell the upgrade (the demo project includes this already).
• PortalToContinueAfterProduct1 - If you set the property above, you can set the portal to start at within that level.
• ThankYouMessageProduct1 - The message you want to appear in the pop-up alert after purchasing the upgrade.The Title will say
“Thank You!” already, so the message you set here appears below that.

In Game Currency
The remaining properties deal with selling In Game Currency via your
In-App Purchase products. If you choose to sell currency, your
products in iTunes Connect need to be set to Consumable. This
means they won’t be restored if the user tries to Restore Purchases.
Since you are selling money essentially (to buy things in the game),
this is a one-time purchase that is intended to be consumed over time.
Once used up, the currency is gone for good (or until the user buys
more). So when purchasing a Consumable good the user won’t see a
Setting up an In-App Purchase in iTunes Connect
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prompt that says “This product has been purchased before, would
you like to download again for free”, like they would with a NonConsumable product.
Below are the properties related to In-Game Currency....
• UseInGameCurrency - A YES or NO value to enable using the
In Game Currency system with In-App Purchasing. Setting this to
YES will use the amount properties below if Product 1, 2 or 3
were bought. Setting this to NO has no eﬀect on the In Game
Currency system other than disabling adding the amounts below
after purchasing Product 1, 2 or 3. If NO currency can still be
awarded for free while playing the game and collectibles
can still be purchased.
• InGameCurrencyAmountForProduct1 - The amount of
currency to give the user if Product 1 is bought. This is added to
their current amount of In Game Currency.
• InGameCurrencyAmountForProduct2 - The amount of currency to give the user if Product 2 is bought.
• InGameCurrencyAmountForProduct3 - The amount of currency to give the user if Product 3 is bought.
• Product1RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is purchased and this is YES. If the primary function of the product is to
remove ads, then your In-App Purchase should be set to Non-Consumable. This property can still be YES even if the product is
Consumable. For example, you could advertise “Buy 10,000 coins and Remove Ads”. In which case, ads will be removed as long as
the app isn’t deleted. If the user deleted the app, then iAds will show again because Consumable products are not restored.
• Product2RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is purchased and this is YES. See notes on Product1.
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• Product3RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is
purchased and this is YES. See notes on Product1.
• DefaultCollectibleBoughtImageKey - The key name of the

Testing Purchases

image to show when the user successfully buys anything with
currency. This property can be overridden in the Collectibles
dictionary on a per item basis. So if the user bought a Sword,
this image would show by default.
• DefaultCollectibleNotBoughtImageKey - The key name of the
image to show when the user can’t aﬀord buying an item with
currency. This property can be overridden in the Collectibles
dictionary on a per item basis. So if the user failed buying a
Sword, this image would show by default.
• DefaultBoughtSound - The key name (in the FXSounds

Finally, when you are making purchases of your In-App products
(using your In-App purchase test user account which you created
in iTunes Connect), you will probably need to delete your app
either from the Simulator or device, to test and retest the
purchase. After a successful purchase the app should not prompt
the user to purchase that product again (code-wise the app
remembers if the product has been bought before even if you rebuild and re-install it). So to make the app “forget” it has been
purchased before you will need to

dictionary of the GameSounds.plist) of the sound to play when

completely delete the app from

an item is bought using currency. This property can be

the Simulator or device. Hold

overridden in the Collectibles dictionary on a per item basis.

down on the app icon and wiggle

You might play something more specific like “You Bought a

it to begin deleting it.

Sword” audio file.
• DefaultNotBoughtSound - The key name (in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist) of the sound to play when
an item is unsuccessfully purchased using currency. This
property can be overridden in the Collectibles dictionary on a
per item basis.

Related Parts of the
Kit
Later on we will discuss setting
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Buttons and Portals to do things like send players to the
ParentalGateMenu or directly to the InAppMenu if the product
hasn’t already been purchased.
You will also see how to hide buttons if a product has already
been purchased and require a product to have been bought for a
Button to access a level.
We will look at buying a collectible using In Game Currency and
the Oﬀer System.
We will also talk about buying a collectible using a Button
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Chapter 3

Characters

Characters. Briefly.
Unfold the Characters dictionary in any of the demo project’s
property lists and you’ll see some possible characters to use for
any of the levels. Character data is defined apart from the levels,
so that each level can re-use the same character data.
Each level could start with a diﬀerent character, but by default
levels will start with the most recent character played. And on the
very first level, the kit will attempt to start with a character named
Leader (circled in the screenshot).
The Characters dictionary can have as many characters as you
want. So who should be defined in the Characters dictionary?

enemy or a friendly merchant that gives advice. The data in the
Characters dictionary should only be for lead characters or
followers of the leader.

Your lead character obviously, but you can also define characters
that might follow the leader around. These could be minion type
characters (like little dragons that trail around behind the leader)
or characters that are just as deeply defined as the leader (like
team members). Leaders and followers of the leader can be
swapped out mid-level.

Followers. Briefly.
Here are some things to note about followers... Followers can
optionally attack, have their own health meters, take over for the
leader if they die, and swap places with the leader. Or they can

If you simply want a character in the level to give the leader some

simply be used to follow the leader and help pick up collectibles.

information on collision, then create that using the Objects

By default, followers will travel from level to level with the leader,

dictionary within the level. As you’ll learn later, “object” in this kit

or you can remove any followers coming into a level.

is a very broad term. An object could be a table or a roaming
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You’ll find a NewPrimaryCharacter dictionary and within that a

Locations of Characters. Briefly.

Name property. This value can match any of the dictionary
names in the Characters dictionary. It’s that simple.

You’ll notice that if you unfold any of the items in the Characters
dictionary in the demo project, they don’t have location values
set. Leader locations are set by the portal that the character
enters the level through. And characters following the leader, will
also enter at that portal. In the case of secondary characters not
yet following the leader, these locations are set on a per level
basis (most likely through Tiled).
If a character enters a level with a portal unspecified, it is put at
x:0, y:0. The demo levels in the kit always use portals named
StartingPoint, but your entrances to a level can be named
anything. And levels could have multiple entrances (which is
often the case with a maze type situation).

Adding Followers. Briefly.
The CharactersForThisLevel dictionary can also define possible
followers for the leader, characters that if the leader touches
them, will begin following the leader. The screenshot below has a
dictionary named NonFollower1 (you could also included
NonFollower2 or NonFollower3). Again, you’ll set the Name
property.

Changing Leaders. Briefly.
Very quickly, let’s look at how the kit could change lead
characters from one level to the next. In the screen shot below,
I’ve unfolded the CharactersForThisLevel dictionary, inside of
the Level2 dictionary (in the Fantastic_Worlds_Demo project).
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The location of this not-yet-following character will be set in Tiled. In the screenshot to the right, you’ll see an example level in Tiled
(Level2.tmx in the Fantastic_Worlds_Demo). Notice how the rectangular area is selected and the window to the right, defines a Name
of NonFollower1 and a Type of Characters. Well, that’s all it takes to define where that character starts the level at. We’ll talk more about
the CharactersForThisLevel dictionary later.
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Characters in Detail
We’ve got A LOT of possible properties to discuss now. The screenshot to the
right is actually getting cut oﬀ, because I couldn’t screen capture all the settings
on my laptop in one pass. But here’s some good news: you can get away with
FAR fewer properties than what’s possible.

Character Basics
• BaseFrame - the image to use for this character. This image won’t show if the
character has a resting animation, and it won’t show for long if the character
moves right away, and has a walking animation. Regardless, this is an
important property for sizing, although it is optional. If you don’t include a
BaseFrame, you should include a Size property . If you include a base frame,
which is an image either from the Images.xcassets catalog or any of the
frames in a .atlas folder, you do not need to specify a Size property. As always,
you don’t write .png after the name.
• Size - If you don’t include a BaseFrame, you should specify a size for the
character in this format { width, height }. For example, {100, 150} would be 100
points wide and 150 points tall. Like locations and vectors, you must include
the opening and closing brackets in the value. Before creating your animations,
see my notes on size variations, noted with the AttackSize property.
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character hops forward some on the x and upward on the y. The

Movements
• Speed - This is a decimal number which defines a base speed
for the character. If you choose not to define the upcoming
properties like UpVector, then the Speed value gets used for
those undefined properties. For example, if you did not define
UpVector or DownVector, but defined Speed as 4.5, then the
UpVector would be { 0, 4.5 } and the DownVector would be
{0 , -4.5}. So in both cases, the character would go 0 on the

kit will know to reverse the x amount if the character is facing /
moving left.
• DownVector - Same notes as above, just keep in mind, most
likely you will want a negative number for the y value.
• LeftVector - Same notes as above, just keep in mind, most
likely you will want a negative number for the x value so the
character goes left.
• RightVector - Same notes as above, just keep in mind, most

axis and either positive 4.5 or negative 4.5 on the y axis. You’ll

likely you will want a positive number for the x value so the

learn more about vectors in a moment. Just note that they can

character goes right.

all be left out if you define a Speed value, although in some
cases, like a side-scroller character, it is important to set a
specific vector.
• CanDoubleJump - set this to YES to allow the character to
double jump. You will also need to add the DoubleJumpVector.

• DoubleJumpVector - the vector for the double jump in {x, y}
format. Although you can add an x value, I suggest just using a
value like {0,4} to start with and experiment from there. The
character will continue using the existing x vector, so adding
more goes a long way. You’ll notice too that the double jump’s
aﬀect is relational to the first jump. So if the character is at it’s

• UpVector - Allows you to set a specific direction in {x, y} format

highest point in the first jump, then the double jump is most

to move during an upward swipe, up button press, or control

powerful here. If the character is near the end of their original

pad up movement. Most likely you will want the y value to be a

jump, then the double jump is less eﬀective (in other words,

positive number since that would add to the y axis location and

standard double jump behavior).

make the character go up visually. But the values set here can
be anything. For a side scrolling character, you’ll probably want
to set the UpVector to something like {3, 5} where the

• AttackUpVector, AttackDownVector, AttackLeftVector,
AttackRightVector and AttackVectorIfResting - These are
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optional movements you can add to the character during an

• DiagonalMovementsUseUpDownAnimations - If you’ll be

attack or whatever “attack” means to your character in the

adding diagonal buttons to control your character, you can set

game. This could simply be a slight boast forward. The

this value to YES which will use the up / down animated frames

AttackVectorIfResting occurs if the character isn’t yet moving

for you character instead of the left / right side views. If you

and you attack.

exclude this property, the default is NO.

• VectorMultiplierForPhone - This is an optional decimal value
you can use to give your vector settings a boast (or reduction)
for the iPhone. This will aﬀect every character vector on every
kind of iPhone (unless you also set the
VectorMultiplierForPhoneWide). If you set this value to 1 (or

• FollowBuﬀerX - the amount of buﬀering on the x axis between
characters following the leader
• FollowBuﬀerY - the amount of buﬀering on the y axis between
characters following the leader

100%) nothing will change. If you set this to 0.9, then every
vector will be reduced to 90%. 1.1 would be 110%. You can
safely delete this property if you don’t plan on using it. Note that
in my testing, I did find the iPhone devices could use a little
boast so the demo project has this value set to 1.3.
• VectorMultiplierForPhoneWide - While not necessary, you can
set a diﬀerent vector multiplier for any of the wider iPhone sizes.
Meaning, every device but the iPhone 4S. What this does is

Disable Movements
• DisableDownMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.
• DisableUpMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.

allow you to use the VectorMultiplierForPhone specifically for
the iPhone 4S, which is obviously slower at processing things
and could benefit from a higher multiplier, making the character
run and jump faster.
• VectorMultiplierForPad - The same as above, but for the iPad

• DisableLeftMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction
• DisableRightMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.

only.
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For Side-Scrolling Characters

If you are creating a side-scrolling character that jumps, don’t

• TreatDownLikeCrouch - A YES or NO value to treat Down up

property (previously described).

overlook the importance of setting an x amount in the UpVector

like a crouch. This is an important value to set to YES if your
level is meant to be a side-scroller, and you want the character
to be able to crouch down and walk left or right facing/shooting
the correct direction. Code-wise the kit looks at the direction
the character was moving prior to crouching down and keeps
that Left or Right direction noted.
• TreatUpLikeJump - A YES or NO value to treat going up like a
jump. This is an important value to set to YES if your level is
meant to be a side-scroller. When YES the character only uses
the up direction (UpVector) for a limited amount of time. That
amount is set in the next property.
• JumpTime - This is a decimal value for how long after jumping
up the character will stop going up. This is a companion
property to the TreatUpLikeJump property. Code-wise the
value you set here will move the character in the UpVector for
this long, then taper down (or arc downward) the character by
that same amount of time. So a value of 1, would make the
character go upward 1 second, then downward for another
second. Previously this property was named
StopGoingUpAfterHowLong, which still works.
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Previously this property was named:

Physics

CollisionBodyCoversWhatPercent which still works.
• OﬀsetCollisionBody - This value in {x,y} format will oﬀset
where the collision body appears in the object, from the center.
For example, in the previous image, the value was {0, -33}, so
the collision body was oﬀset nothing on the x, but down 33 on
the y axis.
• AﬀectedByGravity - A YES or NO value whether or not the
character is aﬀected by gravity. Gravity can be set on a per level

• CollisionBodyType - The value can be either square or circle.
If you delete this property, it will be circle by default. Notice in
the previous screenshot that pink circle around the character.
That’s the collision body seen when the DebugSettings
dictionary has DebugAllBodies set to YES. Circular bodies

basis, but this setting can override whether that gravity has any
aﬀect at all. Most likely you will want to set this to YES, and
determine the gravity for each level, which could just be {0,0}
(which applies no gravity).
• AllowsRotation - A YES or NO value whether or not the

tend to work better for characters as they can push around

character can be rotated. Most likely, you’ll want this to be NO.

other circular objects or characters easier.

See what happens though if you set it to YES. Things can get

• ResizeBodyBy - This decimal value defines what percentage of

wacky.

the character size the collision body actually takes up. For the

• Restitution - How bouncy the character is. This is like salt. A

demo project, the size of the PNG files for the character were

little goes a long way. Experiment with changing 0 to 0.25 for

usually 100 wide by 100 tall, but if the collision body took up

this key, and you’ll see a big change.

that much space it would extend way past the visible artwork
(the PNG files have some empty transparent space around the
character). So 0.4 was a better value than using 1. If you delete
this property, the collision body will be 0.5 (or 50%) by default.

• Mass - A decimal value for how heavy the character is, by
default this is one.
• Density - A decimal value for how dense the character is.
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• Friction - A decimal value for how slippery the character is. This
property could be excluded, and the friction can be set by
objects or lines, on a per-level or per-object basis.

Animation

• UseForCollisions - By default this property is YES, because
most likely you want characters used for collisions. This
property is really only intended for followers of the leader, that
would basically just float behind the leader. So you can exclude
this property most of the time.
• UsesPreciseCollisionDetection - A YES or NO value. To date,
I haven’t set anything to YES in my project, because things
seems to be running just fine without precise collision detection.

Each character can have a lot of animation sequences, and each
of these has a similar setup with 3 main properties, and one
optional property.
1. A YES or NO property to use the frames or not. This property
comes in handy to disable frames when you are starting work on
a character and don’t have all the frames completed yet, but have
the properties pasted in already.
2. The Texture Atlas file name. The value you enter here is the
name of the .atlas folder, minus the “.atlas” part.
3. This is an array where you set the playback order of the
frames. As mentioned in the first chapter in the animation
section, your playback order might not necessarily be
sequential from frame 1 to 10. You might repeat frames, or go
from frame 1 to 5 then back down to 1 again.
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4. An optional frame rate specific to this animation. If you
exclude the frame rate, the base frame rate is used, which is
the first property we will discuss.

• UseRestingFrames, RestingAtlasFile, RestingFrames,
RestingFPS - These properties define the animated frames
which play when the character is resting (not moving). For

Finally, keep in mind since each of these property names is

example, these might play when the character first enters a

unique (there’s no duplicates) you can organize them within your

level. These frames are not specific to any particular direction

character dictionary however you like. So you might create a

the character is facing, which is good for a side scrolling

dictionary that contains all the properties for the Up direction. Or

character. You can setup specific directional-based resting

you can create a dictionary for every animation property. The

frames using the following properties.

demo project obviously has my suggested grouping.

• UseRightRestingFrames, RightRestingAtlasFile,
RightRestingFrames, RightRestingFPS - Resting frames

• FPS - The default frame rate for character animations. Raise or
lower to aﬀect how fast or slow the playback of these
animations run. Setting 1 would play back just one frame per
second. If you excluded this property, the default is 15 frames
per second. Each animation can also override this property.

specifically for the character when facing right (intended mostly
for top down characters).
• UseUpRestingFrames, UpRestingAtlasFile,
UpRestingFrames, UpRestingFPS - Resting frames
specifically for the character when facing up, possibly if the
character’s back is being seen. (intended mostly for top down
characters).

Resting Animations

• UseDownRestingFrames, DownRestingAtlasFile,
DownRestingFrames, DownRestingFPS - Resting frames
specifically for the character when facing down (intended

RestDelay - A decimal number to delay the amount of time from

mostly for top down characters).

when walking or attack stops and the resting animation starts.
• UseLeftRestingFrames, LeftRestingAtlasFile,
LeftRestingFrames, LeftRestingFPS - Resting frames
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specifically for the character when facing left (intended mostly

up, possibly if the character’s back is being seen. (intended

for top down characters). If these are excluded, but the Right

mostly for top down characters).

resting frames are defined, those will be flipped to the left and
used instead.

• UseDownRestingAttackFrames,
DownRestingAttackAtlasFile, DownRestingAttackFrames,
DownRestingAttackFPS - Attack frames specifically for the

Rest-into-Attack Animations
• UseRestingAttackFrames, RestingAttackAtlasFile,

character when resting from facing down (intended mostly for
top down characters).
• UseLeftRestingAttackFrames, LeftRestingAttackAtlasFile,
LeftRestingAttackFrames, LeftRestingAttackFPS - Attack

RestingAttackFrames, RestingAttackFPS - These properties

frames specifically for the character when resting from facing

define the animated frames which play when the character

left (intended mostly for top down characters). If these are

attacks from a resting stance. So for example, if the character

excluded, but the Right resting frames are defined, those will

rests by huddling up in a tight little ball, then these frames could

be flipped to the left and used instead.

begin with the character uncurling itself and attacking. These
frames are non-specific to any particular direction (meant for
side scrolling characters).
• UseRightRestingAttackFrames RightRestingAttackAtlasFile,
RightRestingAttackFrames, RightRestingAttackFPS - Attack
frames specifically for the character when resting from facing
right (intended mostly for top down characters).

Walking / Moving Animations
• UseDownFrames, DownAtlasFile, DownFrames, DownFPS These frames can be used for the character walking down, up,
left or right. If you include separate animation sequences for
Left, Right or Up directions, these frames only get used for

• UseUpRestingAttackFrames, UpRestingAttackAtlasFile,

going in the Down direction. In a side-scroller character, these

UpRestingAttackFrames, UpRestingAttackFPS - Attack

frames might show the character crouching. If this were a top-

frames specifically for the character when resting from facing

down view game, going down would naturally be the front view
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of the character and going up would most likely show the back

world, these would probably show the back of the character. If

of the character. But again, these frames could be used for all

you don’t use these frames, but have a Down animation

four directions.

sequence it will get used instead and rotate the character. For

• UseRightFrames, RightAtlasFile, RightFrames, RightFPS Functions like the previous properties. In most cases, your
character probably can use the same Right view frames for
going both Left and Right. The kit will flip the character for the
left direction if you don’t set specific left frames.

example the upcoming screen shot on the left shows a
character that doesn’t have an Up sequence (so the kit is using
the down frames), whereas the screenshot on the right is using
an Up sequence to appropriately show the backside of the
character.

• UseLeftFrames, LeftAtlasFile, LeftFrames, LeftFPS - When
designing your Left animations, your character art should
already be facing left. The kit won’t flip the character for you.
A specific Left set is probably only needed when designing an
isometric level, because going left meant the character was
traveling left and also upward, so the view change was naturally
going to be a back three-quarters view (see what I mean

Moving Attack Animations
• UseDownAttackFrames, DownAttackAtlasFile,
DownAttackFrames, DownAttackFPS - These frames are
below).
• UseUpFrames, UpAtlasFile, UpFrames - These frames are

used when the character attacks while going down. In a side
scrolling character, these might show the character crouching

used when the character goes up (or jumps). In a top down
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and attacking.
• UseDownSpecialAttackFrames ,
• UseRightAttackFrames, RightAttackAtlasFile

DownSpecialAttackAtlasFile , DownSpecialAttackFrames,

RightAttackFrames, RightAttackFPS - These frames are used

DownSpecialAttackFPS -These frames would run when the

when the character attacks while moving right.

character is moving down (or crouching down) and triggers a
special attack.

• UseLeftAttackFrames, LeftAttackAtlasFile,

• UseRightSpecialAttackFrames, RightSpecialAttackAtlasFile,

LeftAttackFrames, LeftAttackFPS - These frames are used

RightSpecialAttackFrames, RightSpecialAttackFPS - These

when the character attacks while moving left. If you exclude

frames would run when the character is moving right (and also

these properties but include the right attack properties, those

left if that frame set is excluded) and triggers a special attack.

will run instead and simply be flipped.

• UseLeftSpecialAttackFrames, LeftSpecialAttackAtlasFile,
LeftSpecialAttackFrames, LeftSpecialAttackFPS -These

• UseUpAttackFrames, UpAttackAtlasFile, UpAttackFrames,

frames would run when the character is moving left and triggers

UpAttackFPS - These frames are used when the character

a special attack. If this set is excluded the right set is used and

attacks while moving up, or in the case of a side scrolling

flipped horizontally.

character, jumping up.

Moving Special Attack Animations
• UseUpSpecialAttackFrames, UpSpecialAttackAtlasFile,
UpSpecialAttackFrames, UpSpecialAttackFPS - These
frames would run when the character is moving upwards (or
jumping up) and triggers a special attack.

Rest-into-Special-Attack Animations
• UseRestingSpecialAttackFrames,
RestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile,
RestingSpecialAttackFrames, RestingSpecialAttackFPS this is "catch all" resting-into-attack animation, which can be
used in place of the up, down, left or right specific animations.
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This a good option for a side-scrolling world, since the

• UseDownRestingSpecialAttackFrames,

character is usually resting on the ground plane in the right or

DownRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile,

left position and never really resting when crouching down or

DownRestingSpecialAttackFrames,

jumping up.

DownRestingSpecialAttackFPS - This set would run when the

• UseRightRestingSpecialAttackFrames,
RightRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile,

character is resting in the down position and triggers a special
attack (intended mostly for a top down world).

RightRestingSpecialAttackFrames,
RightRestingSpecialAttackFPS - These frames would run
when the character is resting in the right position and triggers a
special attack (intended mostly for a top down world). This set

More Animations

also runs if the left set is excluded (it is flipped horizontally).
• UseUpRestingSpecialAttackFrames,
UpRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile,

• UseCollectFrames, CollectAtlasFile, CollectFrames,
CollectFPS - Optional set of frames (independent of any
particular direction) to show the character collecting something.

UpRestingSpecialAttackFrames,
UpRestingSpecialAttackFPS - These frames would run when

• UseClimbFrames, ClimbAtlasFile, ClimbFrames, ClimbFPS -

the character is resting in the up position and triggers a special

Optional set of frames (independent of any particular direction)

attack (intended mostly for a top down world).

to show the character climbing.

• UseLeftRestingSpecialAttackFrames,

• UseDamageFrames, DamageAtlasFile, DamageFrames,

LeftRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile,

DamageFPS - Optional set of frames (independent of any

LeftRestingSpecialAttackFrames,

particular direction) to show the character damaged.

LeftRestingSpecialAttackFPS - This set would run when the
character is resting in the left position and triggers a special
attack (intended mostly for a top down world). If this set is
excluded the right set is used and flipped horizontally.

• UseDeathFrames, DeathAtlasFile, DeathFrames, DeathFPS
- Optional set of frames (independent of any particular direction)
to show the character dying.
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• DeathTime - A decimal value for the amount of time to pass
between death and restarting the scene. Even if you don’t
include a death animation, you can set the DeathTime to make

Sounds

the scene wait a bit after death to restart (or go back to the start
or game over menus).

• AttackSound - the key name in the FXSounds dictionary in the
GameSounds.plist to play when the character attacks. More
on that in the chapter on Game Sounds. Like all sounds, this
can be randomized.
• DamageSound - the key name in the FXSounds dictionary in
the GameSounds.plist to play when the character is damaged.
Like all sounds, this can be randomized.
• FootStepsSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a looping sound to
play when the leader is moving. Like all sounds, this can be
random.
• JumpSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a sound to play
when jumping. Like all sounds, this can be random.
• DeathSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a sound to play
when dying. Like all sounds, this can be random.
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Particles

Weapons

• AttackParticleFile - This is the name of the .sks file you want

Weapons or special weapons function the same way. Characters

to use to show particles. This value does not require you to

can start with them by default, equip them later from inventory,

write “.sks”. So if the file is named Spark.sks only write Spark

collect them, or receive them as rewards for breaking objects /

in the value. Delete this property if you won’t use attack

enemies. They can also be removed at the beginning of a level

particles.

like other weapons or inventory items. To start your character with

• DeathParticleFile - This is the name of the .sks file you want to

a primary (default) weapon, you’ll want to set the first property
below...

use when the character dies. Delete this property if you won’t
use death particles.
• ParticlesToEmit - An integer number for how many particles
will be emitted.
• ParticleDelay - A decimal value for the delay time after attack
that the particles appear. A number like 0.2 might give the
illusion that the character has rendering the attack, and the
particles are an after-burst from the attack.

• UseWeapon - Enter the weapon key name (as defined in the
Weapons dictionary)
• AddWeaponToInventory - A YES or NO value to add their
default weapon to the inventory (perhaps to re-equip later or so
players can keep an eye on the amount of ammo). The
Collectibles in the Root dictionary should contain an item with
a matching name as the weapon. So for example, if the
weapon name is Gun, then you should have a an item in the

• AppearsWithParticles - An optional particle file to enter, seen

Collectibles dictionary which is also named Gun. If the weapon

whenever the leader is changed to this character dictionary. By

requires ammo (which limits the amount of times it can be fired),

default this will use Sparks.sks if you don’t enter a value.

you’ll probably want to include collectibles in the level that
award more inventory to the Gun item in the Collectibles
dictionary. If your default weapon in the Weapons dictionary
does not require ammo (the RequiresAmmo property is NO),
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and you won’t be adding any extra weapons in the level, then
you probably do not need to set this property to YES. Since the
weapon will be equipped the entire time and never un-equipped

Special Weapons

this property is a bit unnecessary (unless you just want to show
a gun icon in the inventory).
• MinimumAmountOfWeaponToStartWith - This is an integer
value to start the character with a minimum amount of the
weapon. For example, if the character dies with 50 (rounds) of

• UseSpecialWeapon - the name of the special weapon in the
Weapons dictionary. You only need to set this if you want the
character to have a special weapon by default.
• AddSpecialWeaponToInventory - A YES or NO to add the

the Gun weapon in inventory, and this value is 10, the character

character’s default weapon to the inventory. The Collectibles in

will restart with 50 (what they had before dying), since they had

the Root dictionary should contain an item with a matching

more than the minimum. But if the character restarted a level

name as the weapon. So for example, if the special weapon

with only 5 of the item in inventory, they would be given 10

name is Grenades, then you should have a an item in the

(whatever the minimum is). This value has NO aﬀect on

Collectibles dictionary which is also named Grenades

weapons that have the RequiresAmmo property set to NO. So

(assuming you want to show the number of Grenades the

if the weapon can be fired an unlimited amount, you can

character has left to throw or re-equip the item after using a

exclude this property. An alternative to using this property, is to

diﬀerent Special Weapon).

leave a collectible somewhere near the starting point of the level
that awards x amount of inventory for the Gun collectible (or
whatever the Weapon is). Like all inventory, special weapons
can be cleared from inventory at the start of a level.

• MinimumAmountOfSpecialWeaponToStartWith - This is an
integer value to start the character with a minimum amount of
the special weapon. For example, if the character dies with 5
grenades in stock, and this value is 10, the character will restart
with 10 (not 15). This value has no aﬀect on weapons that have
the RequiresAmmo property set to NO. An alternative to using
this property is to leave a collectible somewhere near the
starting point of the level. Like all inventory, special weapons
can be cleared from inventory at the start of a level.
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• TimeBetweenSpecialAttacks - An optional decimal value to
set a time to wait between special attacks. For example 2.5
would make the character wait 2.5 seconds before being able

Attack Properties

to use the weapon again.
• AttackForHowLong - this decimal value defines how long the
character will attack for. If you include animated frames for
attacking they will span this timeframe. So if you attack for 1
second, and include 15 frames of attack animation your frames
per second is 15. If the attack time was 2 seconds, the frame
rate is 7.5 frames per second. This property also aﬀects how
long the attack is registered when coming into collision with
other objects. For example, the character must already be
attacking an object when contact is made or the object would
do damage to the character (if the object does damage). So
setting a very short attack time, makes it slightly harder for the
character to attack objects. One second or so seems to work
nicely.
• DamageAmountToObjects - By default this value is 1, but you
can enter any integer value you want. This amount is deducted
from the current health of an object (which could be an enemy)
when the character is attacking. The character must come into
direct contact with the enemy. This value is separate from the
amount deducted from an object’s health when using a weapon
(that value is set in the Weapons dictionary).
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• MultiplyDamageByExperience - A YES or NO value to multiply

notice any strange size shifts going between the two sizes, but

the property above by the XP level. This makes it so over time

hiccups will happen, and for 1/60th of a second you might see

the character becomes stronger, by their game experience. So

the last attack frame at the width and height of the original size.

if this is YES, you might want to leave the property above at 1,

So the bigger the diﬀerence between the attack size and

or a relatively low number, since higher XP levels will multiply

original size, the more apparent this is. Try to use the same size

the damage to objects by quite a lot (2 damage points

images for all your animations. This might mean leaving some

multiplied by an XP Level of 9 = 18).

extra space around frames that don’t necessarily need it. In the

• DisableAttackWhenNotLeader - A YES or NO value to disable

example image on this page, notice how the left bubble could
be cropped around the red square, but to make room for the

attacking when not the leader. Note, this does not disable

bubble to add some extra art in other frame sequences (like the

weapon attacks, only attacking as it applies in the Characters

right bubble) I left extra space around the left bubble (the blue

dictionary. In your project that might mean jumping is disabled

outlines shows how these images where actually cropped).

(if that is essentially what attacking is).
• PlayAttackSoundWhenNotLeader - A YES or NO value to
toggle on or oﬀ attack sounds for characters that aren’t the
leader. The main reason to set this to NO, is to avoid the same
or similar sounds all at once when the attack is started.
• AttackSize - You have entered the “Danger Zone” of properties.
Ideally, the character art never changes size. If your base image,
walking sequences, attack sequences are all the same size, you
will live in a blissful existence. But if you find it absolutely
necessary to make your attack frames be 200 wide by 200 tall
compared to your other frames which are 100 wide by 100 tall,
you can enter a value for the AttackSize key, in this format
{ width, height }. When the app runs perfectly, you might not

Keep in mind that your character’s collision body for physics can
be resized and repositioned relative to the actual artwork.
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Health

Adding the Character in Inventory

• HasOwnHealth - Whether the character has a health meter

• AddToInventoryWithKeyName - This is an optional property

above them.
• OnlyShowHealthAfterDamage - A YES or NO value which
determines whether or not the health bar is constantly seen or if
it only appears after the character has been damaged.
• HealthOﬀSetX - The oﬀset value for the health meter on the x
axis This can be a negative or positive number to shift where

which essentially makes your character get stored in inventory
(and equip-able as if it was inventory item, or something you
collected). So this entire dictionary defining the character’s look,
size, dynamics, animations can be represented by an inventory
item. The key name you enter here should match that of a
corresponding key in the Collectibles dictionary in the Root.
For example, the Leader character might add to inventory the
Leader collectible.

the health meter appears horizontally.
• HealthOﬀSetY - The oﬀset value for the health meter on the y

• AutomaticallyAddToInventory - a YES or NO which
automatically adds to inventory the previously mentioned

axis. This can be a negative or positive number to raise or lower

property (as soon as the level loads), or waits until the leader

where the health meter appears.

collides with a new follower to add it. For example, you might
switch this to NO if the leader has the option to find a particular
character. Their loss if not. Or you can make this value YES,
and regardless of whether or not the leader finds this character
in the level, that character is added to inventory.
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Rotations

Initial Immunity

• DegreeOfRotationForUp, DegreeOfRotationForDown,
DegreeOfRotationForLeft, DegreeOfRotationForRight -

• HasImmunity - A YES or NO value to initially or semi-

These four properties are used to force a particular rotation for

permanently give the character immunity from damage. By

the character on a direction change. Most likely you will want to

default this is NO.

keep these at 0 (or just exclude them from the property list
entirely), and let the kit use defaults, but you can change them.
• DegreeOfRotationForUpLeft - A rotation value if the character
is moving upwards and left.
• DegreeOfRotationForDownLeft - A rotation value if the
character is moving downwards and left.
• DegreeOfRotationForUpRight - A rotation value if the
character is moving upwards and right.
• DegreeOfRotationForDownRight - A rotation value if the
character is moving downwards and right.

• ImmunityTime - How long the character will be immune from
damage. Set this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if
this shouldn’t wear oﬀ.
• ShowImmunityTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the immunity
is active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup
in the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the
label.
• ImmunityParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to
use when the character is immune.
• ImmunityParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles
from the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place
the particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
• ImmunityParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value
for the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would
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place the particles behind the character artwork, and any

•

number higher would place the particles visually above the
character.
• ImmunityImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of

Initial Cloaking Booster

an “immunity image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are immune or something larger like a
glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.
• ImmunityImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the immunity
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
• ImmunityImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the immunity image. Any number less than 0 would
place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.
• ImmunityAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0
to 1 while the character has immunity. For example, 0.5 would
make the character 50% transparent. After the immunity
expires, the character goes back to 1.

Cloaking allows the character to walk right through enemies that
have their RespondsToCharacterCloaking property set to YES.
• HasCloaking - A YES or NO value to initially or semipermanently give the character cloaking. By default this is NO
• CloakingTime - How long the character will be cloaked. Set
this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if this shouldn’t
wear oﬀ.
• ShowCloakingTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the booster is
active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup in
the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the
label.
• CloakingParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use
when the character is cloaked.
• CloakingParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles
from the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place
the particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
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• CloakingParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value
for the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would
place the particles behind the character artwork, and any

Misc.

number higher would place the particles visually above the
character.

• CharacterName - You can give the character a name, this
property only shows up if you use a dynamic label that shows

• CloakingImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of

the character’s health.

a “cloaking image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are cloaked or something larger like a

• FollowingEnabled - whether or not the character comes into

glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the

the board following the leader. Most likely this will always be set

physics of the character.

to NO, since the fun of adding characters is finding them first.

• CloakingImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the cloaking
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
• CloakingImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the cloaking image. Any number less than 0 would
place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.
• CloakingAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0 to

And obviously if the character IS the leader, he’s not following
himself. So the property doesn’t matter in that case anyway.
This also has no eﬀect on characters already following the
leader coming into the level.
• DeathTime - A decimal value for the amount of time to pass
between death and restarting the scene. Even if you don’t
include a death animation, you can set the DeathTime to make
the scene wait a bit after death to restart (or go back to the start
or game over menus).

1 while the character has cloaking. For example, 0.5 would
make the character 50% transparent. After the cloaking expires,
the character goes back to 1.
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Chapter 4

Collectibles
& Inventory

Introduction to Collecting
Collecting things in the kit is incredibly easy to setup. Throughout

possibilities. You can change the artwork for the player (new suits

this guide, I might refer to “collectibles” or “inventory items” and

of armor, or an entirely diﬀerent character), the physics dynamics

as far as this kit goes, these terms are synonymous. Any item the

of the player, how fast the character is, how much attack damage

player collects can go into the inventory. Even objects or enemies

they do, and every other property for a character. Plus you can

that the player defeats can go into the inventory. So the inventory

sell access to these “booster” items with In Game Currency via

could also be thought of like an accomplishments window or a

a menu button or in-game object as an oﬀer.

running tab of everything the user has ever done (since the
collectibles count is stored as an NSUserDefault they don’t ever
have to be deleted).
So who cares how many times some turtle has been bounced

So how does a level include something as a collectible item, list it
in an inventory window, and use it? Well, that’s a lot of what this
chapter is about, but let’s diagram a quick overview on the next
page...

on? Well, as a parent, I know firsthand that kids will go through
the same game over and over again. I’ve seen probably 1000
coins get collected in a Lego game where a car drives from one
end of the level to the other. There isn’t much more to it than that,
but believe the age 2-5 crowd loves that stuﬀ. So tracking even
simple accomplishments can be a highlight for young users.
What’s even more fun though is actually doing something with
collected items. You can equip weapons, restore health, or
change dozens of properties by swapping out the entire
Characters dictionary of the lead player. This opens up a lot of
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Collecting Basics...

Step 2: Add a dictionary object in the Collectibles
dictionary (in the Root), that has a key name
matching the value you set in Step 1 (follow the
arrow below). This dictionary will (at the very least)
define an icon to show in the inventory pop up
Step 1: Within a level, add a dictionary object in
the CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary, that has

window and whether or not to show the total
collected.

the CollectibleKeyName set to whatever you
want. Just remember the name for the next step
(pointed to in the arrow above). By default the
amount to add is always 1, but you can add more
with the AmountAddedToInventory key.
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So that’s collecting at it’s most basic. In the next section

back at 0 collected. Once a collectible has a 0 count, it is

dedicated to the Collectibles dictionary, we will expand on Step

ignored in the inventory pop up window and not seen at all. So

2, and you’ll see how to add equip-able features to the item

if the player used up all the ammo for a weapon, it would no

collected.

longer appear in inventory. Clearing inventory is most useful on
levels that require a certain number of items before a portal
opens. Replaying a level like that wouldn’t be as fun if the user

Related Reading...

already had those items in inventory.

• When an object breaks or when an enemy is defeated (if your
object is an enemy of some type) you can award the player a
collectible item. This might be a new weapon to equip, health
potion, character upgrade of some sort, an amount of coins /
currency, or simply a medal or achievement note of some kind
in the inventory. You can read more about that here.
• You can interconnect an object in your level with the amount of
a collectible you have in inventory. This is how the “Loot Room”
works in the game. We will talk more about this key name later,
but by using the PlaceMultiplesWithValueOfCollectibleKey
property, you can show that a character has acquired a roomful
of swords for example, which actually relates to the number of
swords collected (you can set a max to show for that as well).
• The current inventory count for a collectible can be cleared at
the beginning of any level. In the demo project, the ALand level
has an array called ClearInventoryFor where the items in the
array are simply key names for Collectibles you want to set
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The Collectibles Dictionary
The Collectibles dictionary in the Root is the master
list of all collectible items that could potentially be in
the inventory. This does not define items that the
player starts, it is simply data about the collectible if it
is in inventory. During gameplay if the user taps a
button to show their inventory (or if the inventory is
constantly seen), the kit will check through every key
name in the Collectibles dictionary to see which
items have been collected so far. It will then show an
icon for the collectible item, the number of those items
you’ve collected (if you choose to display that
number), and any buttons that might correspond with
that collectible (for example, buttons to equip
something related to the collectible, like a weapon).
The three most basic properties are listed below...
• InventoryItemImage is the key name of the
image in the Images.xcassets catalog.
• ShowTotalCollected is a YES or NO property
specifying whether to display the total number of
those items collected so far (where that number is
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displayed relative to the icon is determined in the
InventoryPopUp dictionary).
• MaxCount - will prevent a collectible count from exceeding this
amount.

• ChangesCharacterTo - Enter the key name of the Characters
dictionary to replace the leader. Since this is a total dictionary
change for the character, this could potentially alter everything
about the character, or it could do as little as just changing the
speed. Using this property, you can essentially store in
inventory entire characters (and characters found in the game
can have a property that adds themselves as inventory items).

Equip-able Items
Any inventory item can include a few
more properties to equip a new

• UseBoosterWithKey - Enter the value of the booster to use.
This value must match a key name in the Boosters dictionary.
• IsConsumable - A YES or NO value to subtract 1 from the

weapon, restore health, or change the

inventory for this item when it is used. This is mostly intended

entire look or dynamics of the

for items that restore health. Weapons can be consumable as

character in the leader position. And

well, but that is considered “ammo” and subtracted when fired

you can do all three things at once if

using a diﬀerent property.

you enter property values for each option.
• EquipsWeaponNamed - Enter the value of the weapon to
equip. This value must match a key name in the Weapons

Equip Images and Sounds on Tap

dictionary.
• EquipsSpecialWeaponNamed - The name of the item in the
Weapons dictionary to equip as a special weapon.
• RestoresHealthBy - Enter an integer value for the amount to
restore the leader’s health by.
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• EquipImage - this is the key name in the image assets catalog

store menu, where a button is used to prompt the purchase.

of the image to press to equip/use an item. For diﬀerent items in

You can sell an unlimited number of collectibles, completely

inventory you might want diﬀerent buttons. For example,

independent of the App Store. But, you can sell In Game

drinking a potion is a little diﬀerent than wearing new armor. In

Currency for real money as an In-App Purchase product. More

the example image, the EquipImage icon is seen underneath

details on that are in this section. The following properties make

the hunk of meat and Mech Suit head. If you leave this property

a collectible sell-able...

blank the kit will default to using the key name use_inventory
(an image already added to the Assets Catalog). Previously this

InGameCurrencyPrice - A positive integer value for the

property was named ButtonImage, which still works.

amount it will cost to buy this item using In Game Currency.

• AlreadyEquippedImage - this is the key name in the image

• InGameCurrencyBuysThisMuch - A positive integer value how

assets catalog if the item is already equipped / in use. For

much of this item you are buying. For example, 500 might buy

example, if the collectible equips a weapon that is already

500 rounds of ammo.

equipped, or changes to a character that is already being
played by the leader. In the example image the
AlreadyEquippedImage is seen under the military guy’s head
(the muted check mark).
• Sound - the key name of the sound to play when equipping the
item (defined in the GameSounds.plist under FXSounds).

• ImageKeyIfCollectibleWasBought - This is an optional
property (delete it if you don’t use it), to show a specific image
after purchasing the item. By default, the image to show will be
whatever you defined in the InAppPurchasing dictionary, but
this image will override that one.
• ImageKeyIfCollectibleWasNotBought - Same as the property
before, but occurs if the product was unsuccessfully purchased.

In Game Currency Properties
• These properties are only needed if you plan on selling this
collectible using the In Game Currency system via your own

• SoundWhenBought - This is an optional property (delete it if
you don’t use it), to play a specific sound after purchasing an
item (the value you enter will be a key name in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist). By default, the sound to
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play will be whatever you defined in the InAppPurchasing
dictionary, but this sound will override that one.
• SoundWhenNotBought - Same as the property before, but
occurs if the product was unsuccessfully purchased.
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The Inventory Window
The inventory pop up window is available to open whenever a
level is being played. Menu-based scenes like the start menu
won’t open the inventory, because it is closely tied to the
actual gameplay (for example, equipable items require a
player to equip).

The Button to Open the Inventory
The inventory window is opened by pressing a button which
has it’s DoesWhat property set to OpensInventory. Buttons
can be defined in a dictionary in the Root named
ButtonsOnEveryLevel or on a per-level basis in a dictionary
named ButtonsOnThisLevel. For something like the
inventory, I would recommend using the
ButtonsOnEveryLevel, which saves you from having to setup
the same button multiple times on each level. The location of
this button will probably vary by device, so like most locations
outside of the “playable world”, you’ll want to define a
Location (for the iPad), LocationPhone (for the iPhone 3.5
inch). and LocationPhoneWide (for the iPhone 4 inch).
Locations for this button, are based on 0, 0 being in the
bottom left of the device (not center-based like the “playable
world”.
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The Inventory Pop Up Window
The InventoryPopUp dictionary in the Root defines everything that
makes up the inventory window. You can display an unlimited
number of inventory items, without having to worry about
squeezing them all onto one screen. You’ll define a number of
Rows of inventory icons to show, ItemsPerRow, and if the number
of items collected exceeds Rows multiplied by ItemsPerRow,
then forward and backward buttons appear to “page” back and
forth through collectibles.
If you want to give your users a very minimized inventory
experience, you can make the window use relatively small icons
and limit the Rows to 1. You can also choose to set the
InventoryLeavesMainGameRunning to YES which will not pause
the game when the inventory is open. Couple that with setting
UsingItemClosesInventory to NO, and the inventory can stay
open indefinitely.
Locations for items in the InventoryPopUp window are centerbased, so 0, 0 is in the middle of the screen. Although the inventory
can potentially have many rows of icons for collectibles, you only
need to set a starting location for the first icon in the first row.
Other than that you’ll just need to set locations for the close icon,
back button and forward button. Optionally too, you can set a
location for the background image of the inventory (if not, the
background image is at 0,0). And using the OﬀsetEntireInventory
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properties you can move the entire inventory as a single unit on a

recommend this size be the same for all inventory icons, but

particular device.

you might be able to get away with some small size variance.

Got the general idea? Let’s go through every property...

• Rows - An integer value for the number of rows to display.

• Background - the key in the image assets catalog of the

• FirstItemStartLocation - the location of the first icon image in

background to show.
• BackgroundLocation - the location of the
background image in {x,y} format. If you delete
this property, {0,0} will be used, which is
probably a fine starting location (as that’s mid-

{x,y} format. All other icon locations will be oﬀset by this initial
location.
• XBuﬀer - An integer value for the x spacing between each icon.
• YBuﬀer - An integer value for the y spacing between each icon.

screen)
• ItemBackground - the key in the image assets catalog of a

The Item Count

backing for each icon. This will be placed behind and at the
same location of every collectible’s icon image.

The “item count” is the total number of a
particular item in inventory. Whether or

• ResizePhone - This is a decimal value to resize the entire

not this running count is shown depends

inventory pop up for the iPhone. In the demo project, 0.4 works

on the ShowTotalCollected value in the

well, but you can tweak that to suit your app. Because we are

Collectibles dictionary. By default this

resizing the entire inventory (and all it’s contents) you can/

ItemCount

count appears at the same position as the icon image, so you’ll

should use Universal images in your assets catalog for

probably want to set a value for at least one of the properties

anything in the inventory.

coming up...

• ItemsPerRow - An integer value for the number of inventory
icons in each row. The size you choose for your icons will
obviously aﬀect how many you can fit into one row. I
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• ItemCountOﬀsetX - This value will oﬀset where the count’s
position is on the x axis. The demo project uses 0 for the x
oﬀset.
• ItemCountOﬀsetY - This value will oﬀset where the count’s
position is on the y axis. The demo project uses -45 for the x
oﬀset.

Collectibles dictionary using the ButtonImage property.
• UseInventoryOﬀsetX - This value will oﬀset where the button
position is on the x axis. By default it appears at the same
position as the icon image.
• UseInventoryOﬀsetY - This value will oﬀset where the button
position is on the y axis. The demo project uses -70.

• ItemCountFontName - This is the font name for the item
count. For font ideas and values, check out iOSFonts.com
• ItemCountFontColor - This is the hex value for the color of the
item count.
• ItemCountFontSize - This is an integer value for the font size
of the item count.
• ItemCountFontAligned - You can enter a value of Center, Left
or Right to set the alignment of the item count.

The Use Inventory Image
• UseInventoryImageName - The key
name in the assets catalog of a default
icon image to use for equipping

Back, Forward and Close Buttons
• ForwardButtonImage - The key name in the assets catalog of
the image used to go forward a “page” if the number of items in
inventory exceeds the number able to be shown on one screen
ForwardButtonLocation - The location of the forward button in
{x, y} format. Keep in mind 0,0 is in the center of the screen.
• BackButtonImage - The key name in the assets catalog of the
image used to go back a “page” if the number of items in
inventory exceeds the number able to be shown on one screen.
• BackButtonLocation - The location of the back button in {x, y}
format. Keep in mind 0,0 is in the center of the screen.

inventory. This button can be set to a
diﬀerent image on per item basis in the
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• BackOrForwardSound - The key name of the sound in the

• InventoryLeavesMainGameRunning - A YES or NO value to

FXSounds dictionary of the GameSounds.plist to play when

set whether the game is paused when the inventory is open.

tapping either the back or forward button.

Use YES if the inventory will always be open.

• CloseInventoryImageName - The key name in the assets

• ClosesOnTouchOutsideOfBackground - A YES or NO value

catalog of the image used to close the inventory. This is an

to enable or disable closing the inventory anytime a touch is

important icon if touching outside of the background does not

detected outside of the background of the inventory. If this

close the inventory (that property is set later).

property was deleted, it would default to YES since this is a

• CloseInventoryLocation - The location of the close button in
{x, y} format. Keep in mind 0,0 is in the center of the screen.
• CloseSound - The key name of the sound in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist to play when closing the
inventory

Other Properties
You have the option to leave the inventory open at all times.
Granted if you were to do that, you would want to use very small
icons, and probably only use one row or one column so the
inventory doesn’t interfere with the gameplay. Using the
properties below you can do exactly that (and you’ll probably
want to set the OpenInventoryWhenLevelBegins property to YES

quicker way to close the inventory. If the property above is set
to YES, than this property will always be NO.
• UsingItemClosesInventory - A YES or NO value to close or
leave open the inventory after equipping an item. If the
inventory is intended to stay open in a minimized way during
gameplay, then this should be set to NO.

Adding Labels
The InventoryPopUp dictionary can include a Labels dictionary,
which can define as many labels you want to show when the
inventory opens. Most likely, you’ll just need a single label that
says something like “Your Inventory”. We’ll talk more about
Labels in this dedicated section.

in each level’s dictionary).
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Moving the Entire Inventory
You might think you have everything perfect with your inventory,
but then realize, you want the whole thing nudged a little in one
direction. Well, this happened to me, so for the sake of everyone,
you can make use of the following properties...
OﬀsetEntireInventory, OﬀsetEntireInventoryPhone,
OﬀsetEntireInventoryPhoneWide - These three properties will

{ }

let you enter an oﬀset value in x,y format to move the entire
inventory for a particular device. You can safely exclude these

{ }

properties, or enter 0,0 until you think you might need them.
You’ll probably find them useful if you leave your inventory open
all the time as part of the user interface (versus opening it midscreen whenever the user presses a button). You can also use
this property to set completely diﬀerent locations between the
iPad and iPhone. So if the inventory looks better at the bottom
right for the iPhone, you have that option.
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In Game Currency
You’ll notice that both the demo project and cleaned out starting project include an item in the Collectibles dictionary with the key name
InGameCurrency. This obviously relates to the amount of In Game Currency the player has. Whether you plan on selling currency via
the App Store using In-App Purchase products or not, you can still make use of the currency system. The player can acquire currency in
the game by collecting objects or defeating enemies that add an amount to the key InGameCurrency.
If you don’t plan on using the currency system to buy collectibles, this item could be deleted or safely left in because the icon for In Game
Currency in the inventory will never show if the amount is 0.

Setting Up In Game Currency
This takes just a wee bit of work in a few places in the property list. It’s incredibly easy, but you’ll need to know where to go.
Step 1: Go to the InAppPurchasing dictionary and set the properties related to In Game Currency. For more details, tap here.
Step 2: The collectible you are selling will need a value and how much of it will be bought. This is defined in the Collectibles dictionary,
which we just discussed. For more details, tap here.
Step 3: A menu or level will have a button object that has the DoesWhat property set to BuyCollectible and the
CollectibleToBuyKeyName property set to the key matching the collectible to buy. For more details, tap here.
Or an object in the game can make an oﬀer to the character to purchase a character. For more details, tap here.
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Oﬀers

Items defined in the Objects dictionary can make oﬀers when
contacted by the lead character. So instead of relying on a
separate out-of-level menu to handle buying Collectibles with In
Game Currency, you can, for example, have safe levels with
diﬀerent villagers that make oﬀers to sell things to the player. The
guy out front the butcher shop might oﬀer to sell meat, which is then
put in inventory, and later used to restore health to the character. We
haven’t discussed the Objects dictionary yet, so feel free to skip this
section until you are ready to create an object from which to make an
oﬀer to the character.
Another fun thing about this Oﬀer System (lets call it that), is the
oﬀer can override the default price and quantities for an item (as
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defined here in the Collectibles dictionary). So you can treat these

• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - the

like “special oﬀers” that only hard-to-find characters throughout

locations in {x, y} format for the oﬀer image. This image is

the game can propose. Or as the game advances, and certain

added outside of the playable world, so 0,0 is in the bottom left

weapons become less important than they were earlier in the

of the screen.

game, you can discount those items.
So let’s take a look at how Oﬀers work. In the left screen shot on

• OﬀerBuysCollectible - This value will be the matching key
name in the Collectibles dictionary of the item to buy.

the previous page, you’ll see an orange circle around the
dictionary named SalesMan inside the Objects dictionary. The
key name “SalesMan” is mostly irrelevant (key names for Objects
can be any value and only really matter if you used Tiled to set
their positions), the important part is the property named
OﬀerKey. The value for this property will match that of the key

• InGameCurrencyPrice - An integer value for the amount the
collectible will cost.
• InGameCurrencyBuysThisMuch - An integer value for the
quantity of the item to buy, for example 100 ammo.

name for the oﬀer in the Oﬀers dictionary in the Root. In this

• Depth - an integer value for the visual depth. By default this is

example, the value is BuyFastBubbles for OﬀerKey and the

4000 (well above everything else most likely) if you don’t enter

matching BuyFastBubbles dictionary has the following

this property.

properties...

The Oﬀers Dictionary Properties

Accept and Decline Buttons

• ImageName - This is the key name of either a matching key in

Also defined in the Oﬀers dictionary are buttons to accept or

the ImagesToShowWhenReady dictionary or the key of an
image in the Assets Catalog. This image is specific to each oﬀer
(unlike the accept or decline buttons which apply to all oﬀers). If
you want to add a movement or fade in to the image, you can
use the ImagesToShowWhenReady dictionary.

decline an oﬀer. These buttons are created using the CSButton
class (which all buttons use) and will be seen with every oﬀer. So
the text should be relatively generic like “Accept Oﬀer” instead of
“Accept Oﬀer for Sword”...
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• ImageName - This is the key name of an image in the Assets
Catalog.
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - the

DefaultBoughtSound defined in the InAppPurchasing dictionary
to handle buying an item.
If the user does not have enough currency to purchase the item,

locations in {x, y} format for the button. The button is added

the opposite properties are used:

outside of the playable world, so 0,0 is in the bottom left of the

ImageKeyIfCollectibleWasNotBought, SoundWhenNotBought,

screen.

DefaultCollectibleNotBoughtImageKey,

• DoesWhat - This value must be either AcceptOﬀer or
DeclineOﬀer.
• ResizePhone - A decimal value to resize the button for the
iPhone.

DefaultNotBoughtSound.
If the user declines the oﬀer, the oﬀer image and button go away
and the oﬀer can’t be made again for 4 seconds. This amount of
time can be changed in the constants.h file with the
timeBetweenReOﬀer variable.

• Depth - an integer value for the visual depth of the accept or
decline button. By default this is 4001 (well above everything
else most likely) if you don’t enter this property.

After the Oﬀer is Made
If the user accepts the oﬀer, the kit will check to see if the user
actually has enough currency to pay for the item. If so, the kit will
use the ImageKeyIfCollectibleWasBought and
SoundWhenBought from the Collectibles dictionary for the item
being bought. If this property does not exist, it will default to
using the DefaultCollectibleBoughtImageKey and
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Chapter 5

Weapons &
Boosters

The Weapons Dictionary
Any character or object (enemy) in the game can be equipped
with a weapon, which may or may not be a projectile. These are
always defined in the Weapons dictionary in the Root of the
property list. So multiple characters or objects might share the
same weapon. If you think back to Super Mario Bros, both Mario
and some of his enemies shot fireballs right? And since each

Disabling firing in specific directions is also useful for objects, for

weapon can have over 40 properties, it makes much more sense

example a laser cannon might only ever fire in the Left direction

to define weapons independently of a specific character or

toward the player. If the player jumps over the cannon or is on it’s

object. Let’s go over the basics before discussing each

right side, the cannon no longer poses a threat. Or you could

property...

disable firing Up and Down for the cannon, so it only fires Left or

Characters can be pre-equipped with Weapons (using this
property). So by default they can attack using a weapon. Or
weapons can be collected and equipped from the inventory.
Each weapon can set its own vector speeds based on the
direction it is firing (if fired from a character) or based on the
location of the character (if fired from an object). Firing directions
can also be disabled. For example, a side-scrolling board might
disable firing in the Up and Down directions (or simply have the
Up and Down vectors shoot projectiles at the same speeds as a
Left or Right fire).

Right (the code tests the location of the character prior to firing to
figure out which way to shoot).
Weapons by default ignore anything that is normally a collision
body. For example, an invisible boundary in the game may
prevent the character from going outside the intended play area,
but a weapon can excel past the boundary. Or when an enemy
object fires a weapon that will ignore anything else in its path, like
a coin to collect or another object. But you can setup parameters
for each weapon to handle physics collisions diﬀerently. For
example, you can have weapons not ignore boundaries or other
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objects and set a property to specify whether or not the weapon

value of 4, and this property was set to 2, then the player would

breaks on contact. This is useful if you wanted a grenade to hit a

have to hit the object twice. Weapons fired from players won’t

boundary and not explode until it came into contact with an

damage other players, and objects can’t harm other objects.

object (or exploded automatically after x amount of time).

• DamageToPlayers - A positive integer value to do damage to

Got a general idea of how fun weapons can be? Let’s go over

players. If an object (enemy) fires the weapon, this is the

each property...

amount of damage to do to the player it hits. So if the player
had a health value of 100, and this property was set to 50, then
the player could only get hit twice before dying. Weapons fired

The Basics
• ImageName - The key name in the assets catalog.
• RequiresAmmo - This YES or NO value only comes into play if
the weapon is fired from a player. Objects/enemies always have
unlimited ammo to fire. Code-wise the kit will check this to see
if the player has enough ammo in inventory to fire the weapon.

from objects won’t damage other objects, and players can’t
harm other players.
• DisablePushBack - A YES or NO to disable pushing back the
character when hit by this weapon. If excluded, the weapon will
push back the character.
• FiringCausesCharacterToStop - A YES or NO value to stop a
player from moving anytime they fire.

This is meant for weapons picked up as collectibles versus
weapons that a player is equipped with by default. If YES, firing
the weapon will subtract 1 ammo from inventory.
• Depth - the visual depth of the weapon, set a positive or
negative integer. Characters are at 100 by default.
• DamageToObjects - A positive integer value to do damage to

• RotateWeaponDirection - A YES or NO value to rotate a
weapon in the direction the character is firing it (the weapon
artwork should be facing up / pointed up). This is intended for
top-down viewed worlds.
• DoNotRemoveWhenOutOfView - Set to YES and the kit will
not remove the weapon by default when it moves out of view.

objects. If a character fires the weapon, this is the amount of

This applies to both player fired weapons and object fired

damage to do to the object it hits. So if the object had a health

weapons.
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shoot in the direction the character is facing. Your vector could
also be { 0, 0 } if the weapon is meant to go nowhere, for
example a force-field type shield around the character or object

Location and Vectors

that does damage.
• VectorIfCharacterFacesDown - Same notes as the up

• LocationOﬀsetUp, LocationOﬀsetDown,

property, just down. A fast speed down would be { 0, -10 }.

LocationOﬀsetRight, LocationOﬀsetLeft - These properties
oﬀset where the weapon is placed in location to the character
or object firing it. These can all be excluded if you want. The
format to write each is {x,y}. For example, if the
LocationOﬀsetRight value was {10, -10}, the weapon would
first appear 10 pixels to the right and 10 pixels down from the
middle point of the character or object firing it. One thing to

• VectorIfCharacterFacesRight - Same notes as the up
property, just right. A fast speed to the right would be { 10, 0 }.
• VectorIfCharacterFacesLeft - Same notes as the up property,
just left. A fast speed to the left would be { -10, 0 }.
• VectorIfCharacterResting - Same notes as the up property,

keep in mind, if the object or character firing a weapon is right

but this vector only aﬀects characters resting. (objects are never

up against a boundary or other object, this oﬀset (if high

at rest code-wise).

enough) could potentially start the weapon beyond that point.
Which may or may not be a bad thing. Its a bit like firing over a
wall.
• VectorIfCharacterFacesUp - The speed of the weapon being

• UsesVectorOfPlayer - Set this one property to YES instead of
setting vectors for up, down, left, right or resting (those previous
five properties). The weapon will project forward in the same
vector the character is traveling. This is a great feature when

fired in { x, y } format when the character firing is facing up OR

using characters controlled by the control pad. Also if the

the speed of the weapon if an object is firing toward the

weapon is being fired by an enemy, setting this to YES will

character in the Up direction. A fast speed would be { 0, 10 },

make it so the weapon is fired directly at the character.

which would move 0 on the x axis but pretty fast upwards on
the y axis. Keep in mind you can disable firing in specific
directions, and you can also enter vectors that don’t necessarily

• VectorMultiplier - A decimal value to multiply how much faster
the weapon should travel in relation to the vector from the
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previous property. So for example, if the player’s vector is

you don’t want to use it. If the weapon isn’t aﬀected by gravity

{ 0,3 }, and the VectorMultiplier was 2, then the vector of the

this can be useful to ease down the weapon speed.

weapon would be { 0,6 }.
• DisableFiringDown - a YES or NO value to disable a character

• RemoveAfterHowLong - A decimal value to set a time after
firing that the weapon automatically is destroyed. If the weapon

or object firing in the down direction. Objects that disable firing

breaks with particles or an animation, those will show at this

in three directions, will only ever fire in the one remaining

time. Think, grenade. By default all weapons are removed

direction. Objects that fire in only two directions, like left & right

automatically after 10 seconds, but you can adjust that with this

or top & down, will choose which direction to fire based on the

property.

player’s location in relation to the object. By default this value is
NO.
• DisableFiringUp - a YES or NO value to disable a character or
object firing in the up direction. See more notes in the down
property.

Physics
• CollisionBodyType - Enter either
circle or square

• DisableFiringLeft - a YES or NO value to disable a character or
object firing in the left direction. See more notes in the down
property.

• ResizeBodyBy - A decimal value to
resize the collision body. For example,
0.5 would be 50% of the size of the

• DisableFiringRight - a YES or NO value to disable a character
or object firing in the right direction. See more notes in the

image. This property was previously
named ResizeBorderBy, which still works.

down property.
• OﬀsetCollisionBody - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset the
• DisableFiringWhenResting - a YES or NO value to disable a

physics body of the weapon.

character firing when resting (stopped).
• AﬀectedByGravity - A YES or NO value which determines if
• TaperDownVectorAfterHowLong - A decimal value to set a

the weapon is aﬀected by gravity.

time after firing that the weapon begins slowing down. Delete if
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• AﬀectedByPhysics - A YES or NO value to enable or disable

weapon will go through everything but the player. Its collision

physics of a weapon projectile. By default this is always YES. It

body is totally ignored. In most cases this is probably what you

will probably be rare that you want to exclude a weapon from

want. But you can set this value to NO, and fine tune collisions

the physics simulation but you have that option now by setting

using the next two properties.

this to NO.
• Restitution - A decimal value to set how bouncy the weapon is.

• BreaksHittingObjects - A YES or NO value. If fired from a
player, the weapon will always collide with an object since that’s

If not set, this is 0. Unless you set the weapon to not explode

what the player is meant to be firing at, but if fired from an

hitting an object or boundary, you would probably never see the

object, a weapon that has this value set to YES will break

weapon bounce.

(explode) when hitting the object

• Mass - A decimal value to set the mass of the object. By
default this is 1 if you delete this property.
• Density - A decimal value to set the density of the object. By
default this is based on the mass if you deleted this value.
• AllowRotation - a YES or NO value to allow it to be rotated
during the physics simulation.

(IgnoreCollisionsThatDontDamage must be set to NO). Or
you can set this value to NO and the weapon would just start
piling up until it explodes either by being in the scene too long
or if the player collided with it.
• BreaksHittingBoundaries - A YES or NO value. This applies to
both player-fired weapons or object-fired weapons that have
the IgnoreCollisionsThatDontDamage property set to NO. If
this was set to NO, then any weapon that hit a boundary

• IgnoreCollisionsThatDontDamage - A YES or NO to set
whether the weapon ignores collision objects that it probably

(invisible barrier) would just collide against it without exploding.
If YES, it would explode.

doesn’t care about. Most likely you will want this set to YES for
both a player firing or object firing. If set to YES and fired from a

• MaxAtOnce - An integer value for the max number of weapons

player, the weapon will still damage or break upon objects

of this type can be shot be a character (or team of characters)

(which are most things), but the weapon will go through

at once. This value has no aﬀect on objects that fire a weapon.

boundaries which are invisible anyway so it makes sense to go

Objects that fire weapons do so at intervals defined in the

through them. If set to YES and fired from an object, the

Objects dictionary. Since characters are controlled by, you, the
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player this property can be used to limit an absurd amount of
weapons on screen.

• ParticleXOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the x axis for
where the particles will appear. Most likely, you can just delete
this property since particles will probably look fine appearing
from the center of the weapon.

Particles for Explosions

• ParticleYOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the y axis for
where the particles will appear.

• ParticleFileName - This optional property is the name of
the .sks file to show when the weapon is removed by damaging
something or coming into contact with something that breaks
it. Like all uses of Sprite Kit Particle files, you do not need to
enter .sks into the value. So if you plan to use a file named
DeathFire.sks the value to enter here is just DeathFire.
• RemoveParticlesAfterHowLong - A decimal value for the

Particles when Firing
• FiringParticleFileName - This optional property is the name of
the .sks file to show when the weapon is fired. Like all uses of
Sprite Kit Particle files, you do not need to enter .sks into the

amount of time after exploding that the particles are removed.

value. So if you plan to use a file named GunFire.sks the value

Once the particles are shown, the weapon no longer has a

to enter here is just GunFire. This particle eﬀect will move

physics body, so it will cease colliding with whatever it hit.

along with the projectile.

• KeepAddingVectorsToParticles - A YES or NO value to
determine whether the particles stay put or keep moving like
the weapon was before. Setting this to YES can add some
interesting eﬀects.
• NumberOfParticlesToEmit - An integer value for the number

• NumberOfFiringParticlesToEmit - An integer value for the
number of particles to emit.
• FiringParticleXOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the x axis
for where the particles will initially appear. This value is
multiplied by -1, if the character is facing left.

of particles to emit.
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• FiringParticleYOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the y axis for
where the particles will initially appear. This value is multiplied
by -1, if the character is facing up.
• FiringParticleDepth - The depth the properties appear at. Use
-1 or any number lower to make the particles appear behind the
image of the weapon. Use 1 or any number higher to make the
particles appear above the weapon.

Collect with a Weapon
• CanCollect - A YES or NO value, for whether or not the
weapon can be used to collect inventory items in the level. This
could be a key feature of the weapon, for example a boomerang
might be useful because it can collect out of reach items
(perhaps blocked by a boundary), while a gun would just ignore
collecting the item. If set to NO, any collectible object that a
weapon does contact will most likely get moved somewhat

Sounds

since it is part of the physics simulation. With that in mind, any
item in the Collectibles dictionary can use a property called
IgnoresEverythingButPlayer and by setting that to YES, a

• FireSound - The key name of the firing sound to play as defined

weapon fired by the player would go through the collectible.

in the GameSounds.plist under the FXSounds dictionary. Like
all sounds, this can be randomized.
• HitSound - The key name of the sound to play when the
weapon has hit something, as defined in the
GameSounds.plist under the FXSounds dictionary. Like all
sounds, this can be randomized.
• EmptySound - The key name of the sound to play if ammo is
required and the player runs out. Again, this is defined in the
GameSounds.plist under the FXSounds dictionary. Like all
sounds, this can be randomized.

Movements
The Movements dictionary allows you to setup simple
movements for the weapon already in motion. So these
movements occur on top of the vectors already pushing the
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weapon. Think about the fireballs in Mario Bros, they would move

• Movements > RotatesForeverWithDuration - This is decimal

up and down while also going forward. You can include an x axis

value for how long it takes to rotate the object once. So you

movement, y axis movement and rotation using the properties

might have the character throw a spinning axe and set this to

below...

0.5 for a full rotation that takes half a second.

• Movements > MoveXAmount - This is a positive or negative
integer to set how much the weapon will move left, then right

• Movements > RotatesForeverCCWWithDuration - Same as
the property above, but counter clockwise.

again (or vice versa) on the x axis.
• Movements > MoveXForHowLong - This is a decimal value
for the duration of the movement set in the property above. So
0.5 would be half of a second to move the x amount set.
• Movements > RandomStartDirectionOnX - A YES or NO

Animations
The AnimationHit dictionary allows you to add an animation
when the weapon is removed (or explodes). The Animation

value to randomly change which way the x movement goes

dictionary allows you to add an animation while the weapon is in

first. So if MoveXAmount was 50, then setting this to YES

use / being thrown.

could potentially make it be -50 about half the time.
• Movements > MoveYAmount - This is a positive or negative
integer to set how much the weapon will move up, then down
again (or vice versa) on the y axis.
• Movements > MoveYForHowLong - This is a decimal value
for the duration of the movement set in the property above.
• Movements > RandomStartDirectionOnY - A YES or NO
value to randomly change which way the y movement goes

• AnimationHit > Size - The size of the animation frames in
{ width, height } format.
• AnimationHit > FPS - An integer value of the the frames per
second of the animation.
• AnimationHit > AtlasFile - The Texture Atlas file. As usual, do
not enter the file extension (.atlas) in this value. For example, for
bubble_shield_break.atlas would just be
bubble_shield_break.

first. So if MoveYAmount was 50, then setting this to YES
could potentially make it be -50 about half the time.
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• AnimationHit > FrameOrder - An array of items with values for

definition files, not the @2x ones).

the frame order of the animation. These are the names of the
files in your atlas folder (only include the names of the standard
definition files, not the @2x ones).
• Animation > Size - The size of the weapon animation in { width,
height } format.
• Animation > FPS - An integer value of the the frames per
second of the animation.
• Animation > WillLoop - A YES or NO value to loop the
animation
• Animation > AtlasFile - The Texture Atlas file. As usual, do not
enter the file extension (.atlas) in this value. For example, for
animated_sword.atlas would just be animated_sword.
• Animation > FrameOrder - An array of items with values for

Scoring
When the player’s weapon destroys an enemy’s weapon, that

the frame order of the animation. These are the names of the

event can be scored using the properties below. These properties

files in your atlas folder (only include the names of the standard

only need to be added to the enemy’s Weapons dictionary (not
the player’s Weapons dictionary).
ScoreKey - The name of whatever you want to keep score of.
This could be something as specific as TurtlesKilled or
something as vague as AllPoints.
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ScoreAmount - The amount you want to add to the score. This
could also be a negative number if you want to subtract points for
collecting or killing the wrong thing.
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Section 2

Boosters
As of Build 1.0.7 a Boosters dictionary can be included in the

in the scene, or applied immediately after after destroying an

Root of the property list. For example...

object.

Immunity Booster
For now we have just one booster, which prevents the player
from receiving damage for a limited amount of time.
ImmunityTime - How long the character will be immune from
damage. Set this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if
this shouldn’t wear oﬀ.
ShowImmunityTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the booster is
Inside the Boosters dictionary, you can create another dictionary
with a name of your choosing. Then set the following properties
to create a booster, which is a loose term to describe something

active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup in
the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the
label/

which enhances the abilities of the player. Booster can be

ImmunityParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use

equipped via inventory, applied immediately after being collected

when the character is immune.
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ImmunityParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles from
the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place the
particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
ImmunityParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would place
the particles behind the character artwork, and any number

Cloaking Booster
Cloaking allows the character to walk right through enemies that
have their RespondsToCharacterCloaking property set to YES.

higher would place the particles visually above the character.
ImmunityImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of
an “immunity image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are immune or something larger like a
glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.
ImmunityImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the immunity
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
• CloakingTime - How long the character will be cloaked. Set
ImmunityImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for

this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if this shouldn’t

the depth of the immunity image. Any number less than 0 would

wear oﬀ.

place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.

• ShowCloakingTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the booster is

ImmunityAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0 to

active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup in

1 while the character has this booster. For example, 0.5 would

the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the

make the character 50% transparent. After the booster expires,

label.

the character goes back to 1.
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• CloakingParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use
when the character is cloaked.
• CloakingParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles
from the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place

• CloakingAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0 to
1 while the character has this booster. For example, 0.5 would
make the character 50% transparent. After the booster expires,
the character goes back to 1.

the particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
• CloakingParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value
for the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would
place the particles behind the character artwork, and any
number higher would place the particles visually above the
character.
• CloakingImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of
a “cloaking image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are cloaked or something larger like a
glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.
• CloakingImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the cloaking
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
• CloakingImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the cloaking image. Any number less than 0 would
place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.
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Chapter 6

The Levels
Dictionary

Basic Settings
It’s finally time to make a level. Or it’s finally time to copy an existing level and
bring that over to your project. Believe me, its much easier to copy a lot of level
data and delete out what you don’t need versus recreating properties from
scratch. So when in doubt, copy and paste.
One of the most important properties in the Levels dictionary is the key name for
each level. In the image to the right, I have selected and unfolded the Level0
level. Level0 is the key name for this level (circled in green to the right), and I
made it very easy to remember because there’s quite a few places in the kit that
use this key value. Portals use level key names, the map menu, other menus,
buttons, the SavePoints array, and so on. Point is, choosing a naming
convention for your levels early on is a good idea. And it will probably save your
character from landing on an empty black screen. Fortunately if you do portal
your character to a level that doesn’t exist, thats usually what happens (the app
shouldn’t crash). You can roam around the void of deep space.
The properties in this section can be written anywhere in the root of the level
dictionary. For example, in the screenshot you see TMXFile, Friction,
BackgroundColor, etc all listed in the root. Alternatively, as of Build 1.12., you can create your own dictionary names to organize these
root level properties that are labeled in green. Code wise the kit ignores dictionary names that it doesn’t recognize (names like Portals,
Objects, etc), and essentially takes those root properties out of your custom dictionary and back into the root. Arrays like
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ClearInventoryFor, AddInventoryFor, ClearScoreKeyFor, and
ClearHighScoreKeyFor should be left in the root.

Centering / Resizing the World
Tiled File and Background Color
• TMXFile - If some or all of your objects, portals, boundaries,
etc will be positioned using Tiled, then use this property to enter
the .tmx file you’ve imported. Do not include the .tmx extension
so for example, if your file was Level1.tmx, you would only
write a value of Level1.
• BackgroundColor - pretty self explanatory, this is a hex value
for the background color of the level. By default this will be
black.

• DisableCentering - Normally the “playable world” centers itself
to the main character. If you disable this by setting it to YES, the
world stays at a constant position. If you decide to disable
centering, the playable world should only be the size of the
screen, otherwise the player would just walk outside of the
viewable area.
• DisableCenteringPhone - A YES or NO value to disable (or
enable) centering on just the iPhone. So you could have the
same level be centered around the character on the iPhone (by
setting this to NO), but the level would not be centered on the
iPad (if the DisableCentering property was set to YES).
• CenteringOﬀset - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset centering of
the world on the iPad (or iPhones if the next two properties are

Inventory
• OpenInventoryWhenLevelBegins - A YES or NO value to
automatically open the inventory at the start of the level. You
should set this to YES if the inventory is meant to always be
open (in a minimized fashion).

excluded).
• CenteringOﬀsetPhone - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset
centering of the world on the iPhone 3.5 inch (and 4.0 inch if the
next property is excluded).
• CenteringOﬀsetPhoneWide - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset
centering of the world on the iPhone 4 inch.
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• DisableCenteringOnX - A YES value will maintain centering on

• ResizeLevelMoreForPad - This is a decimal number you can

the y axis, but won't adjust the world when the character moves

use to resize a particular level for the iPad. By default this

on the x axis. You can use the CenteringOﬀset value to set an

number is 1 (or 100%). So 0.8 would scale the level down to

initial world placement on the x. The DisableCentering should

80% and 1.2 would scale the level up to 120%.

either be NO or excluded (which defaults to NO) if you use this
property.
• DisableCenteringOnY - A YES value will maintain centering on
the x axis, but won't adjust the world when the character moves
on the y axis. You can use the CenteringOﬀset value to set an
initial world placement on the y. The DisableCentering should

Adding Inventory Automatically
AddInventoryFor - An array of Collectibles key names to
automatically add an item to the inventory at the start of the level.

either be NO or excluded (which defaults to NO) if you use this

Very useful if you want to give users the option to play multiple

property. This can be a good property to include if, for example,

characters for the level or weapons right away. The kit will add

your levels are exactly 768 tall. The world would never show

exactly 1 of each item.

outside of that specific height (think: Super Mario Bros). If you
set this to YES, your Tiled map probably will not need to be
much bigger than 768 tall (the height of the iPad), and the value
for the CenteringOﬀset property, should probably be {0, 768}.
This will place the world vertically at a position that covers the
stage in Tiled. Adjust to your liking.
• ResizeLevelMoreForPhone - This is a decimal number you
can use to resize a particular level for the iPhone. By default this
number is 1 (or 100%). So 0.8 would scale the level down to
80% and 1.2 would scale the level up to 120%.

Clearing, Removing or Disabling
• ClearInventoryFor - This is an array where each item’s value
will be an inventory item (collectible) to clear out. This value
needs to match the key name in the Collectibles dictionary.
You can see an example of this in the screenshot below and in
many levels of the demo. Since this is an array type, the key
names will always be Item 0, Item 1 and so on. The only
important part is the value for each item.
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• HideXP - A YES or NO value to hide any XP related items. This
includes the XP icon, meter, backing and any dynamic labels
which display the current XP level, current XP acquired and XP
• RemovePreviouslyEquippedWeapons - Setting this to YES

needed.

will remove any previously equipped weapons for the lead
character or any followers. Code-wise this clears out the
NSUserDefaults object which is used to save the weapon in use
for each character.
• RemovePreviouslyEquippedWeaponsThisLevelOnly - Setting

• HideCurrency - A YES or NO value to hide the currency label
for this level only (if that label is found).
• RestoresAllHealth - a YES or NO value that restores all health
for the characters.

this to YES will remove any previously equipped weapons for
the lead character or any followers for only this level. Codewise this does not erase the NSUserDefaults object which is
used to save the weapon in use for each character.
• RemoveAnyFollowers - Set YES or NO to remove any
followers of the leader coming into the level and future levels.

Gravity
• Gravity - this is a vector defining the x and y direction that
gravity pulls characters or objects (that are set to be aﬀected

• RemoveAnyFollowersThisLevelOnly - Set YES or NO to

by gravity. For example, a value of { .05, -1 } would pull the

remove any followers of the leader coming into just this level.

character slightly to the right, and down (since that is a negative

This is most likely something you will want to do if the level is a

1).

mini-game more suited for just the lead player. Setting this to
YES, will not aﬀect the group going into other levels.

• ReverseGravityThisOften - A decimal value for how often (in
seconds) the level will reverse (or change) gravity using the

• DisableAttacking - A YES or NO value to disable character

value below.

attacks for this level. This could be useful if attacking wasn’t
allowed in the “village” or some “friendly” area.

• GravityReverse - This is a vector defining the x and y direction
that gravity will switch to using the property above. For
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example, a value of { 0, 1 } would pull the character up some, if

• DisableTapToAttack - If set to YES tapping the screen will not

the regular gravity was normally { 0, -2 } . This example could be

cause the player (or any followers) to attack. Instead you can

used to make a side scrolling level appear to have a watery

add a button to attack. This will override the identically named

eﬀect to moving through it.

property in the GameSettings dictionary.
• UseTwoFingerTapForSpecialAttack - Either the
GameSettings dictionary or an individual Levels dictionary can

Gestures
• DisableSwitchingLeadersWithFingerTaps - A YES or NO
value. Set to NO and tapping with two fingers will make the first
follower of the leader become the leader. Tapping with three
fingers will bring the second follower to command, and likewise
for four fingers. A button can be used instead to cycle through

set this value to YES or NO, and make tapping with two fingers
trigger a special attack. Keep in mind, levels without any
gestures work best when using the virtual joystick or button
controls. So it is recommended you only set this value to YES
on levels that are already using gestures as the primary means
of control. Also if this value is YES it will override the same
gesture controls for switching leaders with two fingers.

the characters to lead. This will override the identically named
property in the GameSettings dictionary.
• DisableRotateToStop - Setting this to YES disables the
rotation gesture which will make the player (and any followers)
stop in place. A button can be used instead to stop the team.
This will override the identically named property in the
GameSettings dictionary.
• DisableSwipesToMove - If set to YES all four swipe-to-move
gestures are disabled. Instead you can create buttons that
move up, down, left or right. This will override the identically

Death Overrides
• OnDeathGoToLevel - This value overrides the GameSettings
which specify what to do on death. This will force the scene to
load a specific level instead of go back to the main menu, last
save point, current level or game over menu.
• OnDeathGoToPortal - This value accompanies the previous
one to set the portal to enter after death.

named property in the GameSettings dictionary.
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Sounds
• BackgroundSound - This the key name in the in the
BackgroundSounds dictionary in the GameSounds.plist of a
background audio track to play. Background sounds always
loop.
• BackgroundSoundDelay - This is a decimal number for how
long to delay playing the background sound. By default the
delay is 2.
• IntroSound - This the key name in the FXSounds dictionary in
the GameSounds.plist of an intro audio track to play. For
example, a voice might say “Welcome to the Caverns”.
• IntroSoundDelay - This is a decimal number for how long to
delay playing the intro sound. By default the delay is 2.

• HealthLocation - the location of the health meter in {x, y}
format.
• HealthLocationPhone - the location of the health meter in {x,
y} format on the iPhone 3.5 (or 4 inch if you don’t set the next
property).
• HealthLocationPhoneWide - the location of the health meter in
{x, y} format on the iPhone 4 inch.
• HealthBarBackingImage- the health meter backing image (a
file named healthMeterBackingAsGUI has been added to the
Images.xcassets catalog).
• HealthBarMeterImage- the health meter (a file named
healthMeterAsGUI has been added to the Images.xcassets
catalog).

Clearing Score for the Level
Health as Part of the GUI
• ShowLeaderHealth - A YES or NO value to show the leader's

• ClearScoreKeyFor - An array to list one or more Score keys to
equal zero. So if for example, when a level restarts, you want
the current score of TurtlesKilled to start back at zero, include

health as part of the main interface. If this is YES, you'll

TurtlesKilled here. This will not aﬀect the high score for

probably want to disable showing the health above the

TurtlesKilled.

character.
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• ClearHighScoreKeyFor - An array to list one or more Score
key to clear the highest ever recorded score for.

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToLevel - The level name to advance
to after exceeding either the score or collectible criteria. This
could equal the current level and simply send the player to a
portal.

Advance Levels Automatically

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToPortal - The portal name to enter
at after advancing.

You can send the player to any level or menu automatically after
succeeding at a particular objective. So this could occur by either

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToMenu - Instead of advancing to a

gaining a certain score, collecting enough of a particular item, or

level, you can alternatively send the player to a menu. In which

a combo of both.

case, enter the menu name and leave out the previous two
properties.

• AdvanceLevel (suggested dictionary name) >
AdvanceWithScoreKey - The score key which the level will

• AdvanceLevel > NextLevel - If you choose to send the player

check to see if a certain amount is equal to or exceeded. For

to a menu instead of directly to a level, you can save the name

example, TurtlesKilled.

of the next level to go to. This is useful if you’ll always use the
same menu between levels.

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithScoreKeyAmount - The
amount the score needs to equal or exceed to advance levels.

• AdvanceLevel > NextPortal - If you choose to send the player

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithCollectible - The collectible key

of the next portal to start at. This is useful if you’ll always use

the level will check to see if a certain amount is equal to or

to a menu instead of directly to a level, you can save the name
the same menu between levels.

exceeded. For example, Diamonds.
• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithCollectibleAmount - The
amount the collectible needs to equal or exceed to advance

Special Cases

levels.
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• RoomOﬀsetX - This only applies to levels set up with Tiled and

dictionary or on a per-level basis in any of the Levels

that have DisableCentering set to YES. This will allow you to

dictionaries. Most likely, you’ll want this left at NO.

initially oﬀset the view of the entire world on the x axis. Most
likely you’ll want to do this in increments equalling the size of
the iPad’s width, for example 1024 (if in landscape mode). In

•

theory, this would place the view “one room over”. Changing
the view of the world can then be done on a per-portal basis, for
example when the character enters a portal to jump to another
location in the world.
• RoomOﬀsetY - This only applies to levels set up with Tiled and
that have DisableCentering set to YES. This will allow you to
initially oﬀset the view of the entire world on the y axis. Most
likely you’ll want to do this in increments equalling the size of
the iPad’s height. Changing the view of the world can then be
done on a per-portal basis, for example when the character
enters a portal to jump to another location in the world.
• AllowChangingToCharacterInUse - By default this is NO. Set
this to YES to allow the same character dictionary to get
equipped twice. So for example if the leader picks up a follower,
the leader or follower could then potentially use the same
dictionary as each other, (by equipping the character like an
inventory item) thus making two of the same character in the
scene. When this is NO, the code will just switch out the
characters if the player tries to equip the same character
dictionary twice. This property can be set in the GameSettings
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Characters For This Level
What’s this?! Didn’t we just spend an entire chapter talking about setting
up our characters? We did. The Characters dictionary is outside of the
Levels dictionary for a good reason. Most levels will reuse the same
characters again and again, so we wouldn’t want to define (or redefine)
characters again and again each level.
Within the Levels dictionary, the CharactersForThisLevel dictionary
gives each level a chance to decide if any of the incoming characters
should be replaced (possibly to change the style of art, upgrade the look,
speed, dynamics, etc) and whether we should introduce new characters
to use.
Your first level should have a dictionary called CharactersForThisLevel
(which you can see unfolded in the lower screenshot to the right). Inside
here you should have another dictionary called NewPrimaryCharacter.
You only need one property within this dictionary. The key should be
Name and the value will match that of a key in the Characters
dictionary (seen in the upper screen shot to the right). In this example,
the character to use will be Knight. If you forget to do this, the kit will
default to looking for a character named Leader (the very first time it runs).
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Adding New Possible Followers

Replacing Followers of the Leader

You can add a key name called NonFollower1, NonFollower2,

Each level can include a NewSecondaryCharacter1,

and so on. These dictionaries can be used to create a new

NewSecondaryCharacter2, or NewSecondaryCharacter3

character on the board that isn’t following the primary character.

which would replace any followers of the leader with new artwork.

If the primary character comes into contact with this character, it

You can see how that would look in the example screenshot

will then become a follower.

below. The same Name property is used to define the character
dictionary...

You have just two properties to include for non-followers...
• Name - This should match exactly the key name of the
character in the Characters dictionary.

If there aren’t any followers coming into the level,
NewSecondaryCharacter1, NewSecondaryCharacter2,

• AddEvenIfCharacterAlreadyInPlay - A YES or NO value to

NewSecondaryCharacter3 are simply ignored.

place the character even if the level already has a character with
this key name. This would give you a chance to add a hidden
character in multiple levels, but only have the character appear
if it hasn’t already become a follower.
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Portals
key). Optionally, that amount of inventory can be deducted when
the player enters the portal. Locked portals can have diﬀerent
images, then when unlocked. Locked portals can also have popup images that prompt the user to collect something prior to
entry.
You can use the Portals dictionary to create as many portals as
you’ll need for the level. You can make portals that exit to other
levels, or jump around portals within the currently-played level or
simply use portals as one-way starting points into the level.
Characters will arrive in the level at x:0, y:0 if a portal to enter

Portals can also be trick entryways. So if the player does not
have enough inventory, the portal will send the player some place
else. Either to another level and portal, or within the same level
and portal. Think, trap-door.

isn’t found. Setting up portals to use as starting points is highly

Portals can have a collision sound, sound on entry, sound when

recommended though, especially when using Tiled because your

they become unlocked, or sound when used as a trick gateway.

entire level can be created relative to the starting point (instead of
0,0 which could be diﬃcult to build a level around in Tiled ).
Jumping around within the same level is akin to Pac-man exiting
one side and coming back around on the other side. The
character is simply moved and nothing is reset within the level.

Code-wise Portals are created using the CSObject class. The
properties I mention in this section are specific to Portals, but
most likely you can use any other properties mentioned in the
Objects section that might not be covered here.

Jumping around to a portal on another level will reset that level.
Portals can be locked until a certain number of collectibles in the
inventory have been acquired (even if its just a single item, like a
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• ImageName - This is the image’s key name in the

• IsGatewayToLevelNamed - This value will be the Levels key

Images.xcassets catalog. If you define an

name the character will go to when successfully entering the

ImageToShowIfLocked (and require a certain amount of

portal.

collectibles in inventory to enter the portal) then the
ImageName property is used when the portal becomes
unlocked.

• EnterNewLevelAtPortalNamed - This value should match a
key name in the incoming level’s Portals dictionary. The demo
kit uses the name StartingPoint for portals to start at, but you
can use any name.

• AppearFromPortalWhere - This is a location value in {x,y}
format to oﬀset where the character(s) appear in relation to the
portal. If you leave out this property, the character will come
through the portal at it’s exact location. If you set a value like

• Transition - The transition eﬀect to use when switching levels.
These values can be: Fade (fades to black), FadeWhite, Doors,
DoorsOpenX, DoorsOpenY, DoorsCloseX, DoorsCloseY,

{30, -50} the character would appear 30 points right of the

Left, LeftMove, LeftReveal, Right, RightMove, RightReveal,

portal and 50 below the portal (since that is -50).

Top, TopMove, TopReveal, Bottom, BottomMove,
BottomReveal. Experiment with these in the demo kit to see
which transitions you prefer.
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - The location
of the portal in {x,y} format. Its not recommended you set
diﬀerent locations for the phone, but you could.

• MakeOneWay - A YES or NO value. Most starting portals in the
demo set this to YES, which makes the portal a non collide-able

• TMXLocation - A YES or NO value to have the TMX file set the

object and code-wise, only an incoming gateway (the character

position of the object. If YES, the kit won’t setup the object

couldn’t travel back through it). The screen shot above shows

unless it is used in the TMX file. If NO, the kit will setup the

the properties for a very simple portal (most “starting point”

object using the Location property. If this property is excluded

portals don’t need much setup).

it will default to whatever the GameSettings dictionary has set
for the AlwaysPositionLevelsUsingTMX property.
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• Depth - A positive or negative integer number for the visual
depth of the portal. Characters are always at a depth of 100, so
layer your other objects in relation to that.

• DeductAfterEntry - A YES or NO value to deduct the inventory
required after entry.
• ToEnterRequiresSwitchNamed - Instead of requiring inventory
to enter a portal you can require a certain number of switches to

Requirements

be toggled (contacted). These don’t necessarily need to look
like levers or switches, essentially they can be any object on the
level that the character contacts. The value you enter here

• ScoreKeyToOpen - If the portal is locked, you can set it to
open if a score key’s amount is achieved. Set the name of the
score key here. For example, EnemiesKilled.
• ScoreAmountToOpen - If the portal will open with a score key,
set the amount here. For example, 100,
• ToEnterRequiresInventoryItemNamed - The inventory item
which is needed to enter the portal.

should match that of the SwitchName property in the dictionary
of whatever is acting as a “switch”.
• AmountOfSwitchesRequired - The number of switches that
need contact for the portal to be accessible.
• EnableBadGateway - a YES or NO value to switch on the next
two properties.
• IsTrickGatewayToLevelNamed - If the property above is YES,

This value should match one of the key

then enter a Levels key name which the character will go to if

names in the Collectibles dictionary in

he doesn’t have enough inventory to enter the portal.

the Root. Jump back here for
reference.
• AmountOfInventoryRequired - How
much of the inventory item is required
to enter the portal. This could be any number, 1 or higher. You
might set this to 1 if the character is just looking for a single key
to enter the portal.

• EnterTrickLevelAtPortalNamed - The portal name in the level
you set in the previous property.
• ImageToShowIfLocked - Portals can show an alternate image
if they are locked, meaning the character doesn’t have the right
amount of inventory yet. Anytime a character acquires more
inventory, the code will test to see if any portals would be
unlocked with the new amount of inventory. If so, the portal
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would then show the image defined in the ImageName

becomes an oﬀset value. For the label location you would

property.

probably want to start low like {0,15} add from there.

• PopUpImageWhenTouched - The name of the image in the

• AddLabelInPlayableWorld - A YES or NO value to set whether

assets catalog to show when the character contacts a locked

or not the label is added outside of the playable world (in a

portal. This is an optional property which you can delete if you

static position) or within it (and placed relative to the portal

don’t want a pop up image.

touched). Set this to NO if the label appears overtop a specific

• PopUpOﬀsetX - The pop up image will appear in relation to the

part of the interface for reading messages.

portal’s location so this value will add or subtract (if you use a

• ImageKeyWhenTouched - This is the matching key name of a

negative number) where the pop up image shows up on the X

dictionary in the Images dictionary for this level or it can simply

axis.

be the key name in the Assets catalog. If you only use a key

• PopUpOﬀsetY - Same as above, just on the Y axis.

name in the catalog, the image is placed at the same location
as the portal touched IF the property next is set to YES. If the

• PopUpReadTime - A decimal value for how long to display the

image has a Location value in the Images dictionary this will be

pop up image (or Label or Image). If you delete this property,

added to the position of the portal touched IF the property next

the default time is defined in the constants.h file using the

is set to YES. So the location becomes an oﬀset value. For the

variable named defaultPopUpReadTime (which is 3 seconds).

image location you would probably want to start low like {0,15}

• PopUpLabelWhenTouched - This is the matching key name of
a dictionary in the Labels dictionary for this level. Since each of

add from there.
• AddImageInPlayableWorld - A YES or NO value to set whether

these label dictionaries defines everything about the label (the

or not the image is added outside of the playable world (in a

text, the font, location, time to fade out, etc), the object doesn’t

static position) or within it (and placed relative to the portal

need to define anything but this one value. If the label has a

touched). Set this to NO if the label appears overtop a specific

Location value this will be added to the position of the portal

part of the interface for seeing informational images.

touched IF the property next is set to YES. So the location

Sounds
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• SoundOnEntry - The key name of the sound to play when

• ResizeBodyBy - A decimal value to shrink or enlarge the

entering the portal (this key should be in the FXSounds

collision body. Setting 0.9 would shrink the physics body to

dictionary in the GameSounds.plist file).

90%. This has no aﬀect on the image size. This property was

• HitSound - The key name of the sound to play when bumping
into a locked portal (this key should be in the FXSounds
dictionary in the GameSounds.plist file).
• SoundOnTrickGatewayEntry - The key name of the sound to

previously named ResizeBorderBy, which still works.
• AﬀectedByGravity - A YES or NO value setting whether the
portal is aﬀected by the level’s gravity. If YES, the property
below can be left out because any object aﬀected by gravity will
also be aﬀected by physics.

play when bumping into a locked portal that functions as a trick
gateway (this key should be in the FXSounds dictionary in the
GameSounds.plist file).

• AﬀectedByPhysics - A YES or NO value setting whether the
portal is part of the physics simulation. If YES, the portal can be
moved around basically. For example, something could collide

• SoundOnUnlock - The key name of the sound to play when a
portal becomes unlocked (this key should be in the FXSounds
dictionary in the GameSounds.plist file).

with the portal and change it’s location.
You can set other things like mass, animations, movements and
most other properties described here in the Objects section.

• XP - Enter a number value to award XP for entering the portal.
Delete if you won’t award XP.

Physics

In-App Purchases and Portals
• RequiresProduct1ForEntry - A YES or NO value to allow

• CollisionBodyType - Enter either square or circle to define the
shape of the physics boundary of the portal. If the portal has
MakeOneWay set to YES, you don’t need to define this
property.

access through the portal if the In-App Purchase for Product 1
has been made.
• RequiresProduct2ForEntry - A YES or NO value to allow
access through the portal if the In-App Purchase for Product 2
has been made.
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• RequiresProduct3ForEntry - A YES or NO value to allow

• (Either Animation Dictionary) > FrameOrder - An array of

access through the portal if the In-App Purchase for Product 3

items with values for the frame order of the animation. These

has been made.

are the names of the files in your atlas folder (only include the

• MenuToPurchaseUpgrade - The key name (in the Root) of the
menu to open if the purchase hasn’t been made for the Product
required (if any of the previous 3 properties have been set to
YES) If your app is intended for kids, this value should be
ParentalGateMenu (or another menu which acts as a parental
gate).

names of the standard definition files, not the @2x ones).
• (Either Animation Dictionary) > FPS - An integer value of the
frames per second of the animation.
• (Either Animation Dictionary) > Size - The size of the
animation in { width , height } format.
• (Either Animation Dictionary) > WillLoop - A YES or NO value
to loop the animation.

Animation
The Animation and AnimationLocked dictionaries (both
optional) define diﬀerent animated sequences for the portal. The

• (Either Animation Dictionary) > LoopWithDelayTime - An
optional decimal value to add a delay between loops of the
animation. This property can be deleted or set to 0 for no delay.

AnimationLocked will play if the portal is locked (requires
inventory the character does not currently have). The Animation
dictionary will play if the portal is not locked, or will play after the
portal becomes unlocked.
The properties for either dictionary are identical, and defined
below...
• (Either Animation Dictionary) > AtlasFile - This is the Texture
Atlas file for the animation. The value you enter here is the name
of the .atlas folder, minus the “.atlas” part.
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character, this isn’t an issue, so these properties are not used
when DisableCentering is NO.
• Recommended Option #1 - the RoomGrid property will have a
value in { x, y } format where the numbers define the gridded
location of the “room” the world-space is being moved to. So
for example, a value of {0,1} moves the world nowhere on the x
axis, but down 1 "room" on the y axis, (how far down is
determined by the screen size height). RoomGrid only needs to
be entered into the portal the character is arriving into (for
example, the starting point), since obviously that portal is in the
same room the world is being repositioned to.
• Not-so-recommended Option #2 - The RoomOﬀsetX and
RoomOﬀsetY can be entered into portals for the exit or
entrance of your room (I would recommend choosing one or the
other, for example add these properties only to portals you

Shifting the World When Entering a
Portal

enter, or only to portals you arrive through, just not both). You
can also set the RoomOﬀsetX and RoomOﬀsetY in the Levels
dictionary to initially oﬀset the world view.

If DisableCentering is set to YES in your app (its probably not),
you now have two ways to manage moving from one portal to the
next and changing the “world view” to account for the location
change. Keep in mind, when the world is centered on the main
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Objects (or Enemies)
The Objects dictionary is defined within each level to create

a troll or a possessed hairbrush, everything that can harm the

nearly everything else in your world that isn’t a simple boundary,

players is a CSObject, and thus goes into the Objects

playable character, portal or collectible. Code-wise though,

dictionary.

almost everything is made from the same clay, using the
CSObject class. The dictionaries on each level, Boundaries,
Objects, Portals, Collectibles, all provide a way of grouping
similar items, and add some specific functionality within the
CSObject, but for the most part, the properties described in this
section can be used in any of those other dictionaries.

• Non-harmful people - Think villagers. They can roam around
like enemies but simply provide information when collided with.
A pop-up image can appear above the person or whatever the
object is.
• Even simpler objects. How about a table? Or a bush.

Boundaries though, are the biggest exception to that rule, since

Something that has a physics shape to collide with but does

they create invisible circular or square walls (to play within) that

nothing more than add filler to a room or level. Objects can be

don’t respond to most physics interactions.

placed randomly or placed in multiples at specific intervals on

So the big question is: what type things should be added in the
Objects dictionary? Here’s some ideas.
• Enemy creatures - I think you’ve figured this out by now, but
the term “object” in this guide could mean “enemy”. Enemies
can roam around on the x or y axis (or both), attack the player
through direct contact or through a weapon projectile when the
character is in range. Code-wise we don’t diﬀerentiate between

the x or y axis.
• Rooms or other background art - Items in the Objects
dictionary don’t even need a physics shape. They could simply
be the background art of a room (an item in the Boundaries
dictionary could define the collision area instead). In the demo
project, you’ll find that rainbows, clouds, and other
miscellaneous pieces of non-collide-able art are in the Objects
dictionary.
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• Hidden collectibles - Items in the Objects dictionary can also
reveal a hidden collectible when the object is destroyed. For
example, that could be an enemy that awards the player a

The Basics

weapon, or a treasure chest that awards the player a certain
amount of coins or In Game Currency.
Got the general idea? In a moment, I’ll describe each property.
There are a lot of properties but don’t get frightened oﬀ. In some
cases, you might only need one or two properties. For example,
an ImageName and Depth would be all you need for a physicsless piece of background art. If you find yourself using a lot of
properties for a complex object (perhaps an enemy that fires
weapons), you can group most of these properties into sub-

• ImageName - This is the key name in the Images.xcassets
catalog. If you delete this property you can use the Animation
dictionary instead to show the object. Or you can use neither
the ImageName or Animation dictionary, and make the object
invisible, but use some of the other properties (like make an
invisible area at the bottom of a pit which damages the player).
In which case, you should at least set the Size property below.
• ImageNames - An array that ultimately does what the property

dictionaries of your choosing. For example, you might put all

above does, where each item is a key name in the

physics-related properties into a dictionary (ahem, folder

Images.xcassets catalog. One of these images will be used at

basically) named Physics (as seen in the screen shot below).

random for the image.
• Size - This is the size of the image in {width, height} format, but
you can delete this property and the kit will use the size of the
image set in the property above. Or if you use the Animation
dictionary, you can set the size there.
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - The location

The only properties you can’t group into sub-dictionaries of your

in {x, y} format. Just remember setting separate locations for

choosing are the animation-related ones which are already in their

the phone is entirely unnecessary within the playable world. I

own dictionaries. Animation, AnimationCollision, AnimationHit,

recommend against including those (but you can).

AnimationBreak, and AnimationLocked.
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• TMXLocation - A YES or NO value to have the TMX file set the

• PlaceMultiples - An integer value for the total number you want

position of the object. If YES, the kit won’t setup the object

of this object in the scene. Entering 2 would place 2 total in the

unless it is found in the TMX file. If NO, the kit will setup the

scene.

object using the Location property. If this property is excluded
it will default to whatever the GameSettings dictionary has set
for the AlwaysPositionLevelsUsingTMX property.
• FlipOnX - A YES or NO value to flip the object on the x axis
(horizontally). To get technical, this only flips the sprite inside of
the CSObject node.
• FlipOnY - A YES or NO value to flip the object on the y axis
(vertically). To get technical, this only flips the sprite inside of the
CSObject node.
• RandomFlipOnX - A YES or NO value to randomly flip the
object on the x axis. This is useful when placing multiples at a
time since it will be less obvious that each instance is the same.
• RandomFlipOnY - A YES or NO value to randomly flip the
object on the y axis.
• Depth - A positive or negative integer number for the visual
depth of the portal. Characters are always at a depth of 100, so
layer your other objects in relation to that.

• PlaceMultiplesWithValueOfCollectibleKey - By using this
instead of the PlaceMultiples property above, the object will
have the same amount as the item in the Collectibles
dictionary matching the key value you enter. See the next
property for setting a max to show.
• MaxToAdd - This integer property is only used when the
property before is set. This way if you have 100 collectibles, you
can set a max of 10 to show.
• PlaceWithXSpacing - A integer value for the x spacing
between each copy. Can be positive or negative.
• PlaceWithYSpacing - A integer value for the y spacing
between each copy. Can be positive or negative.
• PlaceRandomly - A YES or NO value to place the object
randomly within a certain range.
• XRange - The range on the x axis. So if your starting location
was {0,0} and you set this value to 2000, your object could
potentially be anywhere between {0,0} and {2000,0}.
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• YRange - The range on the y axis. So if your starting location

• ParticleDepth - An integer for the visual depth within the

was {0,0} and you set this value to 100, your object could

object. Setting a negative number will place the particles behind

potentially be anywhere between {0,0} and {0,100}.

the sprite showing the object or animation, a number higher

• Friction - this will override the friction settings in the

than 1 will place it above the object.

constants.h file for objects. 0 is very slippery. Any number
higher gets far less slippery, very fast.

Particles Within the Object
• ParticleFile - This is the name of the particle animation (.sks
file) you want to use. This value does not require you to write
“.sks”. So if the file is named Spark.sks only write Spark in the
value. Delete this property if you won’t use particles.
• NumberOfParticlesToEmit - An integer value for the number of
particles to emit total. You can delete this property and the
particles will loop forever.
• ParticleXOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value to oﬀset
where the particles appears within the object. By default it will
appear at 0 on the x axis within the object.

Physics
• AﬀectedByPhysics - A YES or NO value to make the object
part of the world’s physics simulation. Setting this to YES will
create a physic body for the object. Code-wise the
physicsBody.dynamic property is set to YES. This doesn’t
necessarily mean the body will be aﬀected by gravity though
(that’s a separate property to come). The object will be aﬀected
though by bodies that collide with it. For example, if this were a
gravity-less top-down game, you might have a table with this
property set to YES. The table would be pushable by the
character, but without any other force against it, it wouldn’t
move on its own. If this property were deleted, and the object
had a physics body, this value would be YES by default.
• IsCollidableWithCharacter - A YES or NO value which will
create a physics body for the object, which will allow the kit to

• ParticleYOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value to oﬀset

test contact interactions with the character and object (perhaps

where the particles appears within the object. By default it will

show a pop-up image when they collide). The

appear at 0 on the y axis within the object.

AﬀectedByPhysics property can be set to NO, while this
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property is YES. Any object that is a boundary or portal will

with but “appear” to not collide with. Basically the character

have a physics body regardless of whether this property is YES

steps on a thin square below the object which triggers the any

or NO.

interactions, like pop up labels or images. In the example image
below, the portal on the left has it’s CollisionBodyType set to

• AﬀectedByGravity - A YES or NO value to have the object
aﬀected by gravity. Gravity is set on a per-level basis. In the
case of a top-down viewed level, it would probably be {0,0}
which is zero gravity, so this property is irrelevant in a gravity-

square, whereas the portal on the right, has it set to
wide_square (it is also oﬀset from the center using the next
property).

less level.
• AﬀectedByGravityInHowLong - A decimal value to delay
turning gravity on. You could use this to hide objects oﬀscreen
and drop them into the level at certain times.
• UseGravityWhenCharacterIsInView - A YES or NO value to
enable gravity only once the character is in view of the object.
This can be combined with the AﬀectedByGravityInHowLong
value to delay when the object falls after first being in view of
the character (use this to fine tune when the object has gravity).
• CollisionBodyType - This property previously only had two
options, circle and square, which would make either a circular
or square physics body for the object. As of Build 1.0.6, you
can now use circle, square, wide_square, or tall_square. The

• OﬀsetCollisionBody - This value in {x,y} format will oﬀset
where the collision body appears in the object, from the center.
For example, in the previous image, the value was {0, -33}, so
the collision body was oﬀset nothing on the x, but down 33 on
the y axis.
• ResizeBodyBy - A decimal value to resize the collision body.

last two options will either create a thin wide square or thin tall

For example, 0.5 would be 50% of the size of the image. This

square as the collision body. You can oﬀset where this square

property was previously named ResizeBorderBy, which still

appears using the next property. This is useful if you want to

works.

create a portal door or villager that the character can interact
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• Restitution - An optional decimal value to define how bouncy
the object is.
• AllowsRotation - a YES or NO value to allow the object to be

weapon) to simply aﬀect the physics of this object, if so, set this
property to YES. By default, this value is NO, so any player-fired
weapon breaks against it.

rotated. Objects can disable rotation as part of their physics
simulation. Setting this to NO can be very useful depending on
closely tied to a certain perspective your artwork is. Rotating
the object could break the proper viewing angle.

Objects that Use Weapons or Damage
on Contact

• Mass - A decimal value for the mass. Delete if you don’t want
to set this yourself.
• Density - A decimal value for the density. Delete if you don’t
want to set this yourself.

• BodyCausesDamageBy - An integer value for the amount of
damage the player will receive when colliding with the object.
So if the object was a torch for example, you might set the
value to 25. If the player’s health was 100, after colliding once

• UsesPreciseCollisionDetection - A YES or NO value. To date,

with the torch it would be 75.

I haven’t set anything to YES in my project, because things
seems to be running just fine without precise collision detection.

• UsesWeaponNamed - This is the key name from the Weapons
dictionary of the weapon the object will attack players with.

• IgnoreOtherObjects - Set to YES on objects that you don’t
want to collide with other objects. Both objects need this

• UsesWeaponHowOften - A decimal value for the time between

property set to YES. For example, the ghosts and munchable

attacks. The normal minimum is 0.25, or 4 times per second.

dots in Pac-Man would both have this property set to YES so

The minimum can be adjusted in the constants.h file by

they don't interact with each other.

changing the variable for intervalToCheckForObjectsToFire.
Lowering that constant will make every level check for objects

• DontDestroyWeaponsOnContact - A YES or NO value that
prevents weapons (thrown by a player) from being destroyed on

that are ready to fire at a faster rate. If that is lowered, then every
object can fire at that same minimum.

contact. For example, you might want a rock (thrown as a
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• AnimationFiresWeapon - Instead of setting the previous

the AnimationIdle sequence. By default the range is set to 200,

property, you can exclude that and set this property to YES.

if you exclude the RadiusDistanceToScan property. If you

This will use the Animation dictionary’s data to trigger firing.

exclude the UseRadiusForAttack property, the object will run

The weapon will be added at the beginning of each loop of the

it’s base animation anytime it is in view.

animation (plus the amount of time you set below). Although
this property still works, it is recommended as of Build 1.0.9 you
include an AnimationFire dictionary if your object has a specific
frame sequence for firing a weapon.
• FiringDelay - A decimal value used with the property above to
delay firing the weapon from the start of the animation cycle.
This can also be used when you have the AnimationFire
dictionary set. A small value like 0.2 would give your animation
sequence a few frames to play prior to the weapon appearing in

• RadiusDistanceToScan - A number for the radius to scan
when using the previous property.
• FiresOutOfScreenRange - Setting this to YES will allow the
object to fire even if it is oﬀ screen. For example, if you wanted
Donkey Kong to throw barrels even if he is 10 ramps higher
than what can be seen onscreen. If you use this property, you
might also want to use DoNotRemoveWhenOutOfView in the
Weapons dictionary.

the scene. For example, a Rock Monster might appear to pick
up a rock prior to throwing it. Or a canon might appear to load
first.
• UseRadiusForFiring - A YES or NO value to use a radius
(circle) to check if the object is within range before firing a
weapon. By default this is set to 200, if you exclude the
RadiusDistanceToScan property. If you exclude the property
UseRadiusForFiring, the object will fire anytime it is in view.
• UseRadiusForAttack - A YES or NO value to use a radius
(circle) to check if the object is within range before running the

Multiple Weapons
• UsesSecondWeaponNamed - This is the key name from the
Weapons dictionary of the second weapon the object will
attack players with.
• UsesThirdWeaponNamed - This is the key name from the
Weapons dictionary of the third weapon the object will attack
players with.

Animation sequence. If the object is not within range, it will run
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• UsesSecondWeaponHowOften - A decimal value for the time
between attacks. The minimum is 0.25.
• UsesThirdWeaponHowOften - A decimal value for the time
between attacks. The minimum is 0.25.

animation dictionary, firing delay, etc). If the weapon name does
not match UsesWeaponNamed, UsesSecondWeaponNamed
or UsesThirdWeaponNamed, the AnimationFire dictionary,
FiringDelay and UsesWeaponHowOften property will be used.

• FiringDelaySecondWeapon - A decimal value used to delay
firing the second weapon from the start of the
AnimationFireSecondWeapon sequence.
• FiringDelayThirdWeapon - A decimal value used to delay
firing the third weapon from the start of the
AnimationFireThirdWeapon sequence.
• RandomizeFiringMultipleWeapons - A YES or NO value to set
whether or not to randomly fire the weapons. You can combine
this property with the WeaponFiringOrder array
• WeaponFiringOrder - This is an optional array you can add to
define the firing order of the weapons. This gives you the option
to fire the same weapon multiple times, then use a diﬀerent
weapon. The firing order will loop in the sequence you setup.
The items in this array should match the values set for
UsesWeaponNamed, UsesSecondWeaponNamed or
UsesThirdWeaponNamed. With that said, you can include any
Weapons dictionary name in here, and set more than 3
weapons to use for the object, but you won’t be able to use the
properties associated with the primary 3 weapons (the

Objects as Enemies or as Anything
that Breaks
• MaxHealth - An integer value for the max amount of health the
object has. Unless this was some kind of “boss” object, a
normal health to start the game would probably be anywhere
from 1 to 10. 1 would require 1 damage point to kill (or break
the object), and 10 would require 10 damage points. As your
game progresses (and if you give the player stronger weapons
with more damage), then you could start making this value
higher.
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• HasHealthMeter - A YES or NO value for whether or not the

• WillBreakFromAttack - A YES or NO value for whether or not

object has a health meter to show progressively showing the

the object can be destroyed by attacking it. Anything with a

damage done.

health meter should be breakable, but you can decide whether

• HealthBarBackingImage - The key name in the assets catalog
for the image to show behind the meter of the health bar. For
sizing reference you can use the images already in the kit (look
in the assets catalog for healthBarBacking and
healthBarMeter).
• HealthBarMeterImage - The key name in the assets catalog

that is through attacking or contact (set below). An attack is
either through a weapon or by tapping the screen (or a button)
to collide with the object while attacking.
• WillBreakFromContact - A YES or NO value for whether or not
the object can be destroyed by simply contacting it. For
example, an egg might break when it is contacted. The health of
the object still determines when it actually breaks.

for the image of the actual meter part of the health bar (this is
the part that scales down after damage is done).
• HealthOﬀSetX - A positive or negative integer value to oﬀset
where the health bar is on the x axis.
• HealthOﬀSetY - A positive or negative integer value to oﬀset
where the health bar is on the y axis. By default, it starts above
the object.
• GainHowMuchHealthEverySecond - a decimal value for the
amount of health an object will recover every second. This
could be useful for “boss” characters that are meant to be more
challenging to kill.
• OnlyShowHealthAfterDamage - A YES or NO value which
determines whether or not the health bar is constantly seen or if

• WillBreakFromContactAfterHowLong - A decimal value for
the number of seconds the character must contact the object
for it to break. This can be used to “unlock” treasure chests,
and can be combined with the existing health meter properties
to show how long it take to unlock an object. If the character
moves away from the object, it will reset to it’s max health. This
property can also be used to make objects like a platform
suddenly disappear. You do not need to set
WillBreakFromContact to YES if you use this property.
• WillBreakWithCollectibleKeyName - you can make an object
break with a specific number of collectibles in inventory. The
value for this property will be the collectible key name required.
This can be combined with the
WillBreakFromContactAfterHowLong property.

it only appears after the object is damaged.
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• AmountOfCollectibleRequired - If you set the previous
property, you can also use this companion property to set the
number of that collectible required. If excluded, this will default
to 1. So for example, if you are only requiring 1 key to open a
chest, you could exclude this.
• DeductCollectibleAfterBreak - A YES or NO value to deduct
the item from inventory used to open the object. If for example,
four keys were required to open an object, then four would be
deducted.
• LeaveInSceneAfterBreak - A YES or NO variable to leave the
object in the scene after it breaks. This will destroy the physics
body so the character can walk past the object.
• LeaveInSceneAfterBreakWithBody - A YES or NO variable to
leave the object in the scene after it breaks with the physics
body intact.
• ImmunityTimeAfterHit - A decimal value for how long after an
attack the object can be attacked again. You probably want to
set this to 0.5 or so. Just so the enemy has a little bit of time to
recover between hits.

then back down, and so on. An enemy or object that pushes
back a character makes it much harder to attack.
• BreaksWithParticles - This is the name of the particle
animation (.sks file) you want to show when the object is
destroyed. This value does not require you to write “.sks”. So if
the file is named DeathFire.sks only write DeathFire in the
value. Delete this property if you won’t use attack particles.
• NumberOfBreakParticlesToEmit - An integer value for the
number of particles in the sequence. Raise or lower for more
eﬀect.
• BreakParticleXOﬀset - A positive or negative value to oﬀset
where the break particles appear on the x axis within the object.
• BreakParticleYOﬀset - A positive or negative value to oﬀset
where the break particles appear on the y axis within the object.
• BreakParticleDepth - An integer for the visual depth within the
object. Setting a negative number will place the particles behind
the sprite showing the object or animation, a number higher
than 1 will place it above the object.

• DisablePushBack - A YES or NO value for whether or not the
object will push back the character damaged by it. If a
character is walking left, it would be pushed back right. If up,

After the Object Breaks
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• XP - A positive integer for the amount of XP to award the player

• RandomlyAwardsCollectibleHowOften - An integer number

for destroying the object. (I suppose you could make it negative

used to randomly drop the collectible. For example, if this

and subtract XP).

property was included and set to 5, then only 1 in 5 times would

• ShowXP - A YES or NO value to show the XP float above the
character. To change the appearance of this label, the dictionary
named XP_Popup in the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary
adjusts this. You can change the font, size, color, etc, but note
this changes the look of all XP that floats up when awarded.
• CollectibleKeyNameOnBreak - This optional value will be the
key name matching the item in the Collectibles dictionary that
you want to award after destroying an object. This does not
necessarily need to relate to what was destroyed. For example,
a treasure chest could award a new sword. Enter
InGameCurrency if the object will award currency to spend.
• CollectibleImageNameOnBreak - If the previous property is
set you need to include an image that represents the collectible
received. This could be very generic, like a coin or dollar sign, if
the award was InGameCurrency. Or you could show
something very specific to what was found, like a sword icon.
• AmountAddedToInventory - This is an integer value for the
amount of the collectible the player receives. By default this is

it drop the collectible. Exclude this property if you don’t want to
randomize dropping the property.
• EquipThisWeaponOnBreak- The value would be the key name
of the item in the Weapons dictionary to equip automatically.
• EquipThisSpecialWeaponOnBreak - The name of the special
weapon to equip when the object has been broken / defeated.
This is the name of the item in the Weapons dictionary.
• AddBoosterOnBreak - Enter the value of a matching dictionary
key name of an item in the Boosters dictionary in the Root. This
will immediately equip the lead character with this booster.
• RestoresHealthBy - An integer value for the amount of health
to add after the object breaks. Delete this property if you won’t
be using it.
• ChangeToThisCharacterOnCollect - The key name of the new
character profile to use in the Characters dictionary in the Root.
These could be used to change as little as the speed properties
of the character, but could change anything and everything!

1, but you can award as much as you want. So for example, if
the collectible was a grenade, you might set this to 10 so the
player has 10 grenades.
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• LeaveInSceneAfterBreak - A YES or NO variable to leave the
object in the scene after it breaks. This will destroy the physics
body so the character can walk past the object.
• LeaveInSceneAfterBreakWithBody - A YES or NO variable to
leave the object in the scene after it breaks with the physics
body intact.

Pop Up’s, Images, and Labels
You can show “Pop-up” images (added inside the object
touched) or items from either the Images dictionary or Labels
dictionary when the character collides with an object. “Pop-up”
images always appear within the playable world, think speech
bubbles or thought bubbles that move around with the object
(code-wise they are actually added within the object sprite’s

Scoring After the Object Breaks
• ScoreKey - The name of whatever you want to keep score of.

node).
Labels can be added outside of the playable world, perhaps in a
specific area dedicated to reading in-game messages, for

This could be something as specific as TurtlesKilled or

example, a label might be a subtle message like, “Your team has

something as vague as AllPoints.

collided with a harmless antelope. Killing one would award 1
XP, and they randomly drop fur to wear”. Labels can also be

• ScoreAmount - The amount you want to add to the score. This

added at (or oﬀset from) the spot where the object and player

could also be a negative number if you want to subtract points

collided within the playable world. Labels are easier to setup then

for collecting or killing the wrong thing.

images, since you can just copy and paste an entire dictionary in
the Labels dictionary and only change the text. Most likely your
font, size, read-time, etc will stay the same, although each label

Revive from Breaking / Death
• ReviveFromDeathAfterHowLong - A value in seconds to

does have the option of being completely unique. Labels don’t
show if the character is attacking an object (it looks a little funny
to show a label after something has been destroyed).

revive the object after being killed / broken. This completely

You can also add images defined in the level’s Images dictionary.

restores the object. All health, the physics body, etc.

These too can occur within the playable world or outside of it.
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• PopUpImageWhenTouched - This the key name in the assets

• UseAlternateWithCollectibleKey - This value will match that of

catalog of the image to show when the player collides with the

a key in the Collectibles dictionary of the item in inventory to

object. Of course this is completely optional, but it makes for

check. This is a shared property for both pop up images and

some great story telling in the game when enemies, villagers, or

labels.

whatever clues the player in on some aspect. Thought or
speech bubbles are always a nice touch.
• PopUpOﬀsetX - A positive or negative integer value for the
amount to oﬀset the pop up image on the x axis.
• PopUpOﬀsetY - A positive or negative integer value for the
amount to oﬀset the pop up image on the y axis.
• PopUpReadTime - A decimal value for how long to display the

• InventoryNeededForAlternate - An integer value for the
amount of the particular inventory (set in the previous property)
needed to see the alternate image. This is a shared property for
both pop up images and labels.
• DeductInventoryToShowAlternate - A YES or NO value to
deduct the amount set above from inventory to see the
alternate image. This makes it so essentially the character is
“buying” or “trading” for information. If the character collides

pop up image. If you delete this property, the default time is

again with the object (within the same level), they will still see

defined in the constants.h file using the variable named

the alternate image. If the object is an enemy, you could use

defaultPopUpReadTime (which is 3 seconds).

this as a way for the enemy to steal inventory. The pop up might

• AlternatePopUpImage - This the key name in the assets
catalog of the image to show when the player collides with the
object AND has enough inventory matching the property set

read “I stole 2 coins!”. This is a shared property for both pop up
images and labels.
• AlternatePopUpReadTime - A decimal value for how long to

next. This is useful if you have an object like a villager, that tells

display the pop up image. If you delete this property, the default

the character something like “Go get 10 widgets, and I’ll tell

time is defined in the constants.h file using the variable named

you where to find the Crystal Skull” with the initial pop up

defaultPopUpReadTime (which is 3 seconds).

image. Once the character has found 10 widgets, the character
shows the alternate pop up image.

• PopUpLabelWhenTouched - This is the matching key name of
a dictionary in the Labels dictionary for this level. Since each of
these label dictionaries defines everything about the label (the
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text, the font, location, time to fade out, etc), the object doesn’t

• AddImageInPlayableWorld - A YES or NO value to set whether

need to define anything but this one value. If the label has a

or not the image is added outside of the playable world (in a

Location value this will be added to the position of the object

static position) or within it (and placed relative to the object

touched IF the property next is set to YES. So the location

touched). Set this to NO if the label appears overtop a specific

becomes an oﬀset value. For the label location you would

part of the interface for seeing informational images.

probably want to start low like {0,15} add from there.
• AddLabelInPlayableWorld - A YES or NO value to set whether
or not the label is added outside of the playable world (in a

• AlternateImageKeyWhenTouched - An alternate image to
show when the player collides with the object AND has enough
inventory matching the previous properties already discussed.

static position) or within it (and placed relative to the object
touched). Set this to NO if the label appears overtop a specific
part of the interface for reading messages.
• AlternatePopUpLabelWhenTouched - An alternate label to
show when the player collides with the object AND has enough
inventory matching the previous properties already discussed.
• ImageKeyWhenTouched - This is the matching key name of a
dictionary in the Images dictionary for this level or it can simply
be the key name in the Assets catalog. If you only use a key
name in the catalog, the image is placed at the same location
as the object touched IF the property next is set to YES. If the
image has a Location value in the Images dictionary this will be
added to the position of the object touched IF the property next
is set to YES. So the location becomes an oﬀset value. For the
image location you would probably want to start low like {0,15}
add from there.
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does this). Important: If this dictionary sets a Size property that

Adding Animation

will get used for any other animation dictionaries as well.
• AnimationFire - An animation dictionary specifically for firing a

The Animation, AnimationCollision, AnimationHit,

weapon. If you include this dictionary, you do NOT need the

AnimationIdle, AnimationFire, AnimationFireSecondWeapon,

AnimationFiresWeapon property set to YES, but you should

AnimationFireThirdWeapon and AnimationBreak dictionaries

include the UsesWeaponHowOften property with a time set to

define diﬀerent animated sequences for the object. Each

fire the weapon. You can also use the FiringDelay property to

dictionary is optional, but if you do choose to include animation

fine tune exactly when the weapon appears in relation to the

sequences they must be named in dictionaries with those

firing sequence. By including a separate animation sequence

exact names.

dedicated to firing a weapon, your base Animation dictionary
might then only include a walking sequence.

• The Animation dictionary is a base looping frame sequence
used most of the time for the object or enemy. In the case of an

• AnimationFireSecondWeapon - Functions exactly the same as

object like a torch, this is probably the only animation sequence

the AnimationFire dictionary. In conjunction with this dictionary

you need to define. In the case of an enemy, this sequence

you can set the FiringDelaySecondWeapon and

might be a loop of the enemy firing (minus the weapon

UsesSecondWeaponHowOften properties. If you exclude

projectile) or attacking in some manner. You can also include

these, the FiringDelay and UsesWeaponHowOften property

the AnimationIdle dictionary to start and stop this sequence,

will be used instead.

based on the proximity of the character to the object.
Otherwise, this sequence would just loop unless some of the

• AnimationFireThirdWeapon - Functions exactly the same as

other animation dictionaries came into play. Keep in mind, you

the AnimationFire dictionary. In conjunction with this dictionary

can also time weapons to fire at the beginning or slightly

you can set the FiringDelayThirdWeapon and

delayed from the beginning of this animation sequence, using

UsesThirdWeaponHowOften properties. If you exclude these,

the AnimationFiresWeapon property. So the entire sequence of

the FiringDelay and UsesWeaponHowOften property will be

frames might include an attack, followed by idle frames within

used instead.

the Animation dictionary (the Rock Monster in the demo project
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• The AnimationCollision dictionary could be used to show what

• (Any animation dictionary) > AtlasFile - This is the Texture Atlas

happens if the character bumps into the object (for example, an

file for the animation. The value you enter here is the name of

innocent flower might curl up), or if the object is an enemy this

the .atlas folder, minus the “.atlas” part.

animation could show some kind of attack (for example, a troll
might swing an axe).
• The AnimationHit dictionary defines what plays when the
object has been attacked (gets hit) by either a direct contact
attack from the player or by a weapon.
• The AnimationIdle dictionary defines what plays when the
object is idle from their normal attack/base animation stage.

• (Any animation dictionary) > FrameOrder - An array of items
with values for the frame order of the animation. These are the
names of the files in your atlas folder (only include the names of
the standard definition files, not the @2x ones).
• (Any animation dictionary) > FPS - An integer value of the
frames per second of the animation. This value will override the
base frame rate set in the Animation dictionary.

These frames can be added to objects that use
UseRadiusForFiring, UseRadiusForAttack or
RespondsToCharacterCloaking.
• And finally the AnimationBreak dictionary defines the
animation to play when the object is broken or destroyed.
Again, all the animation dictionaries are optional. If you include
the Animation dictionary, you do not need to set the

• (The Animation dictionary) > Size - The size of all animations in
{ width , height } format.
• (Some animation dictionaries) > WillLoop - A YES or NO value
to loop the animation. This does not apply to the
AnimationBreak, or dictionaries for firing weapons.
• (Some animation dictionaries) > LoopWithDelayTime - An

ImageName property, since the animation will begin playing right

optional decimal value to add a delay between loops of the

away. You should always set a Size value for the main Animation

animation. This property can be deleted or set to 0 for no delay.

dictionary. This size will be used for all the animation dictionaries.

To see an example screenshot of a simple animated background
object, jump to here.

With a few exceptions, the properties for all the animation
dictionaries are identical, and defined below...
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Idle Properties
• IdlingStopsMovement - A YES or NO value to stop the
object’s X or Y movements when it goes idle.
• ImmuneWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to make the object

• ApproachSpeedX - A decimal value for the rate of approach
on the x axis.
• ApproachSpeedY - A decimal value for the rate of approach
on the y axis. You’ll most likely want to exclude this property or
set to 0 in a side-scrolling world.

immune from attack when idle.
• HasPhysicsBodyWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to remove
the physics body of the object when idle (this would also make
it immune from attack since there's no physics body).
• RestoreHealthWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to restore health
to the object when idle.
• BeginWithIdleAnimation - A YES or NO value to make the
object start onscreen with their idle animation running.

Adding Movement
The Movements dictionary allows you to setup movements for
the object. This could be to create a moving platform or an
enemy that seemingly roams around. For an example screenshot
of a typical moving platform, jump to here. As of Build 1.0.7,
“Movements” can be named anything you want.
• Movements (suggested dictionary name) > MoveXAmount - This is a
positive or negative integer to set how much the object will

Approach Properties

move left, then right again (or vice versa) on the x axis.
• Movements > MoveXForHowLong - This is a decimal value

These properties will make the object move toward the character

for the duration of the movement set in the property above. So

when not idle. If the object didn’t have an idle animation, it would

0.5 would be half of a second to move the x amount set.

always try to approach the lead character.
• Movements > MoveXHowOften - This is a decimal value for
• ApproachCharacterWhenNotIdle A YES or NO value to

how often the object performs this move.

approach the character when not idle.
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• Movements > RandomStartDirectionOnX - A YES or NO
value to randomly change which way the x movement goes
first. So if MoveXAmount was 50, then setting this to YES
could potentially make it be -50 half the time.
• Movements > FlipOnXAtEndOfMove - A YES or NO value to
flip the object horizontally at the end of the movement on the x
axis. This helps give the illusion the character is walking back
and forth.
• Movements > DisableCarrying - A YES or NO value to allow
characters to be carried by the object moving (for example, the
character would move along with a platform moving). If this
property is excluded, this value is NO, so characters are always
carried by objects moving on the x axis.
• Movements > CarryMultiplier - For any object that carries the
player horizontally, this property should be added to adjust how

• Movements > MoveYHowOften - This is a decimal value for
how often the object performs this move.
• Movements > RandomStartDirectionOnY - A YES or NO
value to randomly change which way the y movement goes
first. So if MoveYAmount was 50, then setting this to YES
could potentially make it be -50 about half the time.
• Movements > FlipOnYAtEndOfMove - A YES or NO value to
flip the object vertically at the end of the movement on the y
axis.
• Movements > RotatesForeverWithDuration - This is decimal
value for how long it takes to rotate the object one time.
• Movements > RotatesForeverCCWWithDuration - Same as
the property above, but counter clockwise.
• Movements > MoveRandomlyWithRangeOf - Instead of

closely the platform and character move together. The default

moving a set amount on the x or y axis, an object can move

value is 4.5, so if you notice the player is sliding oﬀ the platform,

randomly in any direction. The integer value you enter here will

or not moving relative to it, raise or lower this number.

be the most the object could possibly move before deciding a

• Movements > MoveYAmount - This is a positive or negative
integer to set how much the object will move up, then down
again (or vice versa) on the y axis.
• Movements > MoveYForHowLong - This is a decimal value
for the duration of the movement set in the property above.

new direction to move in. This is especially good for top down
games where moving in all 4 directions makes sense.
• Movements > RandomlyStopWithRangeOf - This integer
value is used to delay movements. If you set it to 0, there is no
delay (or if this property is removed there is no delay) If you set
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3 here, the delay between movements would randomly be either

Movements > FinishMovementYWhenOutOfRadius - Set to

1, 2 or 3 seconds.

NO to disable completing the remainder of the MoveYAmount

• Movements > PointsPerSecond - This integer value is

cycle. By default this will be YES.

essentially how fast the object moves. If you enter 30 here, and
the object randomly decided to move 120 points, then the entire

I tweaked the code slightly, so that objects that go "idle" when the

movement would take 4 seconds.

character leaves their radius of attack, will finish out the remainder
of their MoveYAmount or MoveXAmount properties. This fixes an

• Movements > PointsPerSecondPhone - This integer value is

issue where the object could be stopped mid-air essentially. I’ve

essentially how fast the object moves on the iPhone (most likely

added an example object dictionary in the

you don’t need to set a separate value for the phone, but you

Common_Properties.plist called

can if you want to).
• Movements > LeaveRotatingAfterBreak - If the object will be
left in the scene after being destroyed, this YES or NO value will

Fish_Jumping_Out_Water_Type_Movement that illustrates this. If
you want to disable this functionality, set the
FinishMovementXWhenOutOfRadius or
FinishMovementYWhenOutOfRadius to NO.

either leave the object rotating or not (if it was previously).
• Movements > LeaveMovingAfterBreak - If the object will be
left in the scene after being destroyed, this YES or NO value will
either leave the object moving or not (if it was previously).
• Movements > MovementStopPausesAnimation - Setting this
to YES will pause object animations when movement stops.
Movements > FinishMovementXWhenOutOfRadius - Set to
NO to disable completing the remainder of the MoveXAmount
cycle. By default this will be YES.
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Movements > IncrementMoveOnYBy - same as the x

Incremental Movements
These properties can be used to create a Space Invaders type
movement for an enemy or object. The object can abruptly “step”
to the left, right, up or down and move for a set number of steps
before turning back the opposite direction. You can combine

counterpart.
Movements > IncrementMoveOnYHowOften - same as the x
counterpart.
Movements > IncrementMoveOnYDuration - same as the x
counterpart.

together x and y steps to move the character in an ascending or

Movements > IncrementMoveOnYReverseAfter - same as the

descending pattern in the scene.

x counterpart

Movements (suggested dictionary name) > IncrementMoveOnXBy How much the object will move. For example, you might want to
make an incremental move 20 points to the right.Movements >
IncrementMoveOnXHowOften - How often this increment will
be made. For example, every 2 seconds the object increments, or
takes a "step".
Movements > IncrementMoveOnXDuration - This is how long
the move takes, for a Space Invaders type movement, put this at
0, which will make an instant jump to another location. For a
smoother move, use any number less than how often the object is
moving.
Movements > IncrementMoveOnXReverseAfter - Incremental

Adding Sounds
• SoundOnCollision - The key name in the FXSounds dictionary
in the GameSounds.plist for the sound the object makes when
colliding with the character. If the object damages the character,
you can consider this sound to be their attack sound. Like all
sounds this can be random.
• HitSound - The key name in the FXSounds dictionary in the
GameSounds.plist for the sound the object makes when
getting attacked by the character. Like all sounds this can be
random.

movements will reverse after this many "steps". For example,
after 20 increments on the x axis, the object will reverse direction
and go back 20 steps in the opposite direction.
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• BreakSound - The key name in the FXSounds dictionary in the
GameSounds.plist for the sound the object makes when the
object breaks. Like all sounds this can be random.

Ghost Eﬀects
Added in Build 1.0.3, you can include a dictionary named

Oﬀers
• OﬀerKey - The value for this property will match that of the key
name for the oﬀer in the Oﬀers dictionary in the Root. This is

GhostFX to fade in the object when the character is in view of it.
You can also loop back and forth between two transparency
values and make the object immune from attacks during one
phase. As of Build 1.0.7, “GhostFX” can be named anything you
want or left out entirely.

the only property and key that you need to set for an object to
make an oﬀer, but you can read more about the oﬀer system
back here.

• GhostFX (suggested dictionary name) > StartAlpha - A decimal
number for the alpha value the object will be a “ghost” at. This
could be 0 meaning the object will be completely invisible. 0.1
would make the object be 10 percent transparent.

Parallax Eﬀects

• GhostFX > EndAlpha - A decimal number for the alpha value
the object will be a seen at (and damageable at if it is immune in

• ParallaxOﬀset - An oﬀset value in {x, y} format for the amount

ghost mode). This could be 0 meaning the object will be

to shift the object when the character moves (or when the world

completely invisible. 0.1 would make the object be 10 percent

is moved essentially). You can create parallax scrolling eﬀects

transparent.

on either the x or y axis (or both) using these amounts. They can
be positive or negative decimal values. For subtle eﬀects, use
small decimal values. When experimenting with parallax
scrolling, I would recommend leaving either the x or y at 0 to

• GhostFX > DelayReveal - A decimal number for the amount of
time to delay revealing the ghost once the character is in view
of it.

see how the eﬀect works on just one axis first. For sidescrolling levels, this would mean leaving the y value at 0.
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• GhostFX > FadeInTime - A decimal number for the amount of
time the object will fade from its StartAlpha to EndAlpha
transparency.
• GhostFX > ReverseAfterHowLong - An optional decimal
number for the amount of time to wait before reversing from the
EndAlpha to StartAlpha. This will then loop the entire ghosting
eﬀect over and over again.
• GhostFX > HasImmunity - A YES or NO value to make the
object immune from contact (attacks or collisions) when the
object is in ghost mode.

Switches
Any object can be treated like a “switch” to open a portal. To take
the term “switch” literally, you might have actual switches in the
board that toggle from left to right or up and down when
contacted. Toggling three of them might open a portal. For an
example screenshot of an object acting as a switch, go here.
• SwitchToImageOnContact - The key name in the Image
Assets catalog of the image to change to when contacted by
the character.
• RemovePhysicsBodyOnSwitch - A YES or NO value to
remove the physics body once the object has been switched
using the property above.

Ladders

• SwitchName - If the object will open a portal after being used
like a switch, this value will match the
ToEnterRequiresSwitchNamed in the portal’s dictionary. This

TreatAsLadder - A YES value will treat this object as a ladder,

value can be anything you want, for example lever1.

which means it will not have a collision body, so any physics
related properties are unnecessary.
ClimbSpeed - This sets how fast the leader will climb the ladder.

Springs

A normal range is between 1 (slow) and 10 (fast).
• SpringVector - A value in {x, y} format to boast the character in
a particular vector on contact. The Restitution property can
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also do this, but the SpringVector gives you more control over
the direction.

Generating New Objects From An
Making the Object Face the Character

Object

• FacesCharacter - A value of YES will make the object face

Objects can generate new objects from them, oﬀset from their

toward character by flipping the x scale. This assumes your
artwork faces to the right. If that’s not the case, the exclude this
property and use the next one.
• FacesAwayFromCharacter - A value of YES will make the
object face away from the character by flipping the x scale. This
assumes your artwork faces to the right.

location. You can even create a random pool of possible objects
to get created.
• CreatesObjectNamed - The key name in the Objects or
CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary of the item that will get
generated from the object.
• CreatesObjectsNamed - This can be an array which will
randomize the item to generate from the object. So for example,
you could have multiple types of Shredder wheels get created.
• CreatesObjectHowOften - A decimal value for how often the

Response to Boosters
• RespondsToCharacterCloaking - A YES or NO value to
respond to characters that have a cloaking booster enabled (if
excluded this is NO). If the character is cloaked, they will
essentially ignore the object entirely (walk right through it).

object creates more objects.
• CreatesObjectWithOﬀset - The initial oﬀset value of where the
new objects will appear from. Their base starting point will be
the object's position that spawns them. So a value like {-100,
50} would base the spawned objects at -100 points on the x
axis from the spawn object and 50 points above the spawn
object on the y axis.
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• CreatesObjectRandomizingXBy - You can also at some

• KillPlayerIfYUnder - Enter an integer value and if the object’s y

randomization to each axis with this integer value. So the oﬀset

value is lower than this number, the leader will automatically get

value on the x will get a randomized value from this property.

killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a

For example, if this value was 50, then the oﬀset value on the x

menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level

will get a variance anywhere from 0 to 50.

settings).

• CreatesObjectRandomizingYBy - Like the x axis property
above but on the y axis.
• CreatesObjectsWhenOutOfView - A YES or NO value to
create new objects even if this object is out of view.
• CreatesObjectsWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to create
objects even if this object is idle.
• CreatesObjectWithMax - This will cap the amount of objects
to generate.

• KillPlayerIfYOver - Enter an integer value and if the object’s y
value is higher than this number, the leader will automatically
get killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).
• KillPlayerIfXUnder - Enter an integer value and if the object’s x
value is lower than this number, the leader will automatically get
killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).
• KillPlayerIfXOver - Enter an integer value and if the object’s x

Automatic Kill / Game Over
You can now make objects automatically kill oﬀ the leader (thus
ending gameplay for that level) if they move over or under a

value is higher than this number, the leader will automatically
get killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).

certain location on the x or y axis. This is useful for games like
Space Invaders, where if the enemy ship hasn’t been killed before
it goes over, for example, 600 on the y axis, then the game is
over.
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Special Cases
• DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView - When set to YES, the object
will not pause any actions, animations or movements when out
of the visible area of the world. As of Build 1.0.6, objects can be
paused when out of view to optimize the speed of the app. This
is done on a per level basis by setting the
PauseOutOfViewObjects property to YES. You do not need to
set the DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView value to NO, because it
will be by default. So why let an object play when out of view?
One reason might be to keep two objects in sync that could
potentially be seen one before the other by the player. For
example, if two objects both had movements (like a monster
seemingly floating back and forth on a platform), if the platform
were “seen” by the player before the monster, this could
potentially make their movement actions out of sync.

Conveyor Belt Objects
ConveyorBeltAmount - A decimal value to make an object move
the character as if it were standing on a conveyor belt. (start
testing small, for example 0.01).
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Collectibles in a level
The CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary is intended for any object that will
be collected immediately on contact with the lead character or any
followers. If you want to award the player a collectible item after destroying
or defeating an object/enemy, the previous section detailed that.
CollectiblesForThisLevel are acquired immediately, which cuts down on a
lot of the properties detailed last section, but they are created code-wise
using the same class (CSObject).
Like Objects, items in the CollectiblesForThisLevel can add an Animation
dictionary, AnimationBreak dictionary (which runs when it is collected),
have a Movements dictionary, physics body, award XP, show particles, play sounds and more.
Below I’ll detail the properties of objects that only apply to items in the CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary or ones that are notable
for a collectible.
• CollectibleKeyName - The is the key name in the Collectibles dictionary.
• AmountAddedToInventory - An integer value for the amount of the collectible to add to inventory. Entering 100 for a weapon,
would be like adding 100 ammo for it. If excluded, the collectible would just add 1 to its inventory count.
• SoundOnCollect - The key name in the FXSounds dictionary in the GameSounds.plist of the audio file to play when collected. As
with all sounds, this can be random.
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• IgnoresEverythingButPlayer - Collectibles will always have a physics
body (since they will need to contact a player) but by default they can set
ignore everything but the player by using the
IgnoresEverythingButPlayer property (so if excluded this property is
YES). How collectibles interact with the world is an important decision,
since they have a physics body, they could be moved around by other
objects as part of the regular physics simulation. For example, a
collectible balloon might by sent oﬀ course by a projectile of some sort.
Code-wise setting this to YES makes it so the collectible doesn’t
participate in any collisions with any body, but the contact is still
registered between a character and the collectible.

Random Images
• ImageNames - An array list that ultimately does what the ImageName
property does, where each item is a key name in the Images.xcassets
catalog. One of these images will be used at random for the image.

The ImageNames dictionary gives you a random look for
multiple objects, but they award the same Collectible
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Power-up’s

• ChangeToThisCharacterOnCollect - The key name of the new
character profile to use in the Characters dictionary in the Root.

The next three properties enable you to do a bit more when the

These could be used to change as little as the speed properties

item is collected. You can still add an item to inventory with a

of the character, but could change anything and everything!

specific amount using the previous properties, but these three
properties will allow a weapon to be equipped immediately
(presumably the same weapon/ammo you added to the inventory,
but not necessarily), add health to the character, and change the
character dictionary (which could change the entire look or
dynamics of the character). You can use all three properties at
once, or one at a time.

Note that when changing entire character dictionaries, weaponin-use priority is given to whatever weapon is currently equipped.
So if the Characters dictionary equips a weapon by default, this
would not replace the weapon already equipped. If the character
being outfitted with a new dictionary did not already have a
weapon, then one would be equipped (if the new dictionary had a
default weapon to use).

• EquipThisWeaponOnCollect - The value would be the key
name of the item in the Weapons dictionary to equip
automatically.
• EquipThisSpecialWeaponOnCollect - The name of the special
weapon to equip when the object has been collected. This is
the name of the item in the Weapons dictionary
• RestoresHealthBy - An integer value for the amount of health

Limiting Quantities
AwardedAlreadyKey - This value can equal anything you want,
but it should be somewhat unique, for example,
"Level1_Free_Coin". The kit will allow this object to be collected
ONE time only. After that, the kit will check with the defaults to

to add when collected. Delete this property if you won’t be

see if a bool for key of name "Level1_Free_Coin" is set to YES,

using it.

and won't add this object to the scene again. This is a good way

• AddBoosterOnCollect - Enter the value of a matching
dictionary key name of an item in the Boosters dictionary in the
Root. This will immediately equip the lead character with this

to give users a "freebie" of an item to test out, or simply limit the
quantities of a collectible. If the game is ever started fresh again
(either by deletion and reinstall, or buy using a button with the

booster.
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DoesWhat property set to StartGameFresh), then objects with
an AwardedAlreadyKey will return.

Don’t Forget Collectibles are Also
Objects
So you can find dozens more properties to use with Collectibles
back in the Objects section.
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Boundaries
The Boundaries dictionary inside each level is a good place to
define basic invisible borders for the level (if you won’t be using
Tiled). Each item only requires a Size, Location and
CollisionBodyType, but since this is a CSObject class type,
some of the properties that a CSObject can set, can be used
here. With that said, Boundaries can't be pushable (part of the

it really comes down to “do I need an edge based barrier that the

physics simulation) as they are not dynamic shapes. They are

player can walk within?”.

also not aﬀected by gravity. Essentially they are just permanent
barriers, but they can do some fun things, like pop up info
images, have collisions sounds, even use a Movements
dictionary (these actions don’t use physics to move the body, so
they work by moving the entire node). But again, since these are
invisible barriers and excluded from the physics simulations of
the level, that doesn’t leave many properties to set.
Boundaries are edge based, meaning objects, characters, etc,
can exist within or outside of these edges, unlike for example a
non-boundary object can not enclose another object within its
own physical space. Just like two people can not occupy the
same space. Being edge-based is the most unique thing about
Boundaries, so when you consider whether or not you need one,

Three Types of Boundaries
Boundaries come in three types, set using the
CollisionBodyType property. You can enter either...
• square
• circle
• edge (or line)
All of our previous bodies have used either square or circle for
the CollisionBodyType property, so you are already familiar with
those. Code-wise setting either square or circle will create a
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CSObject for the boundary, and in doing so, means you can use some of the
properties of a CSObject. For the most part though, you will probably only want to

{ }

{

}

define a Location and Size property in x,y and width, height format. As you can
see in the screen shot on the previous page, I named my boundary dictionary

Edge-based boundary made
up from many lines

MainPlayableBorder and it only has three properties.

Edges / Lines
Setting the CollisionBodyType to edge (or line) will create the barrier out of the
CSEdge class which only has a couple properties...

{ }

• StartLine - The start location of the line in x, y format.

{ }

• EndLine - The end location of the line in x, y format.
That’s it. Each dictionary only makes one line, and you can see from the bottom
screen shot that it can take quite a few dictionaries to define an oddly shaped space
(in that example, the boundary is in the shape of “B”.
Are you imagining how tedious it could be jotting down locations in a program like
Flash, then copying and pasting Edge dictionaries over and over again? Yeah, it can
take a while. Good news though. You can use Tiled to define all your lines
graphically, and you’ll never have to enter a location manually!
One odd thing worth mentioning! When defining StartLine and Endline values, x
of one should never match exactly the x of the other, and the same thing for the y
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values. Why is this? Well I think it might be a little bug, because a
Box2d error appears during the crash, and I don’t really see why
a perfectly straight line would cause that. Fortunately though, this
is an easy error to catch, and the code in the kit will actually
prevent you from making this mistake. You’ll notice in the screen

{

}

shot to the right, I defined a StartLine at -388, -375 and an

{

}

EndLine at -387, 375 . Notice the x values are just one oﬀ from
each other. If I tried to make them both be -388 the kit would
adjust one of them by 1.
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Tiles
You can use the Tiles dictionary to repeat the same image over and over again. These
images don’t necessarily have to look like your typical repeating tiles (like the stone image
to the right). The pink bushes below are an example of an object in the Tiles dictionary
which only repeats itself horizontally and has a transparent background. This is not your
typical “tile” but it does repeat itself on the x axis.
A single tile object can be as large as 4000 wide and 4000 tall, which in itself covers quite a
lot of space. You can layer tiles on top of each other, which can oﬀset some of the
repeated look. And you can use a simple color, instead of an image, if you just need to fill
in an area with color.
These Tiles should not be confused with the Tiled program. Though Tiled can be used to
layout your Tiles.
• ImageName - This is the key name of the image in the Assets Catalog. This can be
deleted if you want to use a random tile (with the property below) or you can simply use
a background color.
• ImageNames - An array of random tiles to choose from. Each item in the array will have
the key name of a diﬀerent image in the Assets Catalog. Code-wise once the first
random image is picked, every repeated tile uses that same image. So for example, if

Think diﬀerent. Tiles can look like this too!
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you have two random keys to pick from stonetile_grey and stonetile_red,
the entire tiled image would either be all stonetile_grey or all stonetile_red
(not reds and greys).
• BackgroundColor - If you choose to exclude the ImageName property or
ImageNames array you can simply enter a hex value for this property. Hex
values look like #FF0000. Most any color picker, online or within a design
program, will give you the hex value of a color. Be sure to include the #
symbol
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - The location in {x, y}
format. As usual for anything in the playable world, it is not recommended you
set diﬀerent locations for the phone as it’s completely unnecessary.
• TMXLocation - A YES or NO value to have the TMX file set the position of

Coverage Size (of entire set of tiles)

the object. If YES, the kit won’t setup the object unless it is used in the TMX
file. If NO, the kit will setup the object using the Location property. If this

Size (of one tile)

property is excluded it will default to whatever the GameSettings dictionary
has set for the AlwaysPositionLevelsUsingTMX property.
• TileSize - The size of just one tile in {width, height} format. This does not have
to be the exact size of the image file used to tile. You can set this to any width
or height to stretch or shrink uniformly the base tile (for example, the bottom
image shows just the base image used to make the top image).
• CoverageSize - The size of the entire set of repeated tiles in {width, height}
format. You are setting the width and height only, not the number of tiles to
repeat. Portions of tiles might show if the size exceeds an exact multiple of
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either the width or height of the base tile. You might want to
match either the width or height of the Size property value if
you only wanted to show a single row or column of tiles.
• Alpha - A decimal value for the transparency of the tile. For
example, 0.8 would be 80%.
• Depth - A positive or negative integer for the visual layering of
the tiles.
• ParallaxOﬀset - An oﬀset value in {x, y} format for the amount
to shift the object when the character moves (or when the world
is moved essentially). You can create parallax scrolling eﬀects
on either the x or y axis (or both) using these amounts. They can
be positive or negative decimal values. For subtle eﬀects, use
small decimal values.
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Buttons, Labels, Images. Briefly
Each level can have a dictionary titled ButtonsOnThisLevel, Labels or
Images which will define (can you guess?) a button, label or image to
show for that level only. One thing you’ll want to decide early on is
which of those items will be defined on a per level basis or on every
level. The Root has dictionaries called...
- ButtonsOnEveryLevel
- LabelsOnEveryLevel
- ImagesOnEveryLevel

An easy place to put images to show on every level

- ImagesToShowWhenReady
These function exactly the same as their level-specific counterparts,
but these can be used anywhere. They don’t necessarily have to show
themselves automatically but they could. For example, you might want
the same decorative border image around every level of the game.
That would be best shelved in the ImagesOnEveryLevel dictionary. If
the border was going to change every other level, then it would go in
the level’s dictionary in the Images folder.
Images and Labels may or may not appear automatically (they both
have a WaitToBeEnabled property). So you might want to show them
only when the user has tapped a button. Or they can be shown when a

Put images here to show only on a particular level
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character collides with an object in the game (using these
properties).
Images and Labels add a lot of possibilities to make your games
full of information and imagery. It might be pointless information,
for example a villager might just tell you “I like to fish by the old
pond, where strange activity sometimes occurs.” But that’s
partly what makes RPG games fun.
We will talk about each property that can be included in your
Images or Labels dictionaries next chapter.

Items in the ButtonsOnThisLevel dictionary are mostly intended to
add level-specific controls for the gameplay or be used to add
supplemental information about the level. For example, you might
have an Info button which will then add an image or label to
explain something about that level only. Or if only some of your
levels require attacking, you might add an attack button on a perlevel basis.
We will talk about each property that defines a button next
chapter.

For now, just remember that you can define images, labels or
buttons on a per-level basis!
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Chapter 7

Menus,
Buttons,
Images and
Labels

Menus
The kit allows you to add as many menus as you feel like creating

most solve a basic problem (like a multiple choice question) to

(and I’ve added some for you). To make a new menu, you simply

proceed to the InAppMenu. You could safely delete this menu

need to create a new dictionary in the Root and give it a key

though if UseParentalGate is set to NO in the

name. The key name will be used by the button that opens the

InAppPurchasing dictionary in the Root.

menu. Each menu dictionary will have a few properties or subdictionaries to populate the menu with images, labels or buttons.

• InAppMenu - This is the menu to open where purchasing
products is allow. A property named IsParentsOnlyPage

Slightly Hard-Coded Menus

should be set to YES to allow buttons to connect to the App
Store to buy or restore purchases. This only applies IF the

Although you can name your own menus, there are a few menu

InAppPurchasing dictionary has the UseParentalGate is set to

names that appear in the code, so these ones you should

YES.

probably not delete or change the names of (unless you feel like
changing the code in the kit).

• GameOverMenu - This is an optional menu. The game over
menu is seen if the character dies and IF the GameSettings

• StartMenu - This is the start menu the game opens with. You
can add as many buttons, labels or images in this menu you
want. Those buttons could open other menus.
• ParentalGateMenu - When using buttons set to buy a product

dictionary has the GameOverRestartsWith property set to
GameOverMenu (if set to either StartMenu, CurrentLevel, or
SavePoint). You could safely delete the GameOverMenu if you
don’t intend to use it.

or restore purchases, the kit will divert users to this menu if the
InAppPurchasing dictionary in the Root has the
UseParentalGate property set to YES. At this point, users
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• Images - A dictionary of images, which we will discuss here.

Properties
• BackgroundColor - Enter the hex value of the background
color. For example, #333333.
• BackgroundSound - The key name in the BackgroundSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist of the audio file to loop in
the background. Like all sounds this can be random.
• IntroSound - The key name in the FXSounds dictionary of the
intro sound to play in the GameSounds.plist. Like all sounds
this can be random. You can use both an IntroSound and
Background property.
• IsParentsOnlyPage - A YES or NO value to allow the use of
buttons that connect to the App Store (for buying or restoring
purchases). This should only be used on the menu seen after
successfully passing a parental gate.

Game Controller Properties
Menu buttons can be navigated using the joystick or directional
buttons of a connected iOS game controller, iCade or OUYA
device. These settings specify the color to highlight the selected
button and where the back button goes (all three are optional).
• GamePadColor - the Hex color that the menu item will be
highlighted at. This can be in either #rrggbb or #rrggbbaa

• Buttons - A dictionary of buttons, which we will discuss here.

format. If a solid color is specified the alpha will be 0.5 by

• Labels - A dictionary of labels, which we will discuss here.

will be used.

default (half transparent). If no value is specified than a red color

• GamePadBackToOpen - Enter the menu you want the back
button to go to. For example StartMenu.
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• GamePadBackTopOpenTransition - Enter the transition you
want to use, for example, DoorsOpenX. If none is entered,
Fade will be used.
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Buttons
A Buttons dictionary can be added to any menu, or any level can
have a ButtonsOnThisLevel dictionary. You can also add a
dictionary named ButtonsOnEveryLevel to the Root of the property
list which adds the same buttons to every level. This is very useful for
buttons which don’t change from level to level (for example, a button
to open the inventory or pause the game).

Values for the DoesWhat property

A DoesWhat property with value of Pause. This value has no companion
property (no other info is needed to pause the game)

Buttons can do A LOT of diﬀerent things in the kit. So lets first talk
about the DoesWhat property. Since you can have around 30 or so
diﬀerent values for this property and some companion properties
(depending on the DoesWhat value), I’ll list these out like this...
DoesWhat with a value of AddLabel - (explanation)
If there’s a companion property needed, I’ll include that in the
explanation.
Got the general idea? Let’s begin...

A DoesWhat property with value of Level. This value has a companion
property (of GoesToLevel and GoesToPortal) because we need to specify
which level to go to.
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• DoesWhat with a value of Level will open a level to play using a
companion property named GoesToLevel to enter the key
name of the level. A second companion property named
GoesToPortal is used to set the portal to enter through. (see
the lower screenshot on the previous page for an example). You
can also set a Transition property to specify the type of
transition used to go to the next level. By default, a fade to
black transition is used.
• DoesWhat with a value of StartGame will start the game at the
level (and portal) set in the GameSettings dictionary.
• DoesWhat with a value of StartGameFresh will start the game
at the level (and portal) set in the GameSettings dictionary and
also wipe out any inventory and defaults saved (except for
InGameCurrency which could have been bought via an In-App
Purchase).
• DoesWhat with a value of Continue will start the game back at
the level last and portal entered that has been encountered in
the SavePoints array. A companion property named
AlphaIfContinueGameUnavailable can be added to make the
button completely or semi-transparent if the continue option
isn’t available. This would be the case, if the app had no
previous levels saved in the SavePoints array.

• DoesWhat with a value of StartMenu will open the start menu
(the menu in the Root with a key value of StartMenu).
• DoesWhat with a value of GoesToInventoryRoom will open
the level (and portal) noted in the the GameSettings dictionary
as the InventoryRoom (not to be confused with opening the
Inventory menu). This is an actual level, you might consider as a
“home base” type of room.
• DoesWhat with a value of OpensMenu will open a menu, using
a companion property named MenuKeyToOpen to enter the
key name of the menu. You can also set a Transition property to
specify the type of transition used to go to the menu.
• DoesWhat with a value of OpensInAppMenu will open the in
app purchasing menu (the menu in the Root with a key value of
InAppMenu). If using a parental gate, you could use this value
with whatever button has the “correct answer” to the question
posed to parents.
• DoesWhat with a value of AddImage will add an image, using a
companion property named ImageKeyToAddOnPress to enter
the key name of the image to show as defined in either the
Images dictionary, ImagesToShowWhenReady dictionary, or
ImagesOnEveryLevel dictionary.
• DoesWhat with a value of AddLabel will add a label, using a
companion property named LabelKeyToAddOnPress to enter
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the key name of the label to show as defined in either the
Labels dictionary or LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary.
• DoesWhat with a value of AddLabelAndImage will add a label
and image. Use both the LabelKeyToAddOnPress and

• DoesWhat with a value of GoDown will move the character
down (this button only works when a level is actually being
played).
• DoesWhat with a value of GoUp will move the character up

ImageKeyToAddOnPress properties with this property.

(this button only works when a level is actually being played).

• DoesWhat with a value of OpensInventory will open the

• DoesWhat with a value of GoUpRight will move the character

inventory pop up window. This can be a good button to add to

up and right. If your character’s TreatUpLikeJump property is

the ButtonsOnEveryLevel dictionary.

set to YES, this acts like a jump to the right, otherwise this is a

• DoesWhat with a value of Map will open the map window. This

diagonal movement which combines the character’s up vector
(the y value) and right vector (the x value).

can be a good button to add to the ButtonsOnEveryLevel
dictionary.

• DoesWhat with a value of GoUpLeft will move the character up
and left. If your character’s TreatUpLikeJump property is set to

• DoesWhat with a value of Pause will pause the game. This

YES, this acts like a jump to the left, otherwise this is a diagonal

button has no eﬀect in a menu (since the game is already

movement which combines the character’s up vector (the y

paused).

value) and left vector (the x value).

• DoesWhat with a value of ToggleMuteMusic will toggle on or

• DoesWhat with a value of GoRight will move the character

oﬀ muting any background sounds (the items in the

right (this button only works when a level is actually being

BackgroundSounds dictionary in the GamesSounds.plist is

played).

considered a background sound).
• DoesWhat with a value of GoLeft will move the character left
• DoesWhat with a value of ToggleMuteSounds will toggle on or

(this button only works when a level is actually being played).

oﬀ muting all sound fx (the items in the SoundFX dictionary in
the GamesSounds.plist is considered a sound eﬀect).

• DoesWhat with a value of GoDownRight will move the
character down and right. This is a diagonal movement which
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combines the character’s down vector (the y value) and right

animation. This is good option if your character simply doesn’t

vector (the x value).

have animation sequences for a special attack. Keep in mind,

• DoesWhat with a value of GoDownLeft will move the character
down and left. This is a diagonal movement which combines the
character’s down vector (the y value) and left vector (the x
value).
• DoesWhat with a value of Attack will make the character
attack (slightly diﬀerent from the next two properties which use
weapons). If the character contacts an object during this attack
phase the object will receive damage. If the character has an
attack animation in their Characters dictionary, this will run.
You can also include attack vectors which can move the
character forward (or wherever) when this attack is triggered.
This is mostly intended for characters that won’t have weapons.
• DoesWhat with a value of UseWeapon will make the character
use any weapons they have equipped without triggering any
character animations.
• DoesWhat with a value of UseWeaponAndAttack will make
the character use their weapon and animate (using the
animation sequences for attacks). Any attack vectors would
also run here.
• DoesWhat with a value of UseSpecialWeapon will make the
leader use their special weapon without triggering any

only the leader does a special attack, this has no aﬀect on
followers.
• DoesWhat with a value of UseSpecialWeaponAndAttack will
make the leader use their special weapon and animate (using
the animation sequences for special attacks). Keep in mind,
only the leader does a special attack, this has no aﬀect on
followers.
• DoesWhat can now equal Jump. This adds some finer tuned
controls in conjunction with the control pad.
• DoesWhat with a value of CycleLeader will make the next
character in the team become the leader. If the team has four
characters, all four would get cycled through eventually. Two,
three, and four finger tap gestures can also be used to change
leaders.
• DoesWhat with a value of StopLeader will make the character
(and any followers) stop in place. This will also make any
followers catch up to the leader.
• DoesWhat with a value of BuyCollectible will let the user buy a
collectible item with a companion property named
CollectibleToBuyKeyName set to the key name of the item in
the Collectibles dictionary.
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• DoesWhat with a value of AcceptOﬀer will accept an oﬀer
made to the player. Read more about oﬀers in this section.
• DoesWhat with a value of DeclineOﬀer will decline an oﬀer
made to the player. Read more about oﬀers in this section.
• DoesWhat with a value of URL will open a webpage using a
companion property of GoToThisURLOnPress which specifies
the url to open. For a kid’s only app, be sure to declare any url’s
the app goes to in your privacy policy (Apple will ask you to
upload a policy to your website). The kit includes an example
privacy policy you can copy and paste from (it’s been added as
a Resource).
• DoesWhat with a value of BuyProduct1 will initiate buying
Product 1. If the InAppPurchasing dictionary in the Root has
UseParentalGate set to YES, this app will go to the
ParentalGateMenu instead. Menus used to buy products are
noted as “passing” the parental gate, with a property named
IsParentsOnlyPage set to YES (then the button would actually
purchase the item instead of going to the parental gate).
• DoesWhat with a value of BuyProduct2 will initiate buying
Product 2. See notes on BuyProduct1.

• DoesWhat with a value of RestorePurchases will restore any
past purchases for Non-Consumable items. See notes on
BuyProduct1.
• DoesWhat with a value of
GoesToLevelWhenPaidByCollectible will cost the player to
open a level by using a companion property named
CollectibleKeyForLevelEntry (they key of the collectible
needed) and AmountNeededForLevelEntry (the amount
needed). Use the GoesToLevel property and GoesToPortal
property to set the level and portal to go to if they can aﬀord it.
If the player can’t aﬀord to go to that level, then the
LockedImageName property will show instead of the normal
image. You can also optionally add a LockedSound to play.
• DoesWhat with a value of NextLevel can be used to send the
player to whatever level has been set with the NextLevel and
NextPortal properties (set when the level has automatically
advanced forward).
• DoesWhat with a value of CustomCode can be used to run
your own code. Search for #customcode in either the CSLevel,
CSMenu or CSMapScreen to find the method to add your
code to.

• DoesWhat with a value of BuyProduct3 will initiate buying
Product 3. See notes on BuyProduct3.
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Basic Properties
• ImageName - The key name in the assets catalog of the base
image to show.
• ToggledImageName - The key name in the assets catalog of
an optional “toggled” image to show. This is meant for buttons
that switch things on or oﬀ. For example, a pause button or

• Sound - This is the key name of the sound to play in the
FXSounds dictionary of the GameSounds.plist. Like all
sounds, this can be randomized.
• FlipOnX - A YES or NO value to flip the button on the x axis.
• FlipOnY - A YES or NO value to flip the button on the y axis.
• Depth - A integer value for the visual layering of the button.

mute button could have a darkened toggled image to gives
users an indication that they have paused the game or muted it.
• HighLightImageName - The key name in the assets catalog of
an optional “highlighted” image. This appears when the user is
tapping down on the button. So it might appear glowing at the
moment the tap occurs, or it could appear like the user is
physically pressing down on the button, by making it appear
depressed.
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - The location
in {x, y} format. Since buttons will appear outside of the
playable world 0, 0 is in the bottom left of the screen (not

Movements and Fade In Properties
• MoveInRightOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the right side of the
screen. This is a quick way to add a little intro movement to the
button placement.
• MoveInLeftOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the left side of the
screen.

center). And anything that is interface related, like a button, will

• MoveInBottomOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for

probably need separate values for the iPad, iPhone 3.5 and 4.0

the amount of time it takes to move in from the bottom of the

inch.

screen.

• ResizePhone - This is a decimal value to scale down the button
size on the phone. For example, 0.6 would be 60%. Useful if

• MoveInTopOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the top of the screen.

you want to use a Universal image in the assets catalog.
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• FadeInOverThisManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to fade in from an alpha value of 0.

• HideIfProduct3Purchased - A YES or NO value to hide the
button if Product 3 has already been purchased.

Purchase Dependent Properties

Requiring Prior Entry

• RequiresProduct1 - A YES or NO value, if you use this

• RequiresPriorEntry - A YES or NO value to require prior entry

property it should always be YES. Deleting it or not using it is

to a level before unlocking the button (the level should be a

the same as setting it to NO. A YES setting will require

Save Point). The level required is set by the GoesToLevel

whatever Product 1 is to be purchased for the button to work.

property we saw earlier with the DoesWhat properties. This

You could use this to disable specific levels on a map until the

property is used on all the levels of the map in the ABC Demo

user bought the product. A button should only ever require one

project (except for the first level). For example, “B Land” is

product. So don’t use the next two properties if this one is YES.

locked until it has been entered before.

• RequiresProduct2 - See notes on Product 1 above.
• RequiresProduct3 - See notes on Product 1 above.
• LockedByProductImageName - The key name in the assets
catalog of the image to show if the button is locked by any of

• LockedImageName - The key name in the assets catalog of
the image to show if the button is locked. This should be
included for any button that requires prior entry, though you
could just use the same image for the ImageName property
(visually you should give some indication the level is locked).

the products above.
• HideIfProduct1Purchased - A YES or NO value to hide the
button if Product 1 has already been purchased. This is used to
remove links to anything that has already been bought.
• HideIfProduct2Purchased - A YES or NO value to hide the
button if Product 2 has already been purchased.
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• LockedSound - This is the key name of the sound to play in the
FXSounds dictionary of the GameSounds.plist if the button is
locked somehow. This is optional for any locked button.

Controlling Visibility
• WaitToShowForThisManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time to wait before showing the button.
• HideOnPhone - A YES or NO value to hide the button on the
iPhone. Since the iPad has a lot more screen space, you might
want to add buttons to the iPad that are better left hidden on
the iPhone. For example, the demo project hides the mute and
pause buttons on the iPhone.

Transitions
• Transition - This value can be set for nearly any button action
that will eventually change the level or scene. Sprite Kit has
plenty of great scene transitions built into the engine, so your
Transition property can use most of them with a specific value.
Each of which is listed below, and all of them use the same
transitionTime variable which equals 2 seconds (you can
change this value in the constants.h file). You’ll notice some
transitions show the level briefly at a diﬀerent opening loc
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Fade - fades to black, this is the default transition if you don’t set

BottomReveal -code-wise this is the revealWithDirection

this property.

transition

FadeWhite - fades to white
Doors - code-wise this is the doorwayWithDuration transition
DoorsOpenX - code-wise this is the
transitionDoorsOpenHorizontal transition

Working with the Control Pad

DoorsOpenY - code-wise this is the transitionDoorsOpenVertical

The “control pad” refers to the virtual thumb pad / virtual joy stick.

transition

These settings have no aﬀect on the physical game controllers

DoorsCloseX - code-wise this is the

(like iCade, OUYA).

doorsCloseHorizontalWithDuration transition
DoorsCloseY - code-wise this is the
doorsCloseVerticalWithDuration transition
Left - code-wise this is the pushWithDirection transition
LeftMove - code-wise this is the moveInWithDirection transition
LeftReveal- code-wise this is the revealWithDirection transition
Top -code-wise this is the pushWithDirection transition

• WillNotShareSideWithControlPad - When set to YES a button
can switch sides of the device when the control pad changes
positions (if a control pad is being used in the game). The
button’s x position will move to an opposite distance from the
side of the screen it was previously on. The y position will be
unchanged unless you set the next property.

TopMove - code-wise this is the moveInWithDirection transition

• ShareYLocationWithControlPad - If set to YES, the button will

TopReveal - code-wise this is the revealWithDirection transition

share the y value of the control pad. This property only works if

Right - code-wise this is the pushWithDirection transition

the previous property is YES.

RightMove - code-wise this is the moveInWithDirection transition
RightReveal - code-wise this is the revealWithDirection transition
Bottom - code-wise this is the pushWithDirection transition
BottomMove - code-wise this is the moveInWithDirection
transition

• OﬀsetFromControlPad - If your button also uses the
ShareYLocationWithControlPad property, you can set this
value, in {x, y} format to oﬀset where the button is relocated in
relation to the control pad. For example, if the control pad
moves to a y location of 300, you might want your attack button
to move to 320. So you would set this value to {0, 20}.
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• OﬀsetFromControlPadPhone - Same as the previous property

When defining what a button does, you’ll choose an option from
the iOS column (in the previous chart). For example

but for the iPhone.

GamePadAction should equal either A, B, X, Y, L1, or L2. If you
chose A, then the iCade would use button 6 and OUYA would use

Physical Game Controller Support for

O.

In-Level Buttons

Each of the demo projects now includes a GamePadAction for
the player’s buttons, so if you have a device to test with, you can

As of build 1.13, you can use iOS, iCade and OUYA controllers to
move the character. Movements are automatically setup, but
each of your virtual buttons should define a corresponding
physical button. You’ll do this with one property, the
GamePadAction. The recommended Actions and the buttons

begin by playing the demo versions right away. If you want to
switch buttons, simply change the GamePadAction property.
If you want to further tinker with the game controller mapping,
there are notes in the CSGameControllerGC class.

they correspond to are listed below.
Action

iOS

iCade

OUYA

Jump (or Select when
on a menu)

A

6

O

Fire (or Back when on a
menu)

B

8

A

Bomb

X

5

U

Pause

Y

7

Y

Back to Start Menu

L1

9

L1

unused in demo

L2

0

R1

Physical Game Controller Support for
Menu Buttons
Physical controllers can also navigate menu items if they have a
GamePadNavigation property. This let players touch the screen
of their iPhone or iPad as little as possible.
• GamePadNavigation - this value determines how the game
controller navigates menu items. For example, if you have a row
of three buttons, you could define each with a value 1001, 1002,
and 1003. The control stick would navigate left or right between
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these three buttons. If you added a second row of buttons, then
you could define them using 2001, 2002, 2003. Pressing down
on the controller would move to this second row. And so on, in
this fashion for any other rows.
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Images
An Images dictionary can be added to any level or menu to show
or have ready to show, an image or animation. The Root can also
define an ImagesOnEveryLevel dictionary and
ImagesToShowWhenReady dictionary. The items in each of these
function exactly the same, they all create images using the
properties described this section. This image data should NOT be
confused with the images used more regularly in the assets catalog
for your in-game objects, characters, level art, etc. That image data
will always get pulled directly from the assets catalog. The images
defined in these dictionaries will also pull use an image from the

Each level can define an Images dictionary but that will probably be
rare (to show intro images to the level or informational images)

assets catalog, but we of course need some other properties for
each image, like location, depth, etc.
Which dictionary you put your image data in depends on when you
need them and how often. Here’s some examples...
• Images dictionary (defined within a level) - Your characters go
to a new level named Dark Forest. You have an introduction
image for this brand new level that you want to show. Since
entering this level is the only place that intro image will be seen,
this dictionary is the best place to put that data.
The Root can define two image dictionaries, ImagesOnEveryLevel
and ImagesToShowWhenReady
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• ImagesOnEveryLevel dictionary (defined in the Root) - You
want every level of your game to have a thin, fancy border
around it. This dictionary knows to place images defined here
on every level.
• ImagesToShowWhenReady dictionary (defined in the Root) The data stored here is for images that will be enabled later. For
example, a button could be used to remind people how to play
the game. Tap the button, and a detailed image appears
showing all the play controls.

probably need separate values for the iPad, iPhone 3.5 and 4.0
inch.
• ResizePhone - This is a decimal value to scale down the button
size on the phone. For example, 0.6 would be 60%. Useful if
you want to use a Universal image in the assets catalog.
• FlipOnX - A YES or NO value to flip the button on the x axis.
• FlipOnY - A YES or NO value to flip the button on the y axis.
• Depth - An integer value for the visual layering of the button.

Basic Properties
• WaitToBeEnabled - A YES or NO value. If YES the image will
not be added to the menu or level automatically (a button or
collision in-game would trigger the image to show).
• ImageName - The key name in the assets catalog of the base
image to show (can be deleted if you will use the Animations
dictionary)

• WaitToShowForThisManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time to wait before showing the image.
• CloseAutomaticallyAfterThisManySeconds - A decimal value
for the amount of time the image will be seen before closing on
its own. For a smooth removal, include a fade out time.
• AllowCloseOnTapAfterThisManySeconds - A decimal value
for the amount of time to pass before the user can tap the
screen and the image will remove itself.

• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - The
location in {x, y} format. Since buttons will appear outside of
the playable world 0, 0 is in the bottom left of the screen (not
center). And anything that is interface related, like a button, will
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Movements and Fade Properties
• MoveInRightOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the right side of the
screen. This is a quick way to add a little intro movement to the
image placement.
• MoveInLeftOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the left side of the

Animation Properties
Instead of using the ImageName property to show a single image
you can add an Animation dictionary instead.
• Animation > Size - The size of the animation frames in { width,
height } format.
• Animation > FPS - An integer value of the the frames per
second of the animation.

screen.
• Animation > WillLoop - A YES or NO value to loop the
• MoveInBottomOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for

animation

the amount of time it takes to move in from the bottom of the
screen.

• Animation > LoopWithDelayTime - A decimal value for the
amount of time between loops.

• MoveInTopOverHowManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to move in from the top of the screen.
• FadeInOverThisManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to fade in from an alpha value of 0.
• FadeOutOverThisManySeconds - A decimal value for the
amount of time it takes to fade out from an alpha value of 1
(used when the image removes itself).
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• Animation > AtlasFile - The Texture Atlas file. As usual, do not
enter the file extension (.atlas) in this value. For example, for
logo_animation.atlas would just be logo_animation.
• Animation > FrameOrder - An array of items with values for

at. This property only works if the MovesBasedOnTouch
property is also set to YES.
• FadeOutWhenNotUsedAfterHowLong - A decimal value to
wait to fade out the control pad when not in use. For example,

the frame order of the animation. These are the names of the

1.5 would wait 1.5 seconds before fading the control pad. An

files in your atlas folder (only include the names of the standard

image acting as a joy stick will also fade out.

definition files, not the @2x ones).

For Images Acting as Control Pad
An image can act as a virtual control pad to control characters.
• TreatAsControlPad - Set this value to YES to make the image
act as a control pad to control the character. Moving a finger on
the image’s frame will move the character.
• MovesBasedOnTouch - If the image is being used as a control
pad, setting this value to YES will move the control pad to
wherever the user touches on screen (if they don’t touch a

For Images Acting as Joystick
An image can act as a virtual joystick if your app uses a virtual
control pad.
• TreatAsControlPadStick - Set this value to YES to make an
image act as a joy stick for the control pad.
For more details, see this dedicated section on creating a control
pad and joystick.

button first). An image acting as a joy stick will follow the
control pad.
• LimitMovesToStartingSide - Set this to YES to only allow
moving the control pad on whatever side of the screen it started
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Labels
The Labels dictionary can hold A LOT of properties to define on-screen
text to perfection! At least I hope so, as I’ve added a lot of possible
properties to make your labels fit the look of whatever your game is.
Like images and buttons, you can define your label data across all levels
using the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary or within a specific level (or
menu) using the Labels dictionary.
Cooked into the kit are some “Dynamic Value” labels. What the heck
does that mean? It means the text for that label is based on the value of
something in the game. For example, the label might show the number
of collectibles currently found in a particular level (this could also be
seen in the inventory, but showing it persistently during game play is
convenient). Before we detail all the basic properties let’s take a look at
the dynamic ones so you can start getting ideas for your game’s
interface or running stats. For each label, you should choose only one
dynamic property to set to YES.

Dynamic Properties
• TextShowsInGameCurrency - Set this to YES to show the current
amount of currency the player has. This property has two companion
properties named Prefix and Suﬃx. You can optionally include either
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one. The Prefix might be $ and the Suﬃx might be .00. Or use
something gamier like Coins for the suﬃx.
• TextShowsXPLevel - Set this to YES to show the current XP
level.
• TextShowsCurrentXP - Set this to YES to show the current XP
acquired to reach the next level.
• TextShowsXPNeeded - Set this to YES to show the current XP
needed to reach the next level.
• TextShowsCurrentXPAndXPNeeded - Set this to YES to show
both the current XP and XP needed to reach the next level in
this format... XP current XP / XP needed ... This adds the letters

• TextShowsSecondary1Health - Set this to YES, and it will
show the follower’s health in this format Follower Health. For
example, “Follower 94”. Optionally you can set the
RemoveCharacterNameBeforeHealth property to NO and
exclude the Follower part. You can also add a more specific
name to the character using this property.
• TextShowsSecondary2Health - See the property above.
• TextShowsSecondary3Health - See the property above.
• RemoveCharacterNameBeforeHealth - A YES or NO value for
the previous three properties
• TextShowsScoreFor - The value here should match that of a

XP in front and the divider symbol between the two dynamic

Score variable. The label will show the current amount for that

amounts.

particular Score.

• TextShowsLeaderHealth - Set this to YES, and it will show the

• TextShowsHighScoreFor - The value here should match that

leader’s health in this format Leader Health. For example,

of a Score variable. The label will show the highest amount

“Leader 94”. Optionally you can set the

saved for that particular Score.

RemoveCharacterNameBeforeHealth property to NO and
exclude the Leader part. You can also add a more specific
name to the character using this property. You may run into
issues with this property if the art style changes from level to
level. In other words, if the entire Characters dictionary is
swapped out, you also end up swapping names.

• TextShowsCollectibleAmountFor (I renamed this to be like the
previous properties, originally this was
CollectibleKeyForAmount which still works) - set this to a
matching key in the Collectibles dictionary. This will make the
label show the current amount collected of that item. This will
update anytime that item is collected (or if you bought more of
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that item via a menu or in-game oﬀer). This is a convenient label to add if
the level requires collecting a certain amount of something before a portal
opens. This can also use both Prefix and Suﬃx, so you could set the
Prefix to be “Bananas:” with the Suﬃx as “Collected”. Strung together
that could read “Bananas: 10 Collected” if the amount collected was 10
at the time.

Styling All Pop Up XP Labels
• UseStyleForAllPopUpXPLabels - A YES or NO value to choose which
dictionary will be used for all Pop Up XP Labels (these are the labels that
float above an object after breaking or defeating them). Only one item in
the Labels dictionary in the Root should have this set to YES.

Non-Dynamic Text
• Text - If you only need one line of text for your label, enter it here. This
value gets overridden if any of those previous dynamic text properties
were set to YES.
• LinesOfText - If you want multiple lines of text, you can create an Array
with this name, and each item will be a separate line of text. In which case,
pay attention to the next two properties.
• LineSizes - If you choose to use an array for multiple lines of text, you can
also set diﬀerent sizes for each line. In this array each item will have an
integer value for the size of a corresponding line of text.
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• LineSizesPhone - Sets line sizes for the phone.
• Location, LocationPhone, LocationPhoneWide - the
location of the label in {x, y} format. Unless the label is being

• FontSizePhone - An integer value for the size of the font on
the phone. This property is ignored if you use an array for the
font sizes.

added inside of the playable world (through a collision with an

• HorizontalAlignment - Enter either Left, Right, or Center to

object), the locations use 0,0 in the bottom left of the screen. If

set the horizontal alignment. If this property is removed, the

the label is placed through a collision inside the playable

default is center.

world, then the location can be an oﬀset value from the object
collided with. For example {0, 20} would place the label 20
points above the object the character collided with.

Styling the Label
• Font - Enter the name of the font to use. To see which fonts
iOS supports check out iOSFonts.com . Note that the value

• VerticalAlignment - Enter either Top, Bottom, or Center to
set the vertical alignment. If this property is removed, the
default is baseline. Most likely, you can just exclude this
property.
• Alpha - A decimal value for the transparency of the text. For
example, 0.7 would be 70%. If excluded the alpha is 1 or
100%.

you enter here is the “common” font name not the name of the
actual font file. So for example, the value here might be BM

• Depth - An integer value for the visual layering of the label

germer (with the space included). But the font file is named
BMgermer.TTF See the end of this section for notes on
including custom fonts.
• FontColor - Enter the hex value of the color, for example
#009900. Be sure to include the # in front.
• FontSize - An integer value for the size of the font. This
property is ignored if you use an array for the font sizes.

Other Properties
• WaitToBeEnabled - A YES or NO value to add the label right
away or wait until something triggers it to be added.
• CloseAutomaticallyAfterThisManySeconds - A decimal
value to close the label after this amount of time passes.
Excluding this property leaves the label onscreen indefinitely.
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• AllowCloseOnTapAfterThisManySeconds - A decimal value to

look...

allow the user to remove the label after this amount of time
passes.
• WaitToShowForThisManySeconds - A decimal value to wait
this amount before showing the label.
• FadeInOverThisManySeconds - A decimal value to set how
long it takes to fade in the label from fully transparent.
• FadeOutOverThisManySeconds - A decimal value to set how

So this label would not include either the Text property or
LinesOfText array.

long it takes to fade out the label before it is removed.
• LeaveUpDuringContact - A YES or NO value to leave up a
label as long as it is contact with the object that triggered it
being shown. If this is YES, the
FadeOutOverThisManySeconds property is still used to fade
out the label.

Randomizing Text
• RandomLinesOfText - You can create an array containing other
arrays for lines of text. Sounds more confusing than it is. Take a
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To Include Custom Fonts
Xcode can include any of your own fonts. To include them, go to
Targets > Info, then create an Array called Fonts provided by
applications (if one doesn’t already exist). Then add items for
each font you want included. Be sure to include the actual font
file’s name. For example, BMgermer.ttf .
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Chapter 8

Maps

Maps
The Maps array in the Root does what a typical menu can do (for
the most part) but has some special features. In theory, any menu
you create could also be used as a map screen, but the built-in map
(derived from the CSMapScreen class) can do a few things a menu
can’t. First oﬀ, the reason the Maps array is an array, is because it
can hold any number of items (or sections of the map), and the user
will be able to swipe back and forth between them. Also if you open
the map from a button on one of your levels, the map can be
swiped backward and go back to whatever level the player came
from. Note, the map is a separate scene so returning to the level will
restart it. If you have short levels, that probably doesn’t matter. Or you could only show a map button on landmarks in the game, like
notable save points or the character’s “home base”.
The map could also function like a space port with a departure board of buttons. If you don’t let the word “map” crowbar the idea in
your head that it has to look like a tattered treasure map, the map can be anything really.
Don’t forget you can also charge the player a certain amount in inventory for entry to a level using these properties in a button. That
could be InGameCurrency or any other item amount in the Collectibles dictionary.
Map buttons (or any button) can also be locked if the level it goes to has not been entered before. See the section on buttons requiring
prior entry here for more information. And one last reminder, buttons can also be product-purchase dependent, so if the user hasn’t
bought a particular product from the App Store, the button can be locked (and instead go a purchase page or parental gate).
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Basic Properties
BackgroundColor - A hex value for the color of the background.
For example #333333. Be sure to include the # symbol.
BackgroundSound - this is the key name in the
BackgroundsSounds dictionary in the GameSounds.plist of a
background audio track to play. Background sounds always loop.
BackgroundSoundDelay - This is a decimal number for how
long to delay playing the background sound. By default the delay
is 2.
IntroSound - this the key name in the FXSounds dictionary in the
GameSounds.plist of an intro audio track to play. For example, a
voice might say “Welcome to the Map Screen”.
IntroSoundDelay - This is a decimal number for how long to
delay playing the intro sound. By default the delay is 2.
Buttons - An optional dictionary to include any buttons.
Images - An optional dictionary to include any images.
Labels - An optional dictionary to include any labels.
Thats it!
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Chapter 9

The
GameSounds
Property List

Game Sounds
All of your game sounds get to live in their own cozy property list, aptly
named GameSounds.plist. The Root of this list has just two dictionaries:
The BackgroundSounds dictionary and the FXSounds dictionary. Each of
these dictionaries will define all of the sounds in the game either with a key
name that plays the sound file directly (see the green circle to the right), or
with an array key name that chooses randomly from multiple items to play
(see the red circle to the right). Any time you set a value for a sound to play,
you will use the key name or array key name, not the name of the sound
file imported (although that name could match the key). And you’ll never
need to enter the file extension of the sound to play. The file types are set in
the Root (see the green circles below).
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With that said, there isn’t much to discuss property-wise for the

extension). The key name is always what you will use when

file, so here goes...

referencing the sound in the GameData.plist.

BackgroundSoundType - The file extension of all of your

FXSounds - The dictionary containing all other sound FX. Sound

background sounds. I recommend mp3.

FX do not loop, and they should be under 30 seconds. They are

FXSoundsType - The file extension of all of your sound FX. I
recommend caf.

probably best saved as caf files. All of your sound FX files should
be of one type or another (don’t mix and match). Anytime you
want to randomize a sound, simply create an Array with a key

BackgroundVolume - A decimal value for the playback volume

name, add items where each value is that of the sound file

of all background sounds. If you discover all of your background

imported (minus the file extension). If you don’t want a random

sounds are a bit high, try setting this to a value like 0.5 (which is

sound, add a new object of String type, give it a key name and

50%) to minimize them.

enter a value matching the name of the sound file imported

FXSoundsVolume - A decimal value for the playback volume of
all sound FX. If you discover all of your sounds FX are a bit high,

(minus the file extension). The key name is always what you will
use when referencing the sound in the GameData.plist.

try setting this to a volume like 0.5, or 50%, to minimize them.
BackgroundSounds - The dictionary containing all background

The Mac App Store has a fantastic, and very aﬀordable program

sounds. Background sounds always loop, and if they are over 30

called Sound Converter which can convert

seconds or so, they are probably best saved as mp3 files. All of

sounds to mp3 or caf.

your background sound files should be of one type or another
(don’t mix and match). Anytime you want to randomize a
background sound, simply create an Array with a key name, add
items where each value is that of the sound file imported (minus
the file extension). If you don’t want a random sound, add a new
object of String type, give it a key name and enter a value
matching the name of the sound file imported (minus the file
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Chapter 10

Using Tiled

Using Tiled to Layout Levels
You can use a program named Tiled, available for free at MapEditor.org to layout all OR parts of your level. Incorporating Tiled was one of
the last things added to the kit (in version 1.0), so this has been added as a secondary means to layout your level. Although for most of
you I’m sure it will be your primary way of laying out levels, because it definitely makes designing levels faster and more flexible. But just
so you know, this functionality works on top of everything else already discussed in the kit. So if you prefer to layout your scene in a
program like Flash, and just copy your x and y locations directly into Xcode you definitely can. Plus, part of your level can be defined
with the property list, and part of it defined with a Tiled file.

So What Does Tiled Do?
The Tiled program creates a .tmx file to design a level. A .tmx
file is really just an XML file. So if you’re familiar with .xml files
already, you might enjoy viewing the .tmx file in Xcode and
you’ll see all the opening and closing tags that make up the
file. Geeky fun, I know. What’s more fun though is how
the .tmx file looks in Tiled, and thats of course what you are
seeing in the image to the right. All of the objects you see can
be positioned by simply moving them around. After re-saving
the file with any changes, all I need to do is build the project
again and the level runs with those modifications. If I decided
I wanted a few more balloon collectibles, I can just copy and
paste more.
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“Under the hood” the kit is taking the locations of those objects, their key names, and their type (like Objects, Collectibles,
Boundaries, etc) and using the rest of the properties defined in the GameData.plist to make each object. So basically the artwork you
see in Tiled is just a mockup of what you’ll actually see when the level runs. For example, balloons might be animated, but Tiled is just
showing a still frame of the balloon. And you don’t even need to import art to Tiled if you don’t want to. You can layout the entire level with
just bounding boxes, because again, Tiled is just giving us a location, key name and type (even the Depth is handled by the property list).

Any Past Tiled Users Out There?
If so, this next part is for you. You might be familiar with Tiled in the “tiled” sense of its functionality. Tiled is probably best
known for painting 8 bit-style levels using a sheet of equal sized tiles onto a grid the same size as each tile. A pipe (for
example the one directly left) might be comprised of multiple 32 by 32 sized sprites. To make up a pipe that’s 192 tall by 64
wide, that takes painting a few sprites. All of which are locked onto a grid (you can’t nudge them over slightly as a unit).
We aren’t using Tiled like that with this kit. In fact, if you try to paint
tiles, it won’t do anything for you. The project would just ignore that layer.

Way More Flexible!
You can place objects anywhere and tweak them with pixel (ahem, point)
precision. This is actually a much more flexible way of designing a level. It
doesn’t mean you can’t create an old-school 8-bit style game though. You
totally can, and the good news is that you can create your pixelated
artwork in whatever program you want, save it as one entire unit (like the
pipe to the left) and not worry about confirming to a grid layout. And you
can get away with using the same object like I did in the example
screenshot on the right. Notice how the pipe extends past the bottom of
the screen. In a real game that would be hidden up by more bricks, but the
point is, you can reuse objects in this fashion.

Uh, your pipe is showing.
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Map Sizes and Saving the Tiled File
Good news everyone! There’s isn’t much you’ll need to know about using Tiled, to integrate it with this kit. Tiled isn’t bloated with features
anyway, its a relatively simple layout program, and as far as this kit goes, we’re probably using only half of the functions it oﬀers. So let’s
get started.
You’ll want to edit your Tiled file frequently and test changes
“on the fly”, and to do that right from the start it’s best to save
your .tmx file into your project folder. Then import it to Xcode
(the same way you’ve been importing other assets).
So once you’ve downloaded Tiled and opened it, you’ll need
to go to File > New. This will open a New Map window where
you can set the Orientation (probably you want Orthogonal,
not Isometric), Layer Format (choose XML) and then Map
size.
I’ve experimented a bit with the Map size at diﬀerent settings
with some interesting results. Notice how both blue circles in
the example images to the right are creating a size of 4000 by
4000 pixels. The upper screenshot is doing so with 1 pixel tiles and a width and height of
4000 tiles, the other with 50 pixel tiles and a width and height of 80 tiles. As noted earlier tiles
are irrelevant with this kit because we aren’t painting tiles. But on the next page, take a look at
the file sizes of the two maps I saved with diﬀerent tile settings. (hold oﬀ on saving your files
for a moment).
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!!!
Whoa! The file with 1 pixel tiles is a whooping 304mb!!! If you imported that to
Xcode, your app would be over that size!

But watch what happens if I delete Tile Layer 1 that was created automatically
when we made the map. We won’t be using this layer anyway, so regardless of the
size of our .tmx file, you should delete it now too (we will be using Object Layers,
not Tile Layers).

The size of both files goes down, but significantly for the 1px one. From 304mb
down to just 141 bytes!

Delete this layer right away
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So does it matter what initial settings you use to create the map?
Because we are deleting the Tile Layer anyway, no, I don’t think
so. I’ve setup levels using both initial settings and haven’t noticed
a diﬀerence. The main thing you want to consider is how much
space you think you’ll use overall. If your level won’t be any
bigger than roughly the size of an iPad, then you might only want
1500 by 1000 (which is a tad bigger than 1024 by 768). You can
resize the map in Tiled at anytime too, if you run out of space. Go
to Map > Resize Map.

Now you can save your Tiled project directly into your folder of
other Xcode assets and classes. For example see the upper
screen to the right, my A_Land.tmx is in with everything else in
my project
As usual, simply saving a file within your Xcode project does
nothing to actually import it as a Resource, so from within Xcode
go to File > Add Files or simply drag it into Xcode’s project
navigator and when prompted toggle on the same check marks
you see in the image to the right.
Your Tiled file is now imported. You’ll be able to flip back and
forth between Tiled and Xcode making changes to a level and
quickly test those on your next build.
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Two Steps to using Tiled in the Property List
Step 1. Each level (inside the Levels dictionary) will need a property to specify the .tmx
file to use for some or all of the objects that will be positioned using Tiled. We
mentioned this property a while back, but here it is again...
TMXFile - This value will be the name of the TMX file you’ve
imported. Do not include the .tmx extension so for example, if
your file was A_Land.tmx, you would only write a value of
A_Land.

Step 2. Any item in your Objects, Tiles, Portals, Collectibles,
or CharactersForThisLevel* dictionary will need to set the
property below if you want it to be positioned by Tiled....
TMXLocation - A YES or NO value to have the TMX file set the position of the object. If YES,
the kit won’t setup the object unless it is used in the TMX file. If NO, the kit will setup
the object using the Location property. If this property is excluded it will default to
whatever the GameSettings dictionary has set for the AlwaysPositionLevelsUsingTMX
property.
Since Boundaries are such simple objects (they only require a size and location), they
will get created automatically from the .tmx file. You do not need to specify anything in
the property list. This is true for circular, square or line boundaries.
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*Only characters not following the leader use the TMXLocation property.
The leader and any followers always appear in the level through a portal’s
locations.
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Tiled Essentials
Now that you’ve got a Tiled file saved to work with, let’s take a look at some essentials in the interface. By now you all know how much I
love colored circles, so let’s keep that going. The orange circle is around the Select Objects tool. You will use this A LOT because we are
only dealing with Objects. You can’t select that tool until you create a new Object Layer, so go ahead and do that now.
Go to Layer > Add Object Layer. Boom,
you’ve got a new Object Layer.
Now find the green circle. That is around the
Insert Rectangle tool. Give that a test drive.
Place a rectangle anywhere on the layer. If you
click-drag, the size of the rectangle will
increase. If you just click, it will create a
relatively small square. If you try to select it
with that tool still in use, you’ll create another
rectangle. So switch over to the Select
Objects tool (the orange circle again).
If you made a small square,
resize it by pulling outward from
the middle of the square
(middle, not side).
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Next unfold Object Layer 1. Initially it might look like the upper screen shot to the right.
Unfold it (where you see the green circle) to view the Objects listed within that Object
Layer. At first you will only see a blue check box, but you can enter a Name (see the
orange circle below) and Type (see the purple circle below) for the object.
At its most basic, this is ALL you have to do. In theory, we have just created a level with a
portal named StartingPoint Of course, we would want to switch back over to Xcode and
create a matching StartingPoint dictionary (in the Portals dictionary for this level), which
fully defines the properties of this portal (the look, animation, depth, etc).
But with this little amount of work, we’ve
got a beginning to our level and the rest of
your objects can be placed relative to this
one. When using Tiled (with this kit),
relativity is all that matters. Your starting
point doesn’t need to be at 0,0. It can be
anywhere, and you just create your board
around that. And to help gauge the scope of
how big your level needs to be, you can
view a Mini-Map (see the blue circle to the
right) and scale the size of the main map
(see the yellow circle to the right).

Note: You can create as many Object
Layers as you need. And as the level gets
more complex, you can hide layers with the
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check box next to the Name of the object. Selecting objects, and
moving them can get tricky when they are piled up, so toggling
on or oﬀ Object visibility is very helpful.
Also keep in mind, the depth, or visual layering, is best left to the
Property list. Although you can change the depth in Tiled of an
entire Layer, you can’t move up and down individual objects
within the Layer. So if you have many objects in one layer, they all
share the same depth within Tiled. Which is fine, your layering
within Tiled can be ignored and set more appropriately within the
Property List. And believe me, its much easier to define a Depth
of say 50 for all balloon collectibles, and 0 for all platforms, then
fuss about with getting the right layering in Tiled.
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Mocking Up the Level with Images
To use images to help mock up levels in Tiled (and it is quite helpful) you can simply drop images into Tiled (see where with the left arrow
below). Then you’ll get a prompt window (it says
New Tileset but for our needs think of it as just
an image object). The Tile width and Tile
height should match that of the source image.
Your source image should be the standard nonRetina sized image.

Drag a standard (non-Retina) size
image in...
...Then make the Tile Width and Height match
the images width and height.
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Once the image is in the Tilesets panel,
select it (see the orange circle to the
right). The image will become blue
indicating it has been selected. Then go
to the Insert Tile tool (see the green
circle to the right). Once selected, you
can click on the scene and add an
object with that image.

Now everything we talked about last
section applies again. You can set the
Type and Name just like before. We’ll
discuss more on that next section.

One minor thing to note: By using the Insert Tile
tool, there are no width and height properties for
object in the scene (this is why we set the width and
height when we imported the image). This has no
aﬀect though, unless you are setting the Type to
Tiles. For repeating patterns of tiles, you’ll most
likely want to set a larger width and height than the
tile size. In which case, you’ll just want to use the
Insert Rectangle tool mentioned last section.
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Types and Names of Objects
Items in your Objects Layer are ignored if they do not have at least a Type set.
This Type value will match that of the dictionary where the properties of that
object will be found (with two exceptions). Most objects will also need a Name
value as well, because for the kit to setup the object based on the TMX file, it
will need to look in a dictionary with a key name (exceptions noted below). See
the diagram to the right if you don’t follow. You only have the following possible
values for Type.
• Objects - A Name value is required.
• Collectibles - A Name value is required
• Portals - A Name value is required
• Characters - A Name value is required (only characters not yet part of the team

Name Type
(Key Name)

(Dictionary)

are positioned through the Tiled file).
• Tiles - A Name value is required.
• Boundaries - A Name value is NOT required. Boundaries are such simple things
to set up we don’t need anything more than what the Tiled file gives us.
• Edges - A Name value is NOT required. Edges too require so little data, they are
setup automatically from the Tiled data.
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That’s it really. We will look at some special cases with
Boundaries and Edges in a moment, but as long as you give
your object a Type and Name that matches that in the
GameData.plist for that particular level, you should have no
issues.
One more reminder: All the properties defined in the plist still
apply, Tiled is simply taking over the positioning of the item.
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Special cases with Tiles
For the most part, Tiled is simply noting the location of an object and
passing that into Xcode where the Property List defines everything
else. This is still true with objects defined in the Tiles dictionary, but
one extra property you can use from Tiled is the width and height to
define the overall size of the area to be tiled.
If you remember from the section on Tiles, we use a CoverageSize
property to define the entire width and height that the repeating tiles will be drawn in. It’s this CoverageSize property which Tiled will
pass into Xcode (with the location). This makes it incredibly easy to define large areas with the same pattern (just keep a single area
below 4000 by 4000 in size).
There’s one catch though! Using the method I described earlier to mock up the level with images, won’t work. You’ll need to use the
Insert Rectangle tool for the object you place in the level. Why’s this? The Tileset tool doesn’t allow you to scale up or down the
width or height. It’s that simple. So use the Insert Rectangle tool, size your tiles anyway you want, and you’ll see them appear in all
their tiled glory in Xcode. For reference, the screenshot above shows the only properties you’ll need to set back in Xcode in your Tiles
dictionary.
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Edge Boundaries
You can create oddly-shaped boundaries (by that I mean, not circles or squares) using Tiled’s PolyLine tool (circled in green below).
Select that tool, and begin clicking away in your level. This begins making line after line. To stop making lines, right click or if you are
using a Mac Book click with two fingers on the pad. As far as I know, there’s no limit to the number of lines you can draw. Code-wise I
know what I did to make these appear, and I can’t imagine a limit.
So one shape could be quite complex. And I use
that word “shape” lightly, these don’t need to
complete a complete shape, as you can stop
creating lines anywhere. Lines can even
intersect, and cross over each other. You can see
the PolyLine shape (pointed out with arrows) in
the image to the right. I could have made this
shape smoother and more in line with the
background art, but (1), I got lazy and (2) it would
be hard to see the boundary in this screenshot
anyway.
Once your lines are created, you simply find
them in the Objects window and give them a
Type value of Edges. You don’t need to do
anything with the Property List. And that is it!
Your invisible oddly-shaped border will be in the
level.
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Circular Boundaries
By default any object in Tiled with the Type set to Boundaries
will be a square. Squares are great and all, but occasionally
you just need a circle. In which case, draw a new rectangle
object using the Insert Rectangle tool or be brave and go to
the Insert Ellipse tool to try something new and draw a circle.
You can use either tool.
Once added, select the object in the Layer and find the Object
Properties button (circled in green on the right). You will then
see the Object Properties window.
You only need to enter two values here...
For Name enter CollisionBodyType (see the blue circle)
For Value enter circle (see the purple circle)

Click OK and you’ll have a circular body for the boundary.
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Setting Object Properties within Tiled
Remember when I said that the Name and Type property is required
for most objects? Well, I lied to keep things simple. Personally I think
it is much easier (and safer) to set properties within the
GameData.plist (and you get more options), but it is possible within
Tiled. We saw this last section when we set the CollisionBodyType
to circle.
If you take this route, you can leave out the Name property, (so there
does not need to be a matching Key Name anywhere in the property
list). You do need to specify a Type though.
Then go to the Object Properties window which we saw last section.
You can now enter in any Property Names and Values which you
could have used in the property list. For example, the values listed to
the right should all look familiar.
So why not do this all the time? Well, you can’t add an Array for
things like a Movements dictionary or Animation dictionary. The
Object Properties window only supports basic names and values.
You won’t see a String, Number or Bool type, but those are your only
options.
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Also you can’t copy and paste individual properties like you can
back in Xcode. So your chance of entering a typo goes
exponentially up when you aren’t simply copying properties or
entire dictionaries that have worked in the past.
And maybe most importantly, setting properties within Tiled
essentially hard codes values in for each object. So if you have 10
balloon collectibles, and decide you want to change the Depth on
all of them, you’ll need to edit that property on every object.
Whereas if you simply used the Name property on all 10 balloons
to identify a single balloon dictionary in the Property List, then the
Depth can be changed for all of them at once. You could do a
find and replace on the .tmx file in a text editor, but that can get
into the Danger Zone of causing errors you might not be able to
back out of.
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Chapter 11

Control
Examples

Virtual Directional Pad
You can create a virtual directional pad using buttons to control the
character. These button dictionaries can be included on a per-level
basis using the ButtonsOnThisLevel dictionary, or included in the
ButtonsOnEveryLevel dictionary.
Like any other button, you can include an image, highlight image (when
pressing down on it), sound, etc. The most important part is the
DoesWhat property. Each directional button will have one of the
following values...
GoUp

(seen in the example image)

GoLeft
GoUpLeft
GoDownLeft

GoDown
GoRight
GoUpRight
GoDownRight

UseWeaponAndAttack (to attack)
There is an advantage to including a virtual directional pad. Because the
app can detect the release of the button (when the user lifts their finger
oﬀ the screen), the character will stop moving when that happens. This
adds more precise controls versus simply swiping.

The Up button’s dictionary expanded
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Important Notes: Virtual directional pads run best with gestures
disabled in the kit (it cuts down on conflicts). So if you choose to
create a virtual direction pad, set these value to YES in either the
GameSettings dictionary, or on per level basis in a specific level
dictionary.
DisableSwitchingLeadersWithFingerTaps
DisableRotateToStop
DisableSwipesToMove
DisableTapToAttack
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Virtual Control Pad / Joystick
You can create a virtual control pad with an optional joystick with
just two items in the Images or ImagesOnEveryLevel dictionary
and a few properties. Any image can act as a control pad, by
setting the TreatAsControlPad property to YES. The user’s finger
moving within the control pad sends messages to the characters,
so the pad is what actually controls the character as opposed to
the optional joystick image which just follows the finger within the
control pad’s area. So both images below could act as a control
pad (they can be square or circular).

I should note too that the user only needs to initiate pressing down
within the control pad area, and once the app registers that the
control pad is being used, the user can slide area outside of the
control pad area and still move the character. This gives players the
easiest mode of control, and it minimizes on the amount of screen
space that the control pad actually needs to take up.
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Moving the Control Pad as a Unit
MovesBasedOnTouch - The control pad (and joy stick) can move
around the screen as a unit by setting this property to YES. This
gives users a lot of flexibility in how they hold your device to play
the app. If this value is YES for the control pad image, the image
you use for the joy stick will automatically move with the control
pad (you don’t need to set this property on both images). If you
exclude this property, neither the control pad or joy stick will
move around. Their initial location values will be a constant
location. If you do set this value to YES, you can optionally set

Fading Out When Not In Use
Your control pad can also have an initial alpha value (for example,
0.5 for 50%) which can fade down to 0 when not in use. You can
set this functionality by giving the
FadeOutWhenNotUsedAfterHowLong property a number value.
For example, setting 1.5 will fade out the control pad and optional
joy stick after 1.5 seconds. If you exclude this property, neither
the control pad or joy stick will fade out.

buttons to swap sides of the screen and change y position based
on the control pad’s side and position (more on those properties
at the end of this section). That might sound odd, but for players
that prefer to control the character with their right hand, this
conveniently flips the attack button to the opposite side of the
screen whenever the control pad is initiated in a diﬀerent place.
To see this eﬀect in action, watch the short video in this section.
LimitMovesToStartingSide - Set this to YES to only allow
moving the control pad on whatever side of the screen it started
at. This property only works if the MovesBasedOnTouch
property is also set to YES.
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either the GameSettings dictionary, or on per level basis in a

The Optional Joy Stick Image

specific level dictionary.
DisableSwitchingLeadersWithFingerTaps

Whatever image you choose to use as a virtual

DisableRotateToStop

joystick (or indicator of where the finger is

DisableSwipesToMove

moving over the control pad), needs just one

DisableTapToAttack

property... TreatAsControlPadStick set to YES.
That’s it. The kit will know what to do with the image.
Keep in mind, only one image should set this property.

Making Buttons Move In Relation to
the Control Pad
To set an attack button to swap sides with the control pad, set
WillNotShareSideWithControlPad to YES, and to have it match
the y position of the control pad set the
ShareYLocationWithControlPad to YES. You can read more
about these properties in the Buttons section.

Important Notes: The control pad functionality runs best with
gestures disabled in the kit (it cuts down on conflicts). So if you
choose to create a virtual control pad, set these value to YES in
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Chapter 12

Level
Examples

Non-Collision Background / Foreground Images
Where to set up properties for foreground or background art
that won’t be collided with?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Trees
Where’s the location come from?
All the examples in this chapter will assume your level is being laid
out using Tiled. Tiled will pass the location into Xcode. In some
cases, Tiled even sets the size, but for Objects that have an
ImageName property, the size is determined by the image.
Your Tiled file might place multiple Objects all with the name Trees.
In your property list you only need one entry defining the properties
for your tree art.
How do I choose between it being a background object or
foreground object?
The Depth property will determine the visual layering of the object.
The characters are always at a depth of 100. So a value of 200
would be visually in front of the characters, making this a
foreground object. If you excluded this property the depth would be
0, behind the characters.
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Simple Collision Objects
Circular Collision Body

Where to set up properties for a simple collision object?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. How about Simple_Table for starters.
What are the most important properties here?
The IsCollidableWithCharacter property must be set to YES for
the character to not pass through the object. The
CollisionBodyType can be either circle or square. For this
example, circle makes the most sense. The optional
ResizeBodyBy property can scale up or down the physics body of
the object. If the image used for the object had a lot of extra empty
space around the artwork, you’ll probably want to resize the body

want to set this property to NO, as things can look a bit outof-perspective otherwise.

some. In this example, 0.9 is used, which makes the circular

What happens if AﬀectedByGravity is set to YES?

physics body sized at 90% that of the source image.

If the level has gravity, then the object will be pulled in that

What happens if AﬀectedByPhysics is set to NO?

direction.

The character won’t be able to push or nudge the object around.
Many times, you’ll probably want AﬀectedByPhysics to be NO.
What happens if AllowsRotation is set to YES?
The object will rotate in response to the physics being applied to it.
Depending on your artwork, more often than not, you’ll probably
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Animated Objects
Where to set up properties for an animated object?

Suggested properties for an animated background object

In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Torch.
What’s that ParallaxOﬀset property about?
This optional property will move the object slightly oﬀset from the
rest of the world. This oﬀset value is set to 0.2 on the y axis. So if
the character jumps up, you might notice a slight vertical shift in
where the torch is relative to the world.
Are there any variations from the suggested properties?
Plenty. For example, the property list to the right sets up an
animated torch which does not have a collision body. You could add
a collision body using IsCollidableWithCharacter set to YES and
CollisionBodyType set to square or circle. A
BodyCausesDamageBy property could then be added with a
number value to damage the character on contact.
You could also add a Movements dictionary to move the object
around.
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Instant Death Areas
Where to setup properties for an instant death area?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called InstantDeath.
Why create an area that causes instant death?
In a world with gravity its very easy to slip oﬀ the edge of the
universe and fall forever. If you add an instant-death area outside of
the normal play-area, this would prevent an accident like that. You
might also just want some areas that the player will need to learn
can cause instant death (or a lot of damage).
So an ImageName property isn’t needed?
Thats correct, you don’t need to supply an image.
Can a sound be added?
Sure just include the HitSound property.
Anything else to know?
Assuming you are laying out the level in Tiled, the location and size
will come from there.
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Moving Platforms
Where to set up properties for a moving platform?

Suggested properties for a horizontally moving platform

In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. How about Moving_Platform for starters.
Are there any variations from the suggested properties?
The property list to the right sets up a platform which will move
horizontally (notice all the X’s in the Movements dictionary), Switch
those to Y’s and you’ve got a vertically moving platform.
As of Build 1.0.4 your Movements dictionary, can also include a
DisableCarrying property. Setting this to YES will make it so a
moving object (on the X axis) will not carry the character as it
moves.
Can you move on both the Y and X?

Can “anything” be a moving platform?

Sure!

Sure, any object that has a body which can collide with the
character could be jumped on and ridden.

What happens if AﬀectedByPhysics is set to YES?
Try it out. The character’s weight will begin pulling down the moving
platform when it steps on it (assuming the world has gravity).
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Switches
Where to set up a “switch” object?

Suggested properties for a switch object

In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Switch.
What’s the point of creating a switch?
Used simply, the SwitchToImageOnContact property gives you a
quick way of changing to another image when the character collides
with the object (keep in mind, you can also change the appearance
of objects during a collision with the AnimationHit property). A
switch can also be used to open a portal (door). By adding a
SwitchName property (the example uses leverSwitch as the
name), you can have portals listen out for a certain number of
switches to be activated with that name.
Are there any variations from the suggested properties?

Does a “switch” have to look like a switch?
Heck no! It can look like whatever you want.

The example screenshot has a property called

What properties do I need in a portal to react to a switch

RemovePhysicsBodyOnSwitch set to YES which will make it so

being toggled?

when the switch is collided with the physics body is removed and

You can find those in the Portals section listed here.

the switch is ignored by the player (meaning it is essentially just a
background object then). If this property was set to NO, then
character would have to jump over it to walk past it.
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Animated Enemies
Where to setup an enemy object?
Mostly in the Objects dictionary in your level.
The weapon the enemy throws will be set up in
the Weapons dictionary.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called
Rock_Monster.
What makes this a so-called “enemy”
object?
This enemy will throw rocks at the player, which
can cause damage, and if the player has direct
contact with the enemy, they would also receive
damage.
What makes the enemy toss rocks?
The Animation dictionary (unfolded in the
screenshot on the far right) handles the primary
appearance of the bad guy and is also used to
trigger throwing rocks. Notice we don’t have an
ImageName property like we’ve seen with other
Objects, instead the Animation dictionary
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loops through a sequence of frames (first the enemy plays a

0.5, after two seconds they would gain back 1 health point. This

series of “attack” frames, then “idle” frames). Once your

enemy has a MaxHealth value of 10.

animation is setup, here’s the important properties...
• The UsesWeaponNamed property is set to Rocks (you can see
all the properties for the Rocks dictionary in this section).
• The AnimationFiresWeapon property is set to YES, which
makes it so the enemy while fire the weapon based on the
beginning of the animation sequence, a delay can be added
which brings us to our next property...
• The FiringDelay property set to 0.2 (seconds). This delay is
because the initial animated attack frames draw the rock in the
monster’s hands, so it’s only once the rock has been released
that we would want to add the rock weapon to the scene.
If you didn’t want to sync using a weapon with an animation
sequence, you can simply use the UsesWeaponHowOften
property and set a value in seconds.

What other properties are worth a gander?
The GainHowMuchHealthEverySecond property will let the
enemy regain their health over time. You’ll probably want this
number to be a small decimal value so the enemy doesn’t gain
too much too quick. So if GainHowMuchHealthEverySecond is
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Generally Bad Guys
Where to set up some generally bad guys?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Evil_Bush. And no,
thats not a political statement. I just happened to draw a bush
that looked evil.
What are the important properties here?
The Movements dictionary allows the object to move randomly
around the scene within a specific range using the
MoveRandomlyWithRangeOf property. In this example, that
value is 200. So at most the object won’t wander more than 200
points in a particular direction. The PointsPerSecond property
determines how fast the object travels (and if you want you can
set a diﬀerent value for the iPhone). You can also set the
RandomlyStopWithRangeOf property to make the object stop
between movements for a random period. So in this example,
the object will randomly stop anywhere from 1-5 seconds.
Anything else to know?
Sure. Notice the UsesWeaponNamed property points to a
weapon called Fireball_Overhead. The next screenshot will
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show those properties.And note that the Fireball_Overhead
dictionary is stored in the Weapons dictionary in the Root of the
property list.
The UsesVectorOfPlayer property set to YES will make the
object firing the weapon (the Evil_Bush in this case) shoot
directly at the player. The companion VectorMultiplier property
essentially determines the speed at which the weapon fires.
Some other notable properties include....
DisablePushBack - A YES or NO value that causes the weapon
to push backward the character if they make contact.
DamageToPlayers - This number is how much damage the
fireball will do to a character.
IgnoreCollisionsThatDontDamage - When set to YES (and fired
from an object), the fireballs would pass through other objects like
walls. When set to NO, you can fine tune what the weapon breaks
on using the BreaksHittingObjects property and
BreaksHittingBoundaries property (boundaries could be any
invisible borders around a level).
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Ghostly Bad Guys
Where to setup a ghost object?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Ghost.
What’s the advantage of creating a ghost?
These bad guys can be a bit more challenging because they can
loop back and forth between two transparency values (using the
StartAlpha and EndAlpha properties) and become immune from
attacks when they are least visible (or possibly invisible altogether).
Any object can become a “ghost” by simply adding the GhostFX
dictionary (circled in the screenshot).
Are there any variations from the suggested properties?
The HasImmunity property is set to YES in the example which
makes it so the object can not be damaged when the transparency
state is at the StartAlpha value (at 0 this means the object is
invisible). Weapons fired at the object during this state will just pass
right through them. Setting this to NO will make it so the ghost can
be damaged at anytime. This could be an interesting way to reveal
where invisible objects are, because the player can fire a weapon as
a means of finding a ghost.
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Droppable Objects
Where to setup a droppable object?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Shredder.
Why create a droppable object?
You can make a level more challenging by dropping something
on the character that causes damage. Or you could simply drop
a collectible item that the character might want to collect as it
falls down.
What are the important properties?
The UseGravityWhenCharacterIsInView property is set to
YES, which means the object will be aﬀected by gravity’s pull
starting from when the character is in view. Prior to that the
object will just be at its initial location. The
AﬀectedByGravityInHowLong property is set to 5 which will
delay by 5 seconds when gravity aﬀects the object. So 5
seconds after the character first sees the object, it will drop
(assuming gravity pulls downward). Since this is a sharp wheel,
the Movements dictionary, has RotatesForeverWithDuration
set to 0.5 which spins it a full rotation every half a second.
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Spring Platforms / Objects
Where to setup spring platforms / objects?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Spring_Platform.
What are these for?
To give your player a boast in a particular direction. This
could be a slight nudge, or a huge push upward, downward,
left, right, or in any direction.
What are the main properties that make an object
“springy”?
The SpringVector property allows you to set a specific
vector (direction) in { x, y } for the character to travel when
they contact the object. You can also add the
AnimationCollision dictionary to play animated frames for
the object when the character collides with it.
Anything else to know?
Any object can be springy using the Restitution property, even
without the SpringVector property in place. Objects like a
bouncy ball or trampoline would have a high restitution and in
general, you probably want the restitution of most objects to be

at 0 so they character isn’t bouncing much on surfaces. The
SpringVector allows you to set a very specific vector instead of
relying on the normal bounciness which occurs from a high
restitution. So if you do use the SpringVector, your Restitution
could be at 0. Or you can combine the two.
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Time-Based Breakable Objects
Where to setup time-based breakable objects?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This first example is called Chest. A second
example on the next page is called Breakable_Platform.
What’s fun about these?
Essentially these are objects that “unlock” by standing near or on
them. This could be for objects like a treasure chest that take 10
seconds to unlock, or it could be for objects like a trick platform
that just evaporates after 2 seconds. Optionally you can show a
health meter as the object is unlocking / breaking. If the
character moves away from the object before it breaks, the
health gets reset to its max level. Any object that breaks (whether
through this method or from being attacked) can award
collectibles, restore health, equip weapons or change the
character in some way. So a treasure chest might unlock and
then provide the character with some loot.
What are the main properties to know?
The WillBreakFromContactAfterHowLong does most of the
work here. You’ll provide this property with a value in seconds.
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Other important (but optional) properties to consider would be...
HasHealthMeter - Set to YES to show a meter above the object
while it is being unlocked.
OnlyShowHealthAfterDamage - If YES the health meter will only
show up while the unlocking / breaking is occurring.
LeaveInSceneAfterBreak - If YES, the object’s image or final
animation frame will stay onscreen.
AnimationBreak - a dictionary containing animation data to play
when the object is unlock.
On the previous screenshot you can also see properties that will
award collectibles and equip a sword when the Chest is opened.
You might also notice that the PopUpLabelWhenTouched
property is set to show a label named Chest_Locked. This could
show text saying something “This item is locked, maybe I can
jimmy it open”, to indicate to the player that the object can be
opened after a while. You can read more about labels here. You
can also find this example in the kit itself.

Creating an object that breaks by standing on it is a bit simpler. In
the screenshot on this page you will see an example for the
Breakable_Platform. Again you can include an AnimationBreak
dictionary and for some added fun, include the
BreaksWithParticles property to specify a Sprite Kit Particle file
to play when the platform gives out.
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Laser Units (or any firing unit)
Where to setup a “laser unit”?
In two places, first the Objects dictionary will house the
artwork for the laser unit (or whatever background art is
firing the weapon). Then the Weapons dictionary will
define the actual laser or weapon projectile.
What to call it?
Anything you want. These example dictionaries are called Laser
Unit (in the Objects dictionary) and Lasers (in the Weapons
dictionary).
Why create a laser unit?
Avoiding weapons that are fired at regular intervals is a staple of
most video games and when placed in the right spot, they can really
make a level challenging. Perhaps a mistimed jump will get the
player zapped and pushed into a spike-filled ditch.
Is the weapon actually moving at all in this example?
No, the Lasers dictionary on this page sets a
VectorIfCharacterFacesDown property set to { 0,0 } , which
means the laser won’t actually move. It will just appear to be a
beam that goes on and oﬀ intermittently. The Laser_Unit defines
the UsesWeaponHowOften property at 4 (so every 4 seconds it
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turns on) and the Lasers dictionary sets the
RemoveAfterHowLong property to 2 (so after 2 seconds the
beam goes away).
In the screenshot on this page, you will see an alternate weapon
dictionary named Short_Lasers where the laser beam actually
travels downward from the firing unit. Notice how the
VectorIfCharacterFacesDown property has a value of { 0, -2 } or
0 on the x axis and -2 on the y axis.
What other properties are important here?
DisableFiringUp, DisableFiringLeft, DisableFiringRight are set
to YES, so when fired, the weapon will only fire down. If these
were set to NO, the kit would just a firing direction based on the
character’s position relative to the object using the weapon (the
Laser_Unit ).
Is there a video I can watch about all this?
Sure is, go right here.

Alternate weapons dictionary where the laser actually moves down instead of
just goes on and oﬀ.
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Weapons
Where to setup a weapon?
In the Weapons dictionary in the Root of the property list (regardless of
whether an enemy is using the weapon or the character).
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example is called Rocks.
What’s up with those LocationOﬀset and Vector values (circled to the
right)?
You can oﬀset where the weapon appears in relation to the enemy object or
player using it. So for example, if the enemy was throwing to the “right”, the
LocationOﬀsetRight would be used, which places the weapon initially at
{10, -10} or 10 points from the enemy on the x axis and -10 points from the
enemy on the y axis. The weapon would then use the
VectorIfCharacterFacesRight value for its direction, which is { 5, 0 }
meaning it would travel at a speed of 5 points on the x axis and 0 on the y
axis. The weapon has AﬀectedByGravity set to YES so even though the
vector is 0 on the y axis, it will get pulled downward anyway by gravity. You
can also taper down the speed of a weapon with the
TaperDownVectorAfterHowLong property. In this example, after 1 second
the rock begins losing speed.
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What if I only want the weapon fired in one direction?

Anything else to know?

You can disable firing in specific directions using the

Sure check out this video on something fun you can try with

DisableFiringDown, DisableFiringUp, DisableFiringLeft,

weapons. Weighing Down Platforms with Rocks

DisableFiringRight, DisableFiringWhenResting. If you disable
all but one direction, an enemy can only fire in that direction
(using that vector).
What if the weapon doesn’t hit the player?
The RemoveAfterHowLong property sets how long the weapon
will stay in the scene if it hasn’t been destroyed by hitting
something else.
What are some other important properties?
The DamageToPlayers property sets how much damage the
player receives if hit by the weapon.
The DisablePushBack property determines whether or not the
player will get push backwards when hit by the weapon.
The AllowsRotation property allows the weapon to be rotated.
This examples sets that to YES, because a rock would naturally
be rotated when thrown.
The IgnoreCollisionsThatDontDamage is set to NO, which
makes it so rocks will collide with other objects. You can fine tune
how weapons interact with other objects with some followup
properties listed here.
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Tiles
Where to setup a tiled image?
In the Tiles dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example dictionary is called DarkTile.
What determines how much of the level is covered in tiles?
Your Tiled file will determine the overall coverage size of ALL the
tiles. So using the selection tool in Tiled, you will expand or shrink a
rectangular area to choose the area in the level that the tiles will
occupy.
The TileSize property only sets the size of each individual tile. You
can adjust this as needed, so obviously it doesn’t need to match
that of the source image defined by the ImageName property.
Anything else to know?
Sure. Don’t feel restricted to only using traditional tiled art (images
that repeat both vertically and horizontally). You can tile transparent
png files, in a thin strip, to perhaps make a rolling hill in the
background that only repeats horizontally. Note too, you can also
repeat Objects by placing multiple instances of them at once.
Overall size
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Repeating Objects
Where to setup a repeated object?
In the Objects dictionary in your level.
What to call it?
Anything you want. This example dictionary is called Spike.
Why repeat objects?
Adding copies using the PlaceMultiples property saves you from
laying out unnecessary objects in Tiled. While it wouldn’t be the
most diﬃcult thing in the world to copy and paste 40 copies of
spikes in Tiled, it would be tedious if you needed to adjust all 40 of
them to tweak your level as needed. So in this example, if we
needed to move the entire strip of spikes, we only need to adjust
one of them.
What else is there?
The PlaceWithXSpacing (or PlaceWithYSpacing) property sets
how much space there is between each copy. Most likely, you’ll
want to start this value at the width or height of the source image.

An example of an object in Tiled that will be repeated by the
property list. These spikes will repeat 40 times in the direction
of the arrow.
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Chapter 13

Video
Documentation

Long Introduction
The Long Introduction: A Broad Overview of the Root Property List - Tap here to watch.
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Using Tiled
Using Tiled - Tap here to watch.
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Thumb Pad / Joy Stick Controls
Thumb Pad / Joy Stick Controls - Tap here to watch.
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Setting Up Collectibles, Currency & Inventory
Setting Up Collectibles, Currency and Inventory - Tap here to watch.
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Setting up Weapons
Setting Up Weapons - Tap here to watch.
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Setting Up Portals
Setting Up Portals - Tap here to watch.

252

Setting Up Objects
Setting Up Objects - Tap here to watch.
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Laser Obstacles
Laser Obstacles - Tap here to watch.
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Spring Objects and Ghost Objects
Spring Objects and Ghost Objects - Tap here to watch.
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Switches to Open Portals
Use Switches to Open Portals - Tap here to watch.
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Time-Based / Key-Based Breaking of Objects
Time-Based / Key-Based Breaking of Objects - Tap here to watch.
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Miscellaneous Videos
Creating Flame Thrower Type Eﬀects
Weighing Down Platforms with Rocks
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Chapter 14

Submitting
Your App

Time to Submit
Xcode has come a looooong way in simplifying the App submission
process for developers. Be sure you have your Distribution profile setup
(by registering as an App Developer). Double check this in Preferences
> Accounts.
You’ll know you are missing something if you see an image like the one
to the left. Follow any suggestions Xcode gives you to resolve an issue
and you should be good to go eventually.

Next, if you’ve already been testing your App with In-App
purchases then you have already done some of the app setup
process in iTunes Connect. Now you’ll just need to click the
Ready to Upload Binary button.

You may fire when ready.

Apple will ask if you added any cryptography or third-party
content they should know about. You can answer No to both
questions (unless you have a reason to answer Yes).
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Finally, you just need to go to Product >
Archive within Xcode. This will take you to
the section in the Organizer window of Xcode
where you can submit your app directly to
iTunes Connect. Click on Validate. Once
validated, you can then Distribute (see the
green circle to the right).
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My quest ends, and yours begins...
Arguably to a fault, I have trouble picking projects that are not a labor of love. This one has been quite labored over and quite loved.
And in equal parts. When a project is too easy, it’s not nearly as interesting. The labor feels more tedious. When a project is too
challenging, well you just get sick of pulling out hair after awhile. The point is, I’ve taken my sweet time with this one, and partly
because the time was sweet. I’ve kept adding huge features to the kit (as little as 3 days ago), because I’ve enjoyed making it as great
as possible. And as you can probably tell from this documentation being as detailed as it is, I try not to half-do things. So you can only
imagine the time I spent writing and testing the code, if I’ve spent this long just talking about it.
Like any big project, this one is ending. The chapter when I’m most smitten with it, is closing now. Some thing else will come to the
forefront. Some other project will be “the next big thing I’m working on.” Don’t worry, I’ll come back to this one and add features over
time, but my period of working on this for months at a stretch is over.
The cool thing is though, I have a feeling my usual CartoonSmart buyers will start their own adventures with it. I’ve seen amazing apps
made with previous kits, and this one is more powerful, more flexible and more open to possibilities than any of my previous starter
kits.
So prove my hunch right. I want to see the glorious apps people create with it. Don’t worry, I’m not out to reign on your big pay-day if
you make the world’s greatest app from it. I just want to see what people dream up. Believe me, its exciting to see that I had a hand in
something that someone else is completely smitten with at the moment. So dream big, people. And let me know where this kit has
taken you, for no other reason than to see what my users have dreamt up.

Thanks,
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The Fantastic Worlds Starter Kit is available here.
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Chapter 15

Version
Notes

Version Notes
The Version Notes section will document new properties to the kit.

• GamePadColor - the Hex color that the menu item will be

You can also visit the What’s New section in the beginning of the

highlighted at. This can be in either #rrggbb or #rrggbbaa

book, to see if there are any new example sections, videos, or

format. If a solid color is specified the alpha will be 0.5 by default

whatever.

(half transparent). If no value is specified than a red color will be

Build 1.13

used.
• GamePadBackToOpen - Enter the menu you want the back
button to go to. For example StartMenu.

Major New Features: iOS Game Controllers, iCade and OUYA
controller support. Plus double jumping! Let’s get into it...

Properties for external game controllers

• GamePadBackTopOpenTransition - Enter the transition you
want to use, for example, DoorsOpenX. If none is entered, Fade
will be used.

Properties for GameSettings

For Buttons in a Menu

• GamePadHideButtons default to YES to hide buttons when a

• GamePadNavigation - this value determines how the game

Game Controller is detected. This has no aﬀect on the iCade.

controller navigates menu items. For example, if you have a row
of three buttons, you could define each with a value 1001, 1002,

Properties for Menus
Menu buttons can be navigated using the joystick or controller
back button. These settings specify the color to highlight the
selected button and where the back button goes.

and 1003. The control stick would navigate left or right between
these three buttons. If you added a second row of buttons, then
you could define them using 2001, 2002, 2003. Pressing down on
the controller would move to this second row. And so on, in this
fashion for any other rows.
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Properties for ButtonsOnThisLevel (or ButtonsOnEveryLevel)

further tinker with the game controller mapping, there are notes in
the CSGameControllerGC class.

Action

iOS

iCade

OUYA

Jump (or Select when
on a menu)

A

6

O

B

8

A

Fire (or Back when on a
menu)

Double Jumping Properties in the Characters dictionary
• CanDoubleJump - set this to YES to allow the character to
double jump. You will also need to add the property below.

Bomb

X

5

U

Pause

Y

7

Y

Back to Start Menu

L1

9

L1

value like {0,4} to start with and experiment from there. The

unused in demo

L2

0

R1

character will continue using the existing x vector, so adding

unused in demo

E1

L2

unused in demo

E2

R2

• GamePadAction - last but not least, you need to define the
action for each button. The recommended Actions and the
buttons they correspond to are listed above. When defining
what a button does, you’ll choose an option from the iOS
column, for example GamePadAction should equal either A, B,
X, Y, L1, or L2. If you chose A, then the iCade would use

• DoubleJumpVector - the vector for the double jump in {x, y}
format. Although you can add an x value, I suggest just using a

more goes a long way. You’ll notice too that the double jump’s
aﬀect is relational to the first jump. So if the character is at it’s
highest point in the first jump, then the double jump is most
powerful here. If the character is near the end of their original
jump, then the double jump is less eﬀective (in other words,
standard double jump behavior).
Also for Characters
• VectorMultiplierForPhoneWide - While not necessary, you can

button 6 and OUYA would use O. Each of the demo projects

set a diﬀerent vector multiplier for any of the wider iPhone sizes.

now includes a GamePadAction for buttons.

So every device but the iPhone 4S. What this does is allow you
to use the VectorMultiplierForPhone specifically for the iPhone

The movement controller (joy stick) works automatically so you

4S, which is obviously slower at processing things and could

do not need to do anything to move the character. If you want to
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benefit from a higher multiplier, making the character run and

example, you could track how many diamonds were collected

jump faster.

using a Score key, without having to use the Inventory system to

Upgrading

display a diamond icon with the amount collected. So the Score
system essentially gives you a simpler way of displaying the
amount of some event occurring, and of course, this means it can

The kit includes instructions on adding the new classes to

be used as a classic gaming device: besting your previous high

upgrade from any version lower than 1.13.

score. So every Score key will track a current score amount as

Minor Tweaks

well as the highest ever recorded. Also keep in mind, the current
score and high score data persists through the life of the app. So

• Fixed bug with inventory not opening portals, build 1.12 had a
quick fix for this a day or two after release

unless the app is deleted, or you explicitly clear the score or high

• Code tweaks, using UInt32 in constants.h file for collision
bodies.

Scoring Properties For Objects, Collectibles, or Enemy-Fired

• DontDestroyWeaponsOnContact for Objects refined slightly.

• ScoreKey - The name of whatever you want to keep score of.

Weapons can push objects that have this value set to YES.

Build 1.12

score that data exists.

Weapons

This could be something as specific as TurtlesKilled or
something as vague as AllPoints.
• ScoreAmount - The amount you want to add to the score. This
could also be a negative number if you want to subtract points

New Feature: Unlimited scores! Keep track of the current score

for collecting or killing the wrong thing.

and high score of anything you defeat or collect.
A score key, which is essentially just an integer variable saved in
the NSUserDefaults, can be used to track an arbitrary value like
points awarded for killing enemies or the amount of an item being
collected (by passing the current inventory system). So for

Scoring Properties For a Level dictionary
• ClearScoreKeyFor - An array to list one or more Score keys to
equal zero. So if for example, when a level restarts, you want
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the current score of TurtlesKilled to start back at zero, include

New Feature: Advance Levels Automatically with Objectives!

TurtlesKilled here. This will not aﬀect the high score for

You can send the player to any level or menu automatically after

TurtlesKilled.

succeeding at a particular objective. So this could occur by either

• ClearHighScoreKeyFor - An array to list one or more Score

gaining a certain score, collecting enough of a particular item, or
a combo of both.

key to clear the highest ever recorded score for.
Scoring Properties For Labels
• TextShowsScoreFor - The value here should match that of a
Score variable. The label will show the current amount for that
particular Score.
• TextShowsHighScoreFor - The value here should match that
of a Score variable. The label will show the highest amount
saved for that particular Score.
Scoring Properties for Objects that are Portals
• ScoreKeyToOpen - If the object is a portal, you can set it to

• AdvanceLevel (suggested dictionary name) >
AdvanceWithScoreKey - The score key which the level will
check to see if a certain amount is equal to or exceeded. For
example, TurtlesKilled.
• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithScoreKeyAmount - The
amount the score needs to equal or exceed to advance levels.
• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithCollectible - The collectible key
the level will check to see if a certain amount is equal to or
exceeded. For example, Diamonds.
• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceWithCollectibleAmount - The

open if a score key’s amount is achieved. Set the value of the

amount the collectible needs to equal or exceed to advance

score key here.

levels.

• ScoreAmountToOpen - If the object is a portal, you can set it

• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToLevel - The level name to advance

to open if a score key’s amount is achieved. Set the amount

to after exceeding either the score or collectible criteria. This

here.

could equal the current level and simply send the player to a
portal.
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• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToPortal - The portal name to enter
at after advancing.
• AdvanceLevel > AdvanceToMenu - Instead of advancing to a
level, you can alternatively send the player to a menu. In which
case, enter the menu name and leave out the previous two
properties.
• AdvanceLevel > NextLevel - If you choose to send the player
to a menu instead of directly to a level, you can save the name
of the next level to go to. This is useful if you’ll always use the
same menu between levels. A button in that menu will need to
have it’s DoesWhat property set to NextLevel.
• AdvanceLevel > NextPortal - If you choose to send the player
to a menu instead of directly to a level, you can save the name
of the next portal to start at. This is useful if you’ll always use
the same menu between levels.

Automatic Game Over!

• KillPlayerIfYUnder - Enter an integer value and if the object’s y
value is lower than this number, the leader will automatically get
killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).
• KillPlayerIfYOver - Enter an integer value and if the object’s y
value is higher than this number, the leader will automatically
get killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).
• KillPlayerIfXUnder - Enter an integer value and if the object’s x
value is lower than this number, the leader will automatically get
killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a
menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level
settings).
• KillPlayerIfXOver - Enter an integer value and if the object’s x
value is higher than this number, the leader will automatically
get killed and the level will reset (either starting over, going to a

You can now make objects automatically kill oﬀ the leader if

menu, or going to a diﬀerent level, depending the game or level

they move over or under a certain location. This is useful for

settings).

games like Space Invaders, where if the enemy ship hasn’t been
killed before it goes over, for example, 600 on the y axis, then the
game is over.

Misc New Properties...
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For Objects
• CarryMultiplier - For any object that carries the player, like a
moving platform, this property should be added to adjust how

Build 1.11

closely the platform and character move together. The default
value is 4.5, so if you notice the player is sliding oﬀ the platform,

Build 1.11 is oﬃcial! In this build, we introduce multiple weapons

or not moving relative to it, raise or lower this number.

for objects / enemies to use. This should make for some

• CreatesObjectWithMax - Used with objects that create other
objects. This will cap the amount of objects to generate.
For Levels

awesome Boss enemies! Along with multiple object weapons,
we’ll also need to add a separate animation sequence associated
with each new weapon. Obviously for an object to throw a knife
that would require a diﬀerent animation than firing a cannon. So
we’ll need a separate firing delay property to release the weapon

• AddInventoryFor - An array of Collectible key names to

(slightly delayed from the beginning of the animation), and finally

automatically add an item to the inventory at the start of the

we’ll want a property to set how often the weapon fires. For this

level. Very useful if you want to give users the option to play

build, let’s start with three weapons and if you users find more are

multiple characters for the level.

needed, I can oblige.
Also new, Build 1.11 comes with a little restructuring of the demo

Code tweaks
• When an object is set to approach the character, the object will
stop for a couple seconds now when it contacts the character.

projects. You’ll now receive the complete Meta Platfomer project,
the usual 2 level side-scroller/top-down view demo project, and a
much much more cleaned out version of the kit (it has as little
included images as I could while making it build-able).

This prevents a constant pushing eﬀect.
• The kit now checks to see if the app is being tested in the
Simulator, and if so will multiply some of the vectors to better

All the new properties this build apply only to Objects...

"simulate" the kit running on the device.
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• UsesSecondWeaponNamed - This is the key name from the

• FiringDelayThirdWeapon - A decimal value used to delay

Weapons dictionary of the second weapon the object will

firing the third weapon from the start of the

attack players with.

AnimationFireThirdWeapon sequence.

• UsesThirdWeaponNamed - This is the key name from the

• RandomizeFiringMultipleWeapons - A YES or NO value to set

Weapons dictionary of the third weapon the object will attack

whether or not to randomly fire the weapons. You can combine

players with.

this property with the WeaponFiringOrder array

• UsesSecondWeaponHowOften - A decimal value for the time
between attacks. The minimum is 0.25.
• UsesThirdWeaponHowOften - A decimal value for the time
between attacks. The minimum is 0.25.
• AnimationFireSecondWeapon - Functions exactly the same as
the AnimationFire dictionary. Include the AtlasFile property,
FrameOrder array and optional FPS property.
• AnimationFireThirdWeapon - Functions exactly the same as

• WeaponFiringOrder - This is an optional array you can add to
define the firing order of the weapons. This gives you the option
to fire the same weapon multiple times, then use a diﬀerent
weapon. The firing order will loop in the sequence you setup.
The items in this array should match the values set for
UsesWeaponNamed, UsesSecondWeaponNamed or
UsesThirdWeaponNamed. With that said, you can include any
Weapons dictionary name in here, and set more than 3
weapons to use for the object, but you won’t be able to use the
properties associated with the primary 3 weapons (the

the AnimationFire dictionary. Include the AtlasFile property,

animation dictionary, firing delay, etc). If the weapon name does

FrameOrder array and optional FPS property.

not match UsesWeaponNamed, UsesSecondWeaponNamed
or UsesThirdWeaponNamed, the AnimationFire dictionary,
FiringDelay and UsesWeaponHowOften property will be used.

• FiringDelaySecondWeapon - A decimal value used to delay
firing the second weapon from the start of the
AnimationFireSecondWeapon sequence.
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same page here. So for example, if you have animation
sequences for Mech_walking, and Mech_firing, keep those the
same size.

Build 1.10
Unrelated to the new weapon code, I’m adding this property for
Objects...

Build 1.10 is oﬃcial. By the way, the runner up build titles were
1.1.0 and simply 1.1, but what the heck, let’s call it what it is: the
tenth update to this kit. The major feature this time around is...

CarryMultiplier - an optional decimal value that can fine tune

(drum roll)... Special Weapons for characters! Yup, your leader

how an object "carries" the character. If you notice the character

can now trigger a secondary weapon, perfect for weapons you

is sliding a bit when being carried by an object, raise or lower this

want to limit or keep “special” in the game, like grenades. Most of

property. 4.5 is the default value.

the properties added have to do with this feature, so let’s first
mention the ones that don’t.

Code Tweaks. I’d like to get away from setting more than one
Size property in the animation dictionaries for objects. This
causes issues because Sprite Kit will revert a sprite to it’s original
x or y scale after any size change (very annoying). But thats okay,
because your texture atlases for a character or object should be
the same size anyway. I’ve recommend that from Day 1 of this kit,
but going forward, I’m really thinking we should all be on the

I tweaked the code slightly, so that objects that go "idle" when
the character leaves their radius of attack, will finish out the
remainder of their MoveYAmount or MoveXAmount properties.
This fixes an issue where the object could be stopped mid-air
essentially. I’ve added an example object dictionary in the
Common_Properties.plist called
Fish_Jumping_Out_Water_Type_Movement that illustrates this.
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But if you want to disable this functionality, use the following

the leader or follower could then potentially use the same

property.

dictionary as each other, (by equipping the character like an

• FinishMovementXWhenOutOfRadius - Set to NO to disable
completing the remainder of the MoveXAmount cycle. By
default this will be YES.
• FinishMovementYWhenOutOfRadius - Set to NO to disable
completing the remainder of the MoveYAmount cycle. By

inventory item) thus making two of the same character in the
scene. When this is NO, the code will just switch out the
characters if the player tries to equip the same character
dictionary twice. This property can be set in the GameSettings
dictionary or on a per-level basis in any of the Levels
dictionaries. Most likely, you’ll want this left at NO.

default this will be YES.

Special Weapons Introduction
Also before I forget again, I’ve added the following properties
(which I should have added last build) to set the location of the
health meter if you wanted to add it as part of the GUI.
• HealthLocationPhone - the location in {x, y} format of the

1. Special weapons function the same as primary weapons.
Characters can start with them by default, equip them later
from inventory, collect them, or receive them as rewards for
breaking objects / enemies. They can also be removed at the

health meter on the 3.5 inch phone (or 4 inch phone if the next

beginning of a level like other weapons or inventory items. The

property is omitted).

item in the Weapons dictionary (that defines all the weapon

• HealthLocationPhoneWide - the location in {x, y} format of the
health meter on the 4 inch phone.
For any Levels dictionary or GameSettings dictionary
• AllowChangingToCharacterInUse - By default this is NO. Set
this to YES to allow the same character dictionary to get
equipped twice. So for example if the leader picks up a follower,

data), does not designate itself in anyway that it is being used
as a special weapon. So any of your previously-created
primary weapons could be used as special weapons as well.
Special Weapons Properties For the Characters dictionaries
• UseSpecialWeapon - the name of the special weapon in the
Weapons dictionary. You only need to set this if you want the
character to have a special weapon by default. You can also
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use collectibles in the level to equip the character with a special

environment. For a side scroller world, you most likely only need a

weapon.

single resting special attack animation, a right special attack

• AddSpecialWeaponToInventory - A YES or NO to add the
character’s default weapon to the inventory (perhaps to re-

animation and possibly an up (jumping) special attack and down
(crouching) special attack.

equip later). The Collectibles in the Root dictionary should
contain an item with a matching name as the weapon.
• MinimumAmountOfSpecialWeaponToStartWith - This is an

• UseRestingSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO, this is "catch
all" resting-into-attack animation, which can be used in place of

integer value to start the character with a minimum amount of

the up, down, left or right specific animations. This a good

the special weapon. For example, if the character dies with 5

option for a side-scrolling world.

grenades in stock, and this value is 10, the character will restart
with 10 (not 15). This value has no aﬀect on weapons that have
the RequiresAmmo property set to NO. An alternative to using
this property to equip a player early on with a special weapon is
to leave a collectible somewhere near the starting point of the
level. Like all inventory, special weapons can be cleared from
inventory at the start of a level.

• RestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the
animation.
• RestingSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• RestingSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• TimeBetweenSpecialAttacks - An optional decimal value to
set a time to wait between special attacks. For example 2.5
would make the character wait 2.5 seconds before being able
to use the weapon again.
Along with a new weapon means lots of animation possibilities.
You can set a specific animation for attacking while moving up,
down, right, or left and attacking while resting in the up, down,

• UseUpSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this
animation set. This set would run when the character is moving
upwards (or jumping up) and triggers a special attack.
• UpSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the animation.

left or right directions. Using all of those would imply a top-down
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• UpSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• UpSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• RightSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• RightSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• UseDownSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this
animation set. This set would run when the character is moving
down (or crouching down) and triggers a special attack.
• DownSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the animation.
• DownSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• DownSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• UseLeftSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this
animation set. This set would run when the character is moving
left and triggers a special attack. If this set is excluded the right
set is used and flipped horizontally.
• LeftSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the animation.
• LeftSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• LeftSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• UseRightSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this
animation set. This set would run when the character is moving
right (and also left if that frame set is excluded) and triggers a
special attack.
• RightSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the animation.

• UseDownRestingSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use
this animation set. This set would run when the character is
resting in the down position and triggers a special attack
(intended mostly for a top down world).
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• DownRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the
animation.
• DownRestingSpecialAttackFrames- The array of frames for
this animation.
• DownRestingSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames
per second.

in the up position and triggers a special attack (intended mostly
for a top down world).
• UpRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the
animation.
• UpRestingSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• UpRestingSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per

• UseRightRestingSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use

second.

this animation set. This set would run when the character is
resting in the right position and triggers a special attack
(intended mostly for a top down world). This set also runs if the
left set is excluded (but flipped horizontally).
• RightRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the
animation.
• RightRestingSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for
this animation.
• RightRestingSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames
per second.

• UseLeftRestingSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this
animation set. This set would run when the character is resting
in the left position and triggers a special attack (intended mostly
for a top down world). If this set is excluded the right set is used
and flipped horizontally.
• LeftRestingSpecialAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for the
animation.
• LeftRestingSpecialAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• LeftRestingSpecialAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per

• UseUpRestingSpecialAttackFrames - YES or NO to use this

second.

animation set. This set would run when the character is resting
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Special Weapons Properties For Buttons
• The DoesWhat property can now have a value of
UseSpecialWeapon, which will make the character use their
special weapon only. The character will not animate.

Special Weapons Properties For Collectibles dictionary (items
in the inventory menu)
• EquipsSpecialWeaponNamed - The name of the item in the
Weapons dictionary to equip.

• The DoesWhat property can now have a value of
UseSpecialWeaponAndAttack, which will make the character
use their special weapon and animate (using the animation
sequences for special attacks).

Special Weapons Properties For the Level dictionaries or
GameSettings dictionary
• UseTwoFingerTapForSpecialAttack - Either the
GameSettings dictionary or an individual Levels dictionary can

Special Weapons Properties For Objects
• EquipThisSpecialWeaponOnBreak - The name of the special
weapon to equip when the object has been broken / defeated.
This is the name of the item in the Weapons dictionary.

set this value to YES or NO, and make tapping with two fingers
trigger a special attack. Keep in mind, levels without any
gestures work best when using the virtual joystick or button
controls. So it is recommended you only set this value to YES
on levels that are already using gestures as the primary means
of control. Also if this value is YES it will override the same

Special Weapons Properties For CollectiblesForThisLevel

gesture controls for switching leaders with two fingers.

• EquipThisSpecialWeaponOnCollect - The name of the special
weapon to equip when the object has been collected. This is

To update your kit from 1.0.9 (or any past version), make a back

the name of the item in the Weapons dictionary.

up copy of your version of the kit (as a precaution of course), and
copy and overwrite all the class files in the folder labeled
Changed_Files_for_Latest_Build.
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As always you will need to manually change the Build number

other items in the Objects or CollectiblesForThisLevel

in the Project Settings from 1.0.9 to 1.10

dictionary. Yes folks, armies of objects can be created from a
single object. For example, you could have a pipe (like that in the
original non-Super version of Mario Bros) which churns out

Build 1.0.9
There’s tons of new features this build and plenty of reasons to
add either an AnimationIdle or AnimationFire dictionary to your
enemy objects. A lot of these new properties add features to an
object in an idle state. For example, you might have a Little Shop

Turtles at a regular interval. The Turtles are themselves, their own
object, so they can walk out and do whatever. You can even
randomize the objects that get spawned using a
CreatesObjectsNamed array instead of the
CreatesObjectNamed. Locations for spawned objects can be
randomized (and there’s a few other properties as well).
So here goes the full list...

of Horrors type plant, sleeping in an idle state until the character
comes within a certain radius, then the plant “awakes” and
begins approaching the main character (playing their normal
Animation dictionary). That example would make use of the new
ApproachCharacterWhenNotIdle property. Also new, you can

For Objects
• AnimationFire - An animation dictionary specifically for firing a

restore the health of an idle object, make an idle object un-

weapon. If you include this dictionary, you do NOT need the

damageable, or strip away their physics body entirely.

AnimationFiresWeapon property set to YES, but you should

And if that wasn’t enough fun to consider, you can now revive
objects from the dead using the
ReviveFromDeathAfterHowLong property. So after (seemingly)
destroying an object, it will reawaken and begin functioning as

include the UsesWeaponHowOften property with a time set to
fire the weapon.
• IdlingStopsMovement - A YES or NO value to stop the
object’s X or Y movements when it goes idle.

before.
• ImmuneWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to make the object
Our final new feature is... drum roll... Using the

immune from attack when idle.

CreatesObjectNamed property your Objects can now generate
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• HasPhysicsBodyWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to remove
the physics body of the object when idle (this would also make
it immune from attack since there's no physics body).
• RestoreHealthWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to restore health
to the object when idle.
• BeginWithIdleAnimation - A YES or NO value to make the
object start onscreen with their idle animation running.
• ReviveFromDeathAfterHowLong - A value in seconds to
revive the object after being killed / broken. This completely
restores the object. All health, the physics body, etc.
• ApproachCharacterWhenNotIdle A YES or NO value to
approach the character when not idle.
• ApproachSpeedX - A decimal value for the rate of approach
on the x axis.
• ApproachSpeedY - A decimal value for the rate of approach
on the y axis.
• CreatesObjectNamed - The key name in the Objects or
CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary of the item that will get
spawned from the object.
• CreatesObjectsNamed - This can be an array which will

example, you could have multiple types of Shredder wheels
get created.
• CreatesObjectHowOften - A decimal value for how often the
object creates more objects.
• CreatesObjectWithOﬀset - The initial oﬀset value of where the
new objects will appear from. Their base starting point will be
the object's position that spawns them. So a value like {-100,
50} would base the spawned objects at -100 points on the x
axis from the spawn object and 50 points above the spawn
object on the y axis.
• CreatesObjectRandomizingXBy - You can also at some
randomization to each axis with this integer value. So the oﬀset
value on the x will get a randomized value from this property.
For example, if this value was 50, then the oﬀset value on the x
will get a variance anywhere from 0 to 50.
• CreatesObjectRandomizingYBy - Like the x axis property
above but on the y axis.
• CreatesObjectsWhenOutOfView - A YES or NO value to
create new objects even if this object is out of view.
• CreatesObjectsWhenIdle - A YES or NO value to create
objects even if this object is idle.

randomize the item to generate / spawn from the object. So for
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For Characters
• DisableDownMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.
• DisableUpMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.
• DisableLeftMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction
• DisableRightMovement - A YES or NO value to disable all
movement controls for this direction.

• HealthLocationPhoneWide - the location of the health meter in
{x, y} format on the iPhone 4 inch.
• HealthBarBackingImage- the health meter backing image (a
file named healthMeterBackingAsGUI has been added to the
Images.xcassets catalog).
• HealthBarMeterImage- the health meter (a file named
healthMeterAsGUI has been added to the Images.xcassets
catalog).
To update your kit from 1.0.8 (or any past version), make a back
up copy of your version of the kit (as a precaution of course), and
copy and overwrite all the class files in the folder labeled
Changed_Files_for_Latest_Build.

For the Levels dictionary
• ShowLeaderHealth - A YES or NO value to show the leader's
health as part of the main interface. If this is YES, you'll

As always you will need to manually change the Build number
in the Project Settings from 1.0.8 to 1.0.9

probably want to disable showing the health in the Characters
dictionary.
• HealthLocation - the location of the health meter in {x, y}
format.
• HealthLocationPhone - the location of the health meter in {x,
y} format on the iPhone 3.5 (or 4 inch if you don’t set the next
property).
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Build 1.0.8
Lots of brand-spanking new properties this build: We’ve got
Ladders, Cloaking Boosters, Space Invader type enemies,
more Character animations, improved memory for scene
reloading, and even more. I’ve also included a file called

For the Object dictionaries
• TreatAsLadder - A YES value will treat this object as a ladder,
which means it will not have a collision body, so any physics
related properties are unnecessary.
• ClimbSpeed - This sets how fast the leader will climb the
ladder. A normal range is between 1 (slow) and 10 (fast).

Common_Properties.plist, for you to copy and paste some
generic properties from. For example, you can just copy out a
chunk of properties for objects like Harmless_Physics_Object,
Ladder, Platform_Non_Moving, Platform_Moving_On_X,
Animated_Enemy, Breakaway_Bridge, etc. This property list
file doesn’t actually get built into the app, it is simply there for
reference in the Xcode project. Let’s look at what’s new...

• RespondsToCharacterCloaking - A YES or NO value to
respond to characters that have a cloaking booster enabled (if
excluded this is NO). If the character is cloaked, they will
essentially ignore the object entirely (walk right through it).
• IncrementMoveOnXBy - How much the object will move. For
example, you might want to make an incremental move 20
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points to the right. This can be used to create a Space

using the UseRadiusForAttack or UseRadiusForFiring

Invaders type enemy.

properties.

• IncrementMoveOnXHowOften - How often this increment will

• UseRadiusForAttack- A YES or NO value to use a radius

be made. For example, every 2 seconds the object increments,

(circle) to check if the object is within range before running the

or takes a "step".

Animation sequence. If the object is not within range, it will run

• IncrementMoveOnXDuration - This is how long the move
takes, for a Space Invaders type movement, put this at 0, which
will make an instant jump to another location. For a smoother
move, use any number less than how often the object is

the AnimationIdle sequence. By default the range is set to 200,
if you exclude the RadiusDistanceToScan property. If you
exclude the UseRadiusForAttack property, the object will run
it’s base animation anytime it is in view.

moving.
• IncrementMoveOnXReverseAfter - Incremental movements

For the Booster dictionaries

will reverse after this many "steps". For example, after 20
increments on the x axis, the object will reverse direction and
go back 20 steps in the opposite direction.
• IncrementMoveOnYBy - same as the x counterpart.

I’ve added two properties to the immunity booster.
• ImmunityAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0
to 1 while the character has this booster. For example, 0.5
would make the character 50% transparent. After the booster

• IncrementMoveOnYHowOften - same as the x counterpart.
• IncrementMoveOnYDuration - same as the x counterpart.
• IncrementMoveOnYReverseAfter - same as the x counterpart.
• AnimationIdle - You can now include an animation sequence
with this dictionary, for an object in an “idle” state. This runs

expires, the character goes back to 1.
• ShowImmunityTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the booster is
active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup in
the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the
label

when the the character is cloaked or out of range as specified
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We’ve also got a brand new booster: Cloaking. Which allows
the character to walk right through certain enemies.

• CloakingParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles
from the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place
the particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
• CloakingParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value
for the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would
place the particles behind the character artwork, and any
number higher would place the particles visually above the
character.
• CloakingImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of
a “cloaking image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are cloaked or something larger like a

• CloakingTime - How long the character will be cloaked. Set
this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if this shouldn’t
wear oﬀ.
• ShowCloakingTime - If YES, this will show a popup label
above the character counting down the time that the booster is
active. You should include a dictionary named Time_Popup in
the LabelsOnEveryLevel dictionary to define the look of the
label.
• CloakingParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use
when the character is cloaked.

glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.
• CloakingImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the cloaking
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
• CloakingImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the cloaking image. Any number less than 0 would
place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.
• CloakingAlpha - You can set an alpha value in the range of 0 to
1 while the character has this booster. For example, 0.5 would
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make the character 50% transparent. After the booster expires,
the character goes back to 1.

• DisableCenteringOnX - A YES value will maintain centering on
the y axis, but won't adjust the world when the character moves
on the x axis. You can use the CenteringOﬀset value to set an
initial world placement on the x. The DisableCentering should

*And remember boosters can be added to characters by

either be NO or excluded (which defaults to NO) if you use this

default by using these same properties in the Characters

property.

dictionary. You just need to include a HasCloaking set to YES.

• DisableCenteringOnY - A YES value will maintain centering on
the x axis, but won't adjust the world when the character moves

For Weapons dictionaries
• OﬀsetCollisionBody - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset the
physics body of the weapon

on the y axis. You can use the CenteringOﬀset value to set an
initial world placement on the y. The DisableCentering should
either be NO or excluded (which defaults to NO) if you use this
property. This can be a good property to include if, for example,
your levels are exactly 768 tall. The world would never show
outside of that specific height (think: Super Mario Bros).

For Level dictionaries
• CenteringOﬀset - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset centering of
the world on the iPad (or iPhones if the next two properties are
excluded).
• CenteringOﬀsetPhone - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset

For Character dictionaries
• RestDelay - A decimal number to delay the amount of time

centering of the world on the iPhone 3.5 inch (and 4.0 inch if the

from when walking or attack stops and the resting animation

next property is excluded).

starts.

• CenteringOﬀsetPhoneWide - A value in {x,y} format to oﬀset
centering of the world on the iPhone 4 inch.

• UseClimbFrames - An animation specifically for a character
that climbs
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• ClimbAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.

• RestingAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.

• ClimbFrames - The array of frames for this animation

• RestingAttackFrames - The array of frames for this animation.

• ClimbFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• RestingAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• UseDamageFrames - An animation for when the character

This kit now supports A LOT more animations for resting in

receives damage (but isn’t killed).
• DamageAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
• DamageFrames - The array of frames for this animation.

specific directions and attacking from that resting state. You
can think of resting like a simple standing still position. Whereas
the previous attack animation sequences could be thought of
more like run-and-attack animations. So you’ve now got two new
sets of animations for each direction: Up, Down, Left and Right.

• DamageFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

And obviously these are primarily intended for characters viewed
in a top-down environment. Side scroller characters don’t really
benefit from these.

• FollowBuﬀerX - the amount of buﬀering on the x axis between
characters following the leader
• FollowBuﬀerY - the amount of buﬀering on the y axis between
characters following the leader

• UseRightRestingFrames - An animation specifically for the
character resting in the right position.
• RightRestingAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
• RightRestingFrames - The array of frames for this animation.

• UseRestingAttackFrames - An animation specifically for the

• RightRestingFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

character that attacks from the resting position. This is used
when specific Right, Left, Up or Down rest-attack animations
are not (which is an easier option for side scrolling characters)
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• UseRightRestingAttackFrames - An animation specifically for
the character that attacks from resting in the right-facing
position. If this animation is excluded, the character will default
to their walking/moving attack animation for this direction.
• RightRestingAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
• RightRestingAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.

Right Resting Attack Frames, and if those are undefined, then
the walking/moving attack animation for this direction.
• LeftRestingAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
• LeftRestingAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation
• LeftRestingAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• RightRestingAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.
• UseUpRestingFrames - An animation specifically for the
character resting in the up position
• UseLeftRestingFrames - An animation specifically for the
character resting in the left facing position.

• UpRestingAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.

• LeftRestingAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.

• UpRestingFrames - The array of frames for this animation

• LeftRestingFrames - The array of frames for this animation.

• UpRestingFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• LeftRestingFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• UseUpRestingAttackFrames - An animation specifically for a
character that attacks from resting in the Up position. If this
• UseLeftRestingAttackFrames - An animation specifically for a
character that attacks from resting in the left-facing position. If
this animation is excluded, the character will fallback to the

animation is excluded, the character will default to their walking/
moving attack animation for this direction.
• UpRestingAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
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• UpRestingAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation
• UpRestingAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• DownRestingAttackFrames - The array of frames for this
animation.
• DownRestingAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per
second.

• UseDownRestingFrames - An animation specifically for the
character resting in the down position.
• DownRestingAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.
• DownRestingFrames - The array of frames for this animation

The kit now supports custom frame rates for every animation.
The rest of these properties are custom frame rates for the
animation sequences that existed previously.
• DownFPS - An integer number for the frame rate for the
walking animations in this particular direction (15 is 15 frames
per second). If excluded, the base frame rate will be used which

• DownRestingFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

was set by the previous property, FPS. And if that was
excluded the frame rate is 15.
• UpFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

• UseDownRestingAttackFrames - An animation specifically for
a character that attacks from resting in the down position. If this
animation is excluded, the character will default to their walking/
moving attack animation for this direction. This is useful for a
character simply standing still.
• DownRestingAttackAtlasFile - The atlas file for this animation.

• RightFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• LeftFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• RestingFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• DownAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• UpAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
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• LeftAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• RightAttackFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• CollectFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.
• DeathFPS - Overrides the base frames per second.

Build 1.0.7
This build has a lot of new utilitarian properties, with one big
feature: A Boosters dictionary to eventually store properties that

To update your kit from 1.0.7 (or any past version), make a back
up copy of your version of the kit (as a precaution of course), and
copy and overwrite all the class files in the folder labeled
Changed_Files_for_Latest_Build.

will “boost” the character in some way. For now, your only option
is an immunity booster, but of course you can expect more to
come. The immunity properties will make your character, you
guessed it, immune from damage. And to add to the fun of being
immune you can also include a particle eﬀect in back of or in front

As always you will need to manually change the Build number

of the character, as well as an image. In terms of using this

in the Project Settings from 1.0.7 to 1.0.8

immunity booster, this can be done either by equipping it from the
inventory, or it can be automatically applied to the character when
an item is collected or when an object / enemy is broken /
defeated. Also immunity can be applied to the character
dictionaries by default. So for example, your character might
begin a level immune from attack for the first 5 seconds.
Let’s talk about the biggest “utilitarian” feature, so I can use that
word twice this decade (possibly ever). Dictionaries that setup the
CSObject, CSWeapon and CSCharacter classes all have
dozens of possible properties which can be an eyesore to look at
after a while. For example, below is a small screen shot of how
properties inside of a typical character dictionary could look....
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essentially ignored at build time, and the properties contained
inside get used like they would if they were just thrown together
like before.
This works for any Objects dictionary, Portals dictionary,
CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary, Weapons dictionary, or
Characters dictionary. The only time you can’t choose your own
dictionary name is for the animation-related dictionaries for
Objects or Weapons (since those have some property names in
common like FPS, WillLoop, AtlasFile etc), you’ll need to leave
All those properties were previously thrown together into one

those in their specifically named dictionaries.

place. Well now you can organize your properties in ANY way you

This custom grouping of properties also makes it possible to

want (with a few exceptions which I’ll mention in a moment). Take

copy and paste multiple properties at once (hooray!).

a look at the screenshot below for an example...
Without further ado, let’s get into the new properties...

In the GameSettings dictionary
DisableAdsPad - If YES, the app will not show iAds on the iPad.
Other devices might show ads.
DisableAdsPhone - If YES, the app will not show iAds on the
So you can retrofit your existing dictionaries with names of your

iPhone 3.5 inch. Other devices might show ads.

choosing. Want all physics-related properties in a “Physics”

DisableAdsPhoneWide - If YES, the app will not show iAds on

folder. Simply create a dictionary called “Physics”, paste in your

the iPhone 4 inch. Other devices might show ads.

existing properties and you’re done. The dictionary names are
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LiftUpOnControlPadCausesJumpStop - A YES value is the

OnDeathGoToLevel - This value overrides the normal settings

default (if excluded), which will make the player stop jumping if

which specify what to do on death. This will force the scene to

the user lifts up the control pad.

load a specific level instead of go back to the main menu, last

TreatControlPadUpAsJump - A YES value sets the control pad

save point, current level or game over menu.

(joystick) to treat an upward movement as a jump (for any

OnDeathGoToPortal - This value accompanies the previous one

characters that jump when going up). If you prefer to use a virtual

to set the portal to enter after death.

button instead for jumping, set this value to NO. If you exclude
this property, control pads will default to YES, so you have to
explicitly disable that with this property.

For the Characters dictionaries
HasImmunity - A YES or NO value to initially or semi-

For Level dictionaries
PauseOutOfViewObjects - Set this to YES to pause out of view
objects. Pausing out of view objects can be done on a per-level
basis, and by default this will be NO. For larger levels, you’ll
probably want this to be YES. And keep in mind, objects can
override being paused.
DisableCenteringPhone - A YES or NO value to disable (or

permanently give the character immunity from damage. By
default this is NO.
ImmunityTime - How long the character will be immune from
damage. Set this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if
this shouldn’t wear oﬀ.
ImmunityParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use
when the character is immune.

enable) centering on just the iPhone. So you could have the same

ImmunityParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles from

level be centered around the character on the iPhone (by setting

the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place the

this to NO), but the level would not be centered on the iPad (if the

particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.

DisableCentering property was set to YES).

ImmunityParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would place
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the particles behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the particles visually above the character.

The Boosters dictionary in the Root

ImmunityImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of
an “immunity image” to use. This could be an icon above the

This Boosters dictionary will be a new one for the Root of the

character indicating they are immune or something larger like a

property list. Take a look at where it could be placed...

glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.
ImmunityImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the immunity
image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would
place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.
ImmunityImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for
the depth of the immunity image. Any number less than 0 would
place the image behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the image visually above the character.

Inside the Boosters dictionary, you can create another dictionary
with a name of your choosing. Then set the following properties
to create an immunity booster. This could be equipped via
inventory, when collected in the scene, or after destroying an
object. These property names are identical to those in the
Characters dictionary.
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ImmunityTime - How long the character will be immune from

place the image behind the character artwork, and any number

damage. Set this to a really high number (like 1,000 seconds) if

higher would place the image visually above the character.

this shouldn’t wear oﬀ.
ImmunityParticleFile - The particle file name (minus .sks) to use
when the character is immune.
ImmunityParticleOﬀset - The oﬀset location of the particles from
the center of the character. A value of {0, -30} would place the
particles at 30 points below the character’s center point.
ImmunityParticleDepth - A positive or negative integer value for

For the Collectibles dictionaries in the root
UseBoosterWithKey - Items in inventory can now equip/use a
booster. Simply set this value to the matching dictionary key
name of an item in the Boosters dictionary in the Root. The kit
will then add a button below the collectible in inventory to use
when the player needs it.

the depth of the particles. Any number less than 0 would place
the particles behind the character artwork, and any number
higher would place the particles visually above the character.

For CollectiblesForThisLevel dictionary

ImmunityImage - The key name in the image assets catalog of

AwardedAlreadyKey - This value can equal anything you want,

an “immunity image” to use. This could be an icon above the
character indicating they are immune or something larger like a
glowing bubble around the character. This has no eﬀect on the
physics of the character.

but it should be somewhat unique, for example,
"Level1_Free_Coin". The kit will allow this object to be collected
ONE time only. After that, the kit will check with the defaults to
see if a bool for key of name "Level1_Free_Coin" is set to YES,

ImmunityImageDepth - The oﬀset location of the immunity

and won't add this object to the scene again. This is a good way

image from the center of the character. A value of {0, 50} would

to give users a "freebie" of an item to test out, or simply limit the

place the image at 50 points above the character’s center point.

quantities of a collectible. If the game is ever started fresh again
(either by deletion and reinstall, or buy using a button with the

ImmunityImageOﬀset - A positive or negative integer value for

DoesWhat property set to StartGameFresh), then objects with

the depth of the immunity image. Any number less than 0 would

an AwardedAlreadyKey will return.
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AddBoosterOnCollect - Enter the value of a matching dictionary

Movements > MovementStopPausesAnimation - Setting this to

key name of an item in the Boosters dictionary in the Root. This

YES will pause object animations when movement stops.

will immediately equip the lead character with this booster.

FiresOutOfScreenRange - Setting this to YES will allow the
object to fire even if it is oﬀ screen. For example, if you wanted

For the InAppPurchasing dictionary
Product1RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is
purchased and this is YES. If the primary function of the product
is to remove ads, then your In-App Purchase should be set to
Non-Consumable. This property can still be YES even if the

Donkey Kong to throw barrels even if he is 10 ramps higher than
what can be seen onscreen.
AddBoosterOnBreak - Enter the value of a matching dictionary
key name of an item in the Boosters dictionary in the Root. This
will immediately equip the lead character with this booster.

product is Consumable. For example, you could advertise “Buy
10,000 coins and Remove Ads”. In which case, ads will be
removed as long as the app isn’t deleted. If the user deleted the

For Weapons

app, then iAds will show again because Consumable products

DoNotRemoveWhenOutOfView - Set to YES and the kit will not

are not restored.

remove the weapon by default when it moves out of view.

Product2RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is
purchased and this is YES. See notes on Product1.
Product3RemovesAds - Will remove iAds if the product is
purchased and this is YES. See notes on Product1.

For Objects

Notable Code Tweaks
Previously movements in objects had a two second delay before
being initiated. This is no longer the case.
When buttons started the game fresh (via their DoesWhat
property equaling StartGameFresh), the code previously cleared
out all NSUserDefaults. In hindsight, this obviously removes In293

Game Currency as well, which the user could have bought via an
In-App purchase, so the code know removes most defaults, with
the exception of In-Game Currency.
To update your kit from 1.0.6 (or any past version), make a back
up copy of your version of the kit (as a precaution of course), and
copy and overwrite all the class files in the folder labeled
Changed_Files_for_Latest_Build.
As always you will need to manually change the Build number
in the Project Settings from 1.0.6 to 1.0.7

Build 1.0.6
I originally thought this would be a rather “light” update to the kit,
but looking at my list of new properties added in the last couple
weeks, I guess thats not the case. The more notable new features
include: a friction setting for objects (how slippery something is),
within-radius detection for objects to fire at the character, new
collision body types and a collision body oﬀset, random lines of
text (great for character interactions with objects), screen panning
between portals, footstep and jump sounds, and the option to
add a death animation and sound to the character. Also on the
art-front, I’ve waxed and polished the side-scroller/top-down
starter kit a tad more with some better graphics.
The constants.h file
Most changes to the constants files you could probably care less
about, but there’s a few notable ones this build. Here’s the new
guys...
• lineFriction - This sets the slipperiness of all line-based
boundaries in the kit. The default is 0, which means there’s no
friction, so lines are pretty slippery. This value can be
overridden on a per-level basis though. This really only comes
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into play if you’ll be creating lots of ramps for the character to
walk up or down.
• objectFriction - This sets the slipperiness of all objects in the
kit if you don’t explicitly set the Friction yourself. The default of
5 means there’s a lot friction so the character will not slide on

• PauseOutOfViewObjects - When set to YES this will pause out
of view objects. By default this value is NO. Setting this to YES
is probably only needed in really large levels (9000 points wide
or more). Objects can set their own out-of-view pause settings
with the DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView property.

objects by default. Thats a good thing. This value can be
overridden on a per-object basis though.
• extraSceneDetection - This is set to 100, which gets added
into the code when checking which objects are within the

For Objects
• WillBreakWithCollectibleKeyName -you can make an object

screen’s view. Objects (and their actions) are now paused by

break with a specific number of collectibles in inventory. The

default when out of view (unless you set them to be otherwise)

value for this property will be the collectible key name required.

so added a little extra to the “in view testing” lets objects begin

This can be combined with the

their animations or actions when they are right on the edges of

WillBreakFromContactAfterHowLong property.

the screen boundary. A default value of 100 is a good number I
think.

• AmountOfCollectibleRequired - If you set the previous
property, you can also use this companion property to set the
number of that collectible required. If excluded, this will default

For Levels

to 1. So for example, if you are only requiring 1 key to open a
chest, you could exclude this.

• Friction - this will override the friction settings in the
constants.h file for all polyline-based bodies.

• DeductCollectibleAfterBreak - A YES or NO value to deduct
the item from inventory used to open the object. If for example,

• PanTimeBetweenPortals - the number of seconds the world
will take to pan between portals when jumping around within

four keys were required to open an object, then four would be
deducted.

the same level, excluding this property provides 0 pan time. Try
this out, its a nice property!
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• LeaveInSceneAfterBreak - A YES or NO variable to leave the

• CollisionBodyType - This property previously only had two

object in the scene after it breaks. This will destroy the physics

options, circle and square. You can now use circle, square,

body so the character can walk past the object.

wide_square, or tall_square. The last two options will either

• LeaveInSceneAfterBreakWithBody - - A YES or NO variable
to leave the object in the scene after it breaks with the physics
body intact.
• Friction - this will override the friction settings in the

create a thin wide square or thin tall square as the collision
body. You can oﬀset where this square appears using the next
property. This is useful if you want to create a portal door or
villager that the character can interact with but “appear” to not
collide with. Basically the character steps on a thin square

constants.h file for objects. 0 is very slippery. Any number

below the object which triggers the any interactions, like pop up

higher gets far less slippery, very fast.

labels or images. In the example image below, the portal on the
left has it’s CollisionBodyType set to square, whereas the

• FacesCharacter - A value of YES will make the object face
toward character by flipping the x scale. This assumes your
artwork faces to the right. If that’s not the case, the exclude this

portal on the right, has it set to wide_square (it is also oﬀset
from the center using the next property).

property and use the next one.
• FacesAwayFromCharacter - A value of YES will make the
object face away from the character by flipping the x scale. This
assumes your artwork faces to the right.
• UseRadiusForFiring - A YES or NO value to use a radius
(circle) to check if the object is within range before firing a
weapon. By default this is set to 200, if you exclude the next
property.
• RadiusDistanceToScan - A number for the radius to scan
when using the previous property.

• OﬀsetCollisionBody - This value in {x,y} format will oﬀset
where the collision body appears in the object, from the center.
For example, in the previous image, the value was {0, -33}, so
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the collision body was oﬀset nothing on the x, but down 33 on
the y axis.
• DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView - When set to YES, the object
will not pause any actions, animations or movements when out
of the visible area of the world. As of Build 1.0.6, objects can be
paused when out of view to optimize the speed of the app. This
is done on a per level basis by setting the

For Images acting as a control pad
• LimitMovesToStartingSide - Set this to YES to only allow
moving the control pad on whatever side of the screen it started
at. This property only works if the MovesBasedOnTouch
property is also set to YES.

PauseOutOfViewObjects property to YES. You do not need to
set the DoNotPauseWhenOutOfView value to NO, because it
will be by default. So why let an object play when out of view?
One reason might be to keep two objects in sync that could
potentially be seen one before the other by the player. For
example, if two objects both had movements (like a monster
seemingly floating back and forth on a platform), if the platform
were “seen” by the player before the monster, this could
potentially make their movement actions out of sync.

For Characters
• Friction - A decimal value for how slippery the character is. This
property could be excluded, and the friction can be set by
objects or lines, on a per-level or per-object basis.
• OﬀsetCollisionBody - This value in {x,y} format will oﬀset
where the collision body appears in the object, from the center.
• FootStepsSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds

For Weapons
• AﬀectedByPhysics - A YES or NO value to enable or disable
physics of a weapon projectile. By default this is always YES. It
will probably be rare that you want to exclude a weapon from
the physics simulation but you have that option now by setting
this to NO.

dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a looping sound to
play when the leader is moving. Like all sounds, this can be
random.
• JumpSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds
dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a sound to play
when jumping. Like all sounds, this can be random.
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• DeathSound - This will be the key name in the FXSounds

value, in {x, y} format to oﬀset where the button is relocated in

dictionary of the GameSounds.plist file for a sound to play

relation to the control pad. For example, if the control pad

when dying. Like all sounds, this can be random.

moves to a y location of 300, you might want your attack button

• UseDeathFrames - A YES or NO value to play a death
animation when a character dies.
• DeathAtlasFile - The atlas file containing the death frames.

to move to 320. So you would set this value to {0, 20}.
• OﬀsetFromControlPadPhone - Same as the previous property
but for the iPhone.

• DeathFrames - An array of items with values for the frame
order of the death animation. These are the names of the files in
your atlas folder (only include the names of the standard
definition files, not the @2x ones).
DeathTime - A decimal value for the amount of time to pass

For Labels
• RandomLinesOfText - You can create an array containing other
arrays for lines of text. Sounds more confusing than it is. Take a
look...

between death and restarting the scene. Even if you don’t
include a death animation, you can set the DeathTime to make
the scene wait a bit after death to restart (or go back to the start
or game over menus).

For Buttons
• DoesWhat can now equal Jump. This adds some finer tuned
controls in conjunction with the control pad.
• OﬀsetFromControlPad - If your button also uses the
ShareYLocationWithControlPad property, you can set this

• LeaveUpDuringContact - A YES or NO value to leave up a
label as long as it is contact with the object that triggered it
being shown. If this is YES, the
FadeOutOverThisManySeconds property is still used to fade
out the label.
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• Recommended Option #1 - the RoomGrid property will have a
For Tiles
• ParallaxOﬀset - An oﬀset value in {x, y} format for the amount

value in { x, y } format where the numbers define the gridded
location of the “room” the world-space is being moved to. So
for example, a value of {0,1} moves the world nowhere on the x

to shift the object when the character moves (or when the world

axis, but down 1 "room" on the y axis, (how far down is

is moved essentially). You can create parallax scrolling eﬀects

determined by the screen size height). RoomGrid only needs to

on either the x or y axis (or both) using these amounts. They can

be entered into the portal the character is arriving into (for

be positive or negative decimal values. For subtle eﬀects, use

example, the starting point), since obviously that portal is in the

small decimal values.

same room the world is being repositioned to.
• Not-so-recommended Option #2 - The RoomOﬀsetX and

For Collectibles
• AlreadyEquippedImage - an image to show if the weapon or
character that the inventory item equips is already in use.

RoomOﬀsetY can be entered into portals for the exit or
entrance of your room (I would recommend choosing one or the
other, for example add these properties only to portals you
enter, or only to portals you arrive through, just not both). You
can also set the RoomOﬀsetX and RoomOﬀsetY in the Levels
dictionary to initially oﬀset the world view.

For Portals
If DisableCentering is set to YES in your app (its probably not),
you now have two ways to manage moving from one portal to the
next and changing the “world view” to account for the location
change. Keep in mind, when the world is centered on the main
character, this isn’t an issue, so these properties are not used
when DisableCentering is NO.

Property List Tweaks
The ResizeBorderBy property for Objects and Weapons can still
be used, but I've renamed this to ResizeBodyBy. Likewise, the
inappropriately long CollisionBodyCoversWhatPercent for
Characters has also been renamed to ResizeBodyBy, and
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StopGoingUpAfterHowLong is now, simply JumpTime. The
past properties still work just fine.

For Images (acting as Control Pad)
• TreatAsControlPad - Set this value to YES to make the image
act as a control pad to control the character. Moving a finger on

To update your kit from 1.0.5, make a back up copy of your
version of the kit (as a precaution of course), and open the zip
labeled Changed_Files_for_Latest_Build.

the image’s frame will move the character.
• MovesBasedOnTouch - If the image is being used as a control
pad, setting this value to YES will move the control pad to
wherever the user touches on screen (if they don’t touch a

As always you will need to manually change the Build number

button first). An image acting as a joy stick will follow the

in the Project Settings from 1.0.5 to 1.0.6

control pad.
• FadeOutWhenNotUsedAfterHowLong - A decimal value to

Build 1.0.5
This update adds some of the most exciting features, since, well,
version 1.0, I think. And for those of you that requested a control
pad / joystick style control, you’ll probably agree this version

wait to fade out the control pad when not in use. For example,
1.5 would wait 1.5 seconds before fading the control pad. An
image acting as a joy stick will also fade out.
For Images (acting as Joystick)
• TreatAsControlPadStick - Set this value to YES to make an

really takes the starter kit to a whole new level of playability. But

image act as a joy stick for the control pad. The app must have

of course, all the previous ways of controlling the characters are

an image acting as a control pad for this image to act as a joy

still intact (even better actually), so you’ve now got three options:

stick.

gestures (swipes), virtual buttons, and a virtual control pad with
optional joystick on top. And you can mix as many buttons with
the control pad as you like. So let’s start by listing the new
properties to add a control pad, then optional joystick (or for
more details jump to this example section).

For Buttons
• WillNotShareSideWithControlPad - When set to YES a button
can switch sides of the device when the control pad changes
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positions (if it does). The button’s x position will move to an

• ChangeToThisCharacterOnBreak (for objects that award

opposite distance from the side of the screen it was previously

something when broken) - The key name of the new character

on. The y position will be unchanged unless you set the next

profile to use in the Characters dictionary in the Root. These

property.

could be used to change as little as the speed properties of the

• ShareYLocationWithControlPad - If set to YES, the button will
share the y value of the control pad. This property only works if
the previous property is YES.

character, but could change anything and everything!
• RestoresHealthBy (for objects that award something when
broken) - Enter an integer value for the amount to restore the
leader’s health by.

For Objects
• SpringVector - A value in {x, y} format to boast the character in
a particular vector on contact.
• WillBreakFromContactAfterHowLong - A decimal value for

For Weapons
• UsesVectorOfPlayer - Set this one property to YES instead of
setting vectors for up, down, left, right or resting. The weapon

the number of seconds the character must contact the object

will project forward in the same vector the character is traveling.

for it to break. This can be used to “unlock” treasure chests,

This is a great feature when using characters controlled by the

and can be combined with the existing health meter properties

control pad. Also if the weapon is being fired by an enemy,

to show how long it take to unlock an object. If the character

setting this to YES will make it so the weapon is fired directly

moves away from the object, it will reset to it’s max health. This

at the character.

property can also be used to make objects like a platform
suddenly disappear.
• EquipThisWeaponOnBreak (for objects that award something

• VectorMultiplier - A decimal value to multiply how much faster
the weapon should travel in relation to the vector from the
previous property. So for example, if the player’s vector is

when broken) - The value would be the key name of the item in

{ 0,3 }, and the VectorMultiplier was 2, then the vector of the

the Weapons dictionary to equip automatically.

weapon would be { 0,6 }.
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For Characters
• DegreeOfRotationForUpLeft - A rotation value if the character

Build 1.0.4
For Buttons

is moving upwards and left.
• DegreeOfRotationForDownLeft - A rotation value if the
character is moving downwards and left.

• DoesWhat with a value of GoDownRight will move the
character down and right. This is a diagonal movement which
combines the character’s down vector (the y value) and right

• DegreeOfRotationForUpRight - A rotation value if the

vector (the x value).

character is moving upwards and right.
• DoesWhat with a value of GoDownLeft will move the character
• DegreeOfRotationForDownRight - A rotation value if the
character is moving downwards and right.

down and left. This is a diagonal movement which combines the
character’s down vector (the y value) and left vector (the x
value).

To update your kit from 1.0.4, the classes that changed from the
last version are the following (just copy and replace both the .h
and .m files for each class): CSObjects, CSInventory, CSLevel,
CSButton, CSCharacter, CSWeapon, CSMapScreen, CSMenu,
CSImage, constants.h, Version_Notes.rtf
As always you will need to manually change the Build number
in the Project Settings from 1.0.4 to 1.0.5

• DoesWhat with a value of GoUpRight will move the character
up and right. If your character’s TreatUpLikeJump property is
set to YES, this acts like a jump to the right, otherwise this is a
diagonal movement which combines the character’s up vector
(the y value) and right vector (the x value).
• DoesWhat with a value of GoUpLeft will move the character up
and left. If your character’s TreatUpLikeJump property is set to
YES, this acts like a jump to the left, otherwise this is a diagonal
movement which combines the character’s up vector (the y
value) and left vector (the x value).
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• SwitchToImageOnContact - The key name in the Image
For Characters
• DiagonalMovementsUseUpDownAnimations - If you’ll be
adding diagonal buttons to control your character, you can set
this value to YES which will use the up / down animated frames
for you character instead of the left / right side views. If you
exclude this property, the default is NO.

Assets catalog of the image to change to when contacted by
the character.
• RemovePhysicsBodyOnSwitch - A YES or NO value to
remove the physics body once the object has been switched
using the property above.
• SwitchName - If the object will open a portal after being used
like a switch, this value will match the

For Portals
• ToEnterRequiresSwitchNamed - Instead of requiring inventory
to enter a portal you can require a certain number of switches to
be toggled (contacted). These don’t necessarily need to look
like levers or switches, essentially they can be any object on the
level that the character contacts. The value you enter here

ToEnterRequiresSwitchNamed in the portal’s dictionary. This
value can be anything you want, for example lever1.
• Movements dictionary > DisableCarrying - A YES or NO
value which will disable a moving object from carrying the
character on it. For example, a moving platform set to YES,
would not move the character.

should match that of the SwitchName property in the
dictionary of whatever is acting as a “switch”.
• AmountOfSwitchesRequired - The number of switches that
need contact for the portal to be accessible.

For Levels
You can now set on a per-level basis which gestures to include.
So these same properties for the GameSettings dictionary can
now be added to Levels dictionary, to override the game settings.

For Objects

• DisableSwitchingLeadersWithFingerTaps - A YES or NO
value. Set to YES and tapping with two fingers will make the
first follower of the leader become the leader. Tapping with three
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fingers will bring the second follower to command, and likewise
for four fingers. A button can be used instead to cycle through

As always you will need to manually change the Build number

the characters to lead. This will override the identically named

in the Project Settings from 1.0.3 to 1.0.4

property in the GameSettings dictionary.
• DisableRotateToStop - Setting this to YES disables the
rotation gesture which will make the player (and any followers)
stop in place. A button can be used instead to stop the team.
This will override the identically named property in the
GameSettings dictionary.
• DisableSwipesToMove - If set to YES all four swipe-to-move

Build 1.0.3
Lots of fun features this build! iAds integration, objects can stay

gestures are disabled. Instead you can create buttons that

in the scene after breaking, conveyor belt eﬀects for objects,

move up, down, left or right. This will override the identically

weapons can be animated while being thrown, ghosting eﬀects

named property in the GameSettings dictionary.

for bad guys (or any object), code tweaks for moving platforms

• DisableTapToAttack - If set to YES tapping the screen will not

(they actually move the character), gravity can be applied to
objects only when the character is in view (much better for timing

cause the player (or any followers) to attack. Instead you can

things to drop on the character), tweaks for anyone using Tiled

add a button to attack. This will override the identically named

with centering disabled (necessary when going from portal to

property in the GameSettings dictionary.

portal or “room to room” in one level).

To update your kit from 1.0.3, the files that changed from the
last version were: CSObjects.m and CSObjects.h, constants.h,
CSLevel.h and CSLevel.m, CSButton.m, CSCharacter.h,

For the GameSettings dictionary
• ShowAds - This value can be any of the following to show iAds

CSCharacter.m, CSWeapon.h CSWeapon.m, CSMapScreen.m,

in your app: BannerBottom, BannerTop, SquareTop,

CSImage.m, Version_Notes.rtf

SquareBottom. The first two values will create a thin iAds
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banner at either the top or bottom of the screen. The latter two
values will create a larger square banner instead. The iPhone

• RoomOﬀsetY - A positive or negative integer value to shift
where the world is.

only supports the thinner banner, so will use that even if you
enter SquareBottom or SquareTop. To show iAds, be sure to
add these frameworks if your version of the kit is 1.0.2 or

For Objects dictionaries

earlier.
• LeaveInSceneAfterBreak - A YES or NO value to leave the
object’s sprite or final animation frame in the scene after being
For Collectibles dictionary in the Root
• MaxCount - will prevent a collectible count from exceeding this
amount.

destroyed.
• Movements > LeaveRotatingAfterBreak - If the object will be
left in the scene after being destroyed, this YES or NO value will
either leave the object rotating or not (if it was previously).
• Movements > LeaveMovingAfterBreak - If the object will be

For Portals dictionaries
The next two properties only aﬀect games that use Tiled for
layout and have DisableCentering set to YES. These can be

left in the scene after being destroyed, this YES or NO value will
either leave the object moving or not (if it was previously).
• ConveyorBeltAmount - A decimal value to make an object

entered into the dictionary for a portal and used to oﬀset the

move the character as if it were standing on a conveyor belt.

position of the world. Since centering around the main character

(start testing small, for example 0.01).

is disabled, this is the only way to move from room to room within
the same level.
• RoomOﬀsetX - A positive or negative integer value to shift

• UseGravityWhenCharacterIsInView - A YES or NO value to
enable gravity only once the character is in view of the object.
This can be combined with the AﬀectedByGravityInHowLong

where the world is. For example, you might use a value like

value to delay when the object falls after first being in view of

1024 to move the world over the length of the screen.

the character (use this to fine tune when the object has gravity).
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• GhostFX > StartAlpha - A decimal number for the alpha value
the object will be a “ghost” at. This could be 0 meaning the
object will be completely invisible. 0.1 would make the object
be 10 percent transparent.
• GhostFX > EndAlpha - A decimal number for the alpha value
the object will be a seen at (and damageable at if it is immune in
ghost mode). This could be 0 meaning the object will be
completely invisible. 0.1 would make the object be 10 percent
transparent.
• GhostFX > DelayReveal - A decimal number for the amount of
time to delay revealing the ghost once the character is in view
of it.
• GhostFX > FadeInTime - A decimal number for the amount of
time the object will fade from its StartAlpha to EndAlpha
transparency.
• GhostFX > ReverseAfterHowLong - An optional decimal
number for the amount of time to wait before reversing from the
EndAlpha to StartAlpha. This will then loop the entire ghosting
eﬀect over and over again.
• GhostFX > HasImmunity - A YES or NO value to make the

For Weapons dictionaries
• RotateWeaponDirection - A YES or NO value to rotate a
weapon in the direction the character is firing it (the weapon
artwork should be facing up / pointed up). This is intended for
top-down viewed worlds.
You can now animate weapons as they are being thrown.
• Animation > Size - The size of the weapon animation in { width,
height } format.
• Animation > FPS - An integer value of the the frames per
second of the animation.
• Animation > WillLoop - A YES or NO value to loop the
animation
• Animation > AtlasFile - The Texture Atlas file. As usual, do not
enter the file extension (.atlas) in this value. For example, for
animated_sword.atlas would just be animated_sword.
• Animation > FrameOrder - An array of items with values for
the frame order of the animation. These are the names of the
files in your atlas folder (only include the names of the standard
definition files, not the @2x ones).

object immune from contact (attacks or collisions) when the
object is in ghost mode.
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To update your kit from 1.0.1, the files that changed from the
last version were: Version_Notes.rtf, CSWeapon.m , CSLevel.h,
CSLevel.m , CSMenu.h, CSMenu.m, CSObject.m, CSObject.h
CSViewController.h, CSViewController.m, CSButton.m,

Build 1.0.2

constants.h . As always you will need to manually change the
Build number in the Project Settings from 1.0.2 to 1.0.3

For any Levels dictionary

Important! Add the following frameworks: iAd.framework,

ReverseGravityThisOften - A decimal value for how often (in

AdSupport.framework. Go to Build Phases > Link Binary with

seconds) the level will reverse (or change) gravity using the value

Libraries, then press the + icon (on rollover it will say Add items).

below.

Then select the iAd.framework, AdSupport.framework. You’ll find
them faster if you use the search option.

GravityReverse - This is a vector defining the x and y direction
that gravity will switch to using the property above. For example,
a value of { 0, 1 } would pull the character up some, if the regular
gravity was normally { 0, -2 } . This example could be used to
make a side scrolling level appear to have a watery eﬀect to
moving through it.
For dictionaries of Objects
GainHowMuchHealthEverySecond - a decimal value for the
amount of health an object will recover every second. This could
be useful for “boss” characters that are meant to be more
challenging to kill.
ParallaxOﬀset - An oﬀset value in {x, y} format for the amount to
shift the object when the character moves (or when the world is
moved essentially). You can create parallax scrolling eﬀects on
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either the x or y axis (or both) using these amounts. They can be

FiringParticleFileName - This optional property is the name of

positive or negative decimal values. For subtle eﬀects, use small

the .sks file to show when the weapon is fired. Like all uses of

decimal values. When experimenting with parallax scrolling, I

Sprite Kit Particle files, you do not need to enter .sks into the

would recommend leaving either the x or y at 0 to see how the

value. So if you plan to use a file named GunFire.sks the value to

eﬀect works on just one axis first. For side-scrolling levels, this

enter here is just GunFire. This particle eﬀect will move along

would mean leaving the y value at 0.

with the projectile.

DontDestroyWeaponsOnContact - A YES or NO value that

NumberOfFiringParticlesToEmit - An integer value for the

prevents weapons (thrown by a player) from being destroyed on

number of particles to emit.

contact. For example, you might want a rock (thrown as a
weapon) to simply aﬀect the physics of this object, if so, set this

FiringParticleXOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the x axis for

property to YES. By default, this value is NO, so any player-fired

where the particles will initially appear. This value is multiplied by

weapon breaks against it.

-1, if the character is facing left.

For dictionaries of Buttons

FiringParticleYOﬀset - An oﬀset number value on the y axis for

DoesWhat with a value of UseWeaponAndAttack will do exactly

-1, if the character is facing up.

what tapping the screen does (if tapping to attack is not disable).
This makes the character use their attack animation frames, and
use a weapon (fire a projectile). So for example, the character
might fire a gun, and the animation would show a little kick-back
from the gun. (sorry this should have been in Build 1.0 for

where the particles will initially appear. This value is multiplied by

FiringParticleDepth - The depth the properties appear at. Use -1
or any number lower to make the particles appear behind the
image of the weapon. Use 1 or any number higher to make the
particles appear above the weapon.

anyone using a virtual D-pad).
To update your kit from 1.0.1, the files that changed from the
For dictionaries of Weapons

last version were: Version_Notes.rtf, CSWeapon.m, CSLevel.m,
CSObject.h, CSObject.m, CSInventory.m, CSButton.m,
constants.h
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Build 1.0.1
Added ButtonLiftUpStopsCharacterMoving - When YES, this
stops the character from moving after touches ended (if a button
was used to move the character) This finesses the controls of the
character. If excluded, the kit will default to this value as YES.
To update your kit, the files that changed from the last
version were: CSCharacter.m, CSCharacter.h, constants.h,
CSWeapon.m, CSButton.m, CSLevel.m
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